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NAME SYMPTOM COUNTER 
VIBRATION

CONT
ENTS NOTES

00 COCO '00 CONTINUAL COUGH VB 11/00 combination masquerading as the seasonal flu (that isn't a flu). Cough, like post nasal drip, queasy stomach,fatigue,malaise, 
brain tiring.

99 EP 99 EPIDEMIC VB Flu-like symptoms in 25% of the population are 4 viruses and 2 bacteria.  May ALSO need EDB, ZINC CHLORIDE, ASPERGILLIS 
FUMIGATUS.

ACC ANTHRACOXCOB 1-2 VBC Anthrax, Coxsackie, Cobalt 60 - Especially prevalent around areas where there are nuclear reactors.
ACD LIV ACID LIVER MVF Similar to Primary Biliary Cirrhosis.  Including Ergot, this very deep disease slowly eats away the liver and its function. 

ACE SPC ACES AND SPACES MVB Reactivates small intestine enzyme making to clean out the gooey mucous that binds dead cells. The remedy supports a long-range 
and permanent bases of the results of GOO CLN so that you activate ace cells with enough space to operate.

ACIN CA ACINIC CELL 
ADENOCARCINOMA MVB A low-grade carcinoma that develops in the secreting cells of racemose (grape-like) glands, especially salivary glands and 

pulmonary alveoli. It combines with other pathogens to make infections in different glands that secrete.
ACP ANTHRACOXPLOOT 1-2 VBC Anthrax, Coxsackie, Plutonium - A Denver/Boulder special of people who have lived in the area 5 or more years. 

ACT ACT ACTIVATOR 
ACTIVATION MVB The factor that is used to synthesize proteins and lipids into hormones.  The synthesizing factor is made in the spleen and carried by 

the blood to glands that use it.
ACT VIR ACTINO VIRUS V Crowds the pituitary causing weight gain in pear-shaped bodies.

ACT WEB ACTIVATING WEB MVB
Bone/Liver/Lymph condition producing insufficient reticulocytes to maintain neurological brain web multiple concept connection and 
wakefulness. Subjects appear to have selective apathy for life, irritation with many and disdain for society systems. Because of the 
lacking they often see others as lacking.

ACU NER ACOUSTIC NEUROMA MVB Growth in ear that diminishes hearing. For tinnitis add one or more of BRC BLK, SWL SFNG, STR FGA, CAN SI.

AD BASE ADRENAL BASE 
ENERGY  MVB Adrenal medulla-based combination at the base of several diseases severely affecting nerve energy.  For Addison's, add one of 

Blastomycosis, Chromomycosis, or (usual) Histoplasmosis. For Von Hippel's, add Rhizamucor.

AD MD BD ADRENAL MEDULLA 
BUILDER MVB Liver/bone amino acids and enzymes needed to rebuild/regrow adrenal medulla. Take with adrenal trigger and adrenal enzyme 

alteration remedies. See also AD MD DS as a preliminary.
ADARMA ADENOARENOMA MVB A compound-content lump often found on the adrenals affecting hair growth.  Easily combines with a retrovirus plus CMVs.

ADC CAR ADENOCYSTIC 
CARCINOMA MVB Frequently in salivary glands, breasts, mucous glands of the upper and lower respiratory system and occasionally in the vestibule 

glands of the vulva. Spreads along nerves causing paralysis in face (often upper lip). 
ADEN B ADENOVIRUS GROUP B V Virus known for respiratory, pneumonia and urinary tract issues.  Often holds together combinations

ADEN C ADENOVIRUS GROUP C V Virus known for liver and lymphatic issues.  Often holds together combinations with liver

ADEN D ADENOVIRUS GROUP D V Virus often known for liver, gall bladder issues. Often holds together combinations with liver

ADEN E ADENOVIRUS GROUP E V Virus often known for liver, gall bladder, respiratory and head issues. Often holds together combinations
ADEN F ADENOVIRUS GROUP F V Virus known for intestinal issues. Often holds together combinations with liver

ADEN G ADENOVIRUS GROUP G V A class of adenovirus not yet recognized in science.

ADEN H ADENOVIRUS GROUP H V Virus not known for any specific areas, other than the flesh of the body.

ADENO ADENOVIRUS 1-2 V This major family of viruses loves to lock into lymph and/or muscle tissue connected to glands

ADMDDS ADRENAL MEDULLA 
DISEASE MVB Could form the base of many adrenal-related inherited diseases, especially collagen diseases.

ADN ADN ADENO ADENOMA MVB Often the cause of intestinal polyps and usually found with a retrovirus. The frequent propensity to vomit is one of the most 
recognizable traits.
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ADN SCT ADENO SQUAMOUS 
CYTOMA MVB A compound lump very similar to a cyst with squamous cells. Found in respiratory control center of brain.

ADN SQA ADENOSQUAMOMA MVB A lump composed of adeno and squamous cells. Most commonly seen in the adrenals, but possible anywhere.
ADN STN ADRENAL STONES 4-6 T Adrenal stones are made of a form of mercury and reside at the nerve endings
ADNCAR ADENO CARCINOMA MVB Group of aberrant cells massing towards a tumor in a layer of the interior or exterior skin that can be anywhere in the body.
ADQ REG ADEQUACY REGAIN 4-14 E INADEQUACY as to the task in life, the calling of God and the ability to stick with a project interfere with success on any level.
ADR ADN ADRENAL ADENOMA MVB A lump on the adrenals often precipitating a hormonal problem.

ADR BLD ADRENAL BUILDER MVF Rebuilds liver's ability to produce a peptide called "Corticotropin Releasing Factor" for stress reduction in adrenals. Restores 
depletion caused by overwork, emotional & physical stress, child birth. Digestion is blocked by this string of amino acids.

ADR CHR ADRENAL CHARGE MV With PIT CHR reactivates the whole hormonal system for digestion to sexual performance.

ADR CMA ADRENAL CAPSILOMA MVB Like a form of mesothelioma of the intestines or lungs, this is an infection of the capsulizing layer around the outer surface (cortex) 
of the adrenals. It often precipitates hair loss, hormonal problems and energy loss. Usually seen with a retrovirus.

ADR CPC ADRENAL CAPSULE 
CARCINOMA MVB An irritated condition of the outer capsule of the adrenals. When a retrovirus is accompanying the condition, we usually see grey 

hair. A little more serious than ADR CPS.

ADR CPS ADRENAL CAPSULE 
SARCOMA MVB An irritated condition of the outer capsule of the adrenals. When a retrovirus is accompanying the condition, we usually see grey 

hair.

ADR CRT ADRENAL CORTISOL 
DISEASE MVB Corrects an enzyme defect that results in low levels of cortisol and increased levels of ACTH. In varying degrees, it causes low 

digestion and low emission of sexual hormones.

ADR DRN ADRENAL DRAIN MFV Inhibits calcium use by adrenals.  Blocks histamine conversion so that it binds with protein and inhibits protein conversion to amino 
acids. (Carbon blockage from another source like Carbohydrates Block with blocked calcium leads to fat.)

ADR EDM ADRENAL EDEMA MRV Inherited adrenal deficiency that causes rise in renin and blockage of kidneys with accompanying water weight

ADR EZH ADRENAL 
ENZOHORMONES MVB Enzohormones are key triggers of activities throughout the body, from digestion to attitude to body shape. They are made from a 

combination of follicular cells, endocat cells and are thwarted by bone infections as well as adrenal or kidney infections.
ADR FIR ADRENAL FIRE MVB Aimed at removing the blocks to progesterone production

ADR HYP ADREN-BASED 
HYPOGLYCEMIA MVB Cholera Miasm-based cause of hypoglycemia that is adrenal-based (5% of the cases).  (95% need Uplift/Sassafras oil for pancreas 

parasite)

ADR SHI ADRENAL SHINE F Several fungi, including the one causing SAD, converge to make a continual tiredness, hormonal imbalance and disruption in 
ovaries or testicles.

ADR SOD ADRENAL SODIUM 
MAKER MVB

Approximately 85% of the constitution of sodium is formed by the adrenals and derived from cerebral spinal fluid. The adrenal 
medulla makes sodium for cell respiration while the adrenal cortex makes sodium for carriage of enzymes, hormones, etc. The 
thyroid needs this sodium to use with iodine to carry metabolites, the nerves need it for muscle function, etc. Sex, childbirth, worry, 
altitudes pull it from the body. Its spent form clogs the nerves and memory.

ADR VIR ADRENAL VIRUS 1-2 V Virus causes adrenal exhaustion (especially around menopause). Also look at Sleeping Sickness Parasite & ADN STN.    .
ADREMA ADRENALEMIA MVC Unleashes bone marrow substance for adrenals to synthesize hormones from cholesterol

AEA 17A ADRENAL ENZYME 
ALTERATION - 17A MVB Enzyme deficiency for stimulation of thyroid that is deactivated by low blood pressure. To reinstate after BP normalization thyroid 

must be absorbing iodine and oxygen. This enzyme also stimulates the engorgement of genitals and breast with arousal.

AEA 18 ADRENAL ENZYME 
ACTIVATION 18BASE MVB

USE ONE OF THE BELOW LETTERED VERSIONS AND NOT THIS BASE. This series reduces the effects of fear and anxiety 
thoughts on the adrenals. Thoughts of fear originate in the hippocampus which sends actual thought substances/chemicals that we 
call "mortacts" (kill-the-action) through different hormonal glands via the golgi apparatus to the adrenals, which shut down 
hormones, neurons and enzymes                      .

AEA 18A ADRENAL ENZYME 
ACTIVATION 18 A MVB Reduces the effect of fear thoughts sent from the hippocampus to the hypothalamus resulting in "store, protect and save" messages 

to the adrenals. The adrenals consequently shut down hormones, neurons and enzymes. See explanation under AEA 18.

AEA 18B ADRENAL ENZYME 
ACTIVATION 18 B MVB Reduces the effect of fear thoughts sent from the hippocampus to the thalamus resulting in psychic fear messages to the adrenals. 

The adrenals consequently shut down hormones, neurons and enzymes.See explanation under AEA 18.
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AEA 18C ADRENAL ENZYME 
ACTIVATION 18 C MVB Reduces the effect of fear thoughts sent from the hippocampus to the epithalamus resulting in emotional fear memory messages to 

the adrenals. The adrenals consequently shut down hormones, neurons and enzymes. See explanation under AEA 18.

AEA 18D ADRENAL ENZYME 
ACTIVATION 18 D MVB Reduces the effect of fear thoughts sent from the hippocampus to the pituitary resulting in control fear messages to the adrenals. 

The adrenals consequently shut down hormones, neurons and enzymes. See explanation under AEA 18.

AEA 18E ADRENAL ENZYME 
ACTIVATION 18 E MVB Reduces the effect of fear thoughts sent from the hippocampus to the thyroid resulting in fear of applying yourself fear messages to 

the adrenals. The adrenals consequently shut down hormones, neurons and enzymes. See explanation under AEA 18.

AEA 21A ADRENAL ENZYME 
ALTERATION - 21A MVB An imbalance of 21 Hydrolase enzymes. Often earmarked by varying degrees of "salt wasting", dehydration, electrolyte 

abnormalities and sometimes stunted growth.

AEA 21B ADRENAL ENZYME 
ALTERATION - 21B MVB A variation of 21A. Causes an androgen excess which sometimes has owner controlled by sexual urges instead of having guidance 

of it. Remedy does not take away sexual drive, but tempers it to a semblance of sensibility.

AEA 21C ADRENAL ENZYME 
ALTERATION - 21C MVB A variation of AEA 21A.  Causes an androgen insufficiency with less sexual drive than benefits the owner.

AEA 21D ADRENAL ENZYME 
ALTERATION 21D MVB An imbalance of 21 Hydrolase enzyme. Common manifestations are excess facial and body hair for women (hirsutism), excessive 

perspiration (especially of hands and feet), menstruation difficulties, sparse sexual drive, stenosis of arteries.

AEA 21E ADRENAL ENZYME 
ALTERATION 21E MVB An imbalance of 21 Hydrolase enzyme. Often with perspiration of hands and feet (especially with stress), fine hair, usually scant 

menstruation, feels the other sex lacks enough interest (although usually no interest in same sex),hypometabolism of weight, 

AEA 3BA ADRENAL ENZYME 
ALTERATION - 3BA MVB  3 Beta Hydroxysteroid Dehydrogenase Deficiency.  A key enzyme for the sustaining of adrenal activity and hormone production. 

Drink water while taking to avoid back aches.

AEA 3BB ADRENAL ENZYME 
ALTERATION - 3BB MVB A key e3 Beta Hydroxysteroid Dehydrogenase Deficiency alternative correction (the most commonly used). A key enzyme for the 

sustaining of adrenal activity and hormone production. Drink water while taking to avoid back aches.

AEA PC
ADRENAL ENZYME 
ALTERATION - PLASMA 
CELLS

MVB Adrenal-based remedy for reenabling an enzyme to break down protein in a way that feeds instead of clogs red blood cells. See 
also PC MAL and PC EZ UT.

AFLGOT AFLAGOT 1-4 F Combination of the molds Aflatoxin and Ergot.  The combination is high in beer and wine and destroys liver.
AFLTOX AFLATOXIN 1-4 F Liver mold that causes cirrhosis, found in hepatitis, cancer.  From bread, brown rice, etc.
AGPHOB AGORAPHOBIA 3-8 E Fear of crowds of people, like parties and public places, caused by Syphilis miasm in the pituitary plus bacteria and fungus
ALC DSR ALCOHOL DESIRE MR With alcoholinum, this combination increases the body's desire for alcohol

ALC INT ALCOHOL 
INTOLERANCE MBF For those who swoon at the slightest taste of alcohol (not former alcoholics).  Will not make you a lush.  In milk tablets.

ALCLFL ALUMINUM CHLORIDE 
FLUORIDE C Water infiltrated chemicals often lodging in pancreas

ALCNUM ALCOHOLINUM M Obviously this miasm is a world-wide issue

ALCO ADRENAL LIVER 
CONNECTION MBF Prepares cholesterol for the adrenal to use in the synthesis of adrenal hormones

ALD ADN ALDOSTERONE 
BLOCKING ADENOMA MVF In the adrenals this lump blocks the precursor hormone to estrogen, progesterone and testosterone.

ALFCF
ALUMINUM FLUORIDE 
CHLORIDE 
FORMALDEHYDE

C Lethal water byproduct and food combination that can impair brains.

ALG BLD ALLERGY BLOOD MV IgD Immunoglobulin Deficiency relevant to allergic responses to milk, insulin, penicillin and various toxins
ALK LUK ALEUKEMIC LEUKEMIA MVB Causes Pyruvate Kinase Deficiency, an enzyme that helps red blood cells in converting phosphate compounds to cell food.

ALM FLR ALUMINUM FLUORIDE C Newest means of fluoridating city water after sodium fluoride was declared poisonous. Affects brain (memory, dementia) and bones.

ALOPEC ALOPECIA MVF Inherited factors that affect kidneys/adrenal connection to cause patchy hair loss. Other remedies for inherited patterns of hair loss.
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ALS ALATERAL SCLEROSIS RVB Lou Gehrig's Disease; inherited conditions combine with a little-known form of clostridium and NEV CHM forms a base, often with 
Neisseria 

ALT ADR ALTERED ADRENALIN MB Shock, birth and extreme fatigue can so drain the adrenals that infection turns adrenaline into a selective hormone deactivator 
causing undermetabolization and weight 

ALT KID ALTITUDE KIDNEYS MVB Seems to make kidneys close down in altitudes, which throws blood viscosity and lymph out of kilter.  Subclinical at low altitudes

ALT SIC ALTITUDE SICKNESS MVF A tightening of veins in brain causing a low-blood-pressure chain reaction from kidneys to heart to lungs. This lowers O2 in blood 
which is felt strongly in areas with decreased oxygen. People become weak, sick and, in extreme cases, delirious.

AMALG AMALGAMS C The toxicity of amalgams (silver-looking fillings that are actually mercury) is becoming legendary, especially in MS

AMM ADRENAL MEDULLA 
MOLD 2-5 F Mold involving the varied reasons for slowed circulation in the adrenals which allows a mold in the medulla

ANA VIR ANESTHESIA VIRUS V Virus in liver created by anesthesia from surgery or dentistry. Weight gain and/or possible hair loss follows.

ANC ISU ANCIENT ISSUES 8-11 MV Leprosy, Plague, Hemorrhagic Fevers, Coxsackie, Anthrax, VPV-Base, deep immune robbers of miasmic level. Primordial issues 
may arise.

ANEM GB ANEMIC GALL 
BLADDER MRV An inherited condition involving rickets and polio that suppresses GB.  Most possessors LOVE mayonnaise

ANG BLS ANGIOBLASTOMA  MVB A lump of newly forming cells on any channel of fluids in body from heart to brain or any other organ.

ANK SPN ANKYLOSING 
SPONDYLITIS 10-16 MVB Bechtrew's in Scandinavia - Chronic low back pain with deteriorating disks and forward/backward double spine curve 

AOR SQE AORTA SQUEEZE MVF Coarctation of Aorta is a congenital cardiac anomaly characterized by a localized narrowing of the aorta which results in increased 
pressure back into the heart and decreased blood pressure towards the extremities.

APH ADN ACIDOPHILIC 
ADENOMA MVF Via the pituitary, this lump affects body use of calcium, fibrogen, skin & nails, especially when cytoviruses accumulate. Involved with 

growth hormones w/acromegaly and giantism.

APL ANM APLASTIC ANEMIA MVB Officially - Lymphocytic Leukopenia. Periodic sore throats, reduced resistance to viral infections, unexplained blood-shot eyes or 
hemorrhages, flu-like swollen glands, stuffiness.

APRAX APRAXIA MVF Growing forgetfulness of how to do sequential tasks; misuse of objects (picking up a pen instead of a knife or cutting a tablecloth 
with scissors); occasional forgetting of how to write a letter or a word; periodic academic dementia & growing memory loss.

ARBO ARBO 1-4 V Arbo Virus - Parasite-born viruses and fevers.  Often causes disorientation after teeth work. Much worse in low nutrition settings.
ARENO ARENO 1-3 V Areno Virus - Meningitis forms of diseases carried by ticks, fleas and animals. 
ARG DEF ARGININE DEFICIENCY MVB Correcting the deficiency of an essential amino acid that can cause seizures, spacicity and retardation
ARISE #1 ARISE #1 MVB Inherited nerve blockage in the sexual apparatus of male and female. Take with ARISE 2 and ARISE 3.
ARISE #2 ARISE #2 MVB Inherited issue with the adrenals that blocks testosterone from the reproductive glands. Take with ARISE 1 AND ARISE 3.
ARISE #3 ARISE #3 MVB Inherited issue with the thyroid that blocks thyroxin from reproductive glands. Take with ARISE 2 and ARISE 3.
ARNOMA ARENOMA MVB A miasmic-based propensity for mass or swelling based on the areno virus instead of the usual Papilloma virus
ART BLD ARTERIES BLOOD MB IgM Immunoglobulin Deficiency associated with Pneumonia, meningococcal meningitis and mushy arteries

ART LNG ARTERY LUNG TANGLE MVB Second to blood diseases, this is primarily for windedness. Arteries from the heart to the lung are congenitally tangled and block 
each other by their expansion when exercising. Shortness of breath w/exertion, insufficient oxygen for the lung and thyroid.

ART OPN ARTERY OPEN MV Inherited condition involving cholera miasm on the adrenals that shrinks arteries and reduces circulation to brain and extremities
ART PNC ARTERIAL PINCH MBF Inherited "rings " on the arteries that constrict occasionally and restrict blood flow.  SRG V&A is a ballooning of arteries.           .

ARTERS ARTERIES INHERITED MVB Granulomatosis and Takayasu's inflamed arteries. Causes myalgia and "headaches like no other". Rheumatoid aches in hips and 
shoulders

ASBL GL ASTRO BLASTO 
CYTOMA GLIOMA MVB Combination brain lump of astrocytes, blast cells and glioma mass.

ASC ADR ASCITES ADRENALS MVB One of 3 remedies to dissolve the cause of fluid collection in the abdomen called ascites.   It needs accompaniment of Herpes #9 or 
13 or 15 and Coxsackie B5 or B9.
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ASC LIV ASCITES LIVER MVB One of 3 remedies to dissolve the cause of fluid collection in the abdomen called ascites.  Although it can accompany other kinds of 
weight, this is distinctive for the lack of puffiness or size accumulated on the limbs.

ASC TRD ASCITES THYROID MBF One of 3 remedies to dissolve the cause of fluid collection in the abdomen called ascites.  Although it can accompany other kinds of 
weight, this is distinctive for the lack of puffiness or size accumulated on the limbs.

ASCITS ASCITES MVF Folliculhistechia -The holding of fluid in abdomen after or during sickness. Places strain on kidneys that also will need draining 
support.

ASCRIS ASCARIS P Common parasite of the round worm family. Includes the vibration of black walnut, picked in green stage.

ASD ATRIAL SEPTAL 
DEFECT MVB Unclosed hole in upper mid wall of heart which doesn't allow blood from lungs to bring enough oxygen.  Shortness of breath, easy 

sweating.

ASPTM ASPARTAME 3-10 C Headaches and dizziness from artificial sweeteners and all sodas (even decades later) from this because it "fries" your brain slowly.

ASSIM ASSIMILATE NOW B Antidotes a fungus that binds minerals that engender digestive enzymes. Acts quickly, gives energy gain and girth loss

AST BLS ASTRO BLASTO 
CYTOMA MVB Non-glioma brain lump combination of astrocytes and blast cells

AST CYT ASTROCYTOMA 9-11 MBF Common glimoa (brain mass going to tumor) especially with any type of herpes.  Also connected to calcium imbalance (KID CAL, 
TRD CAL)

ASTIG i ASTIGMATISM i MVB Improved version of remedy for well-known eye condition

AT MASS ADRENAL/THYROID 
MASS MVF Phemochromocytoma -causes night sweats, anxiety, lack of concentration usually around menopause. Other issues also.      .

ATHRMA ATHEROMA MVB The most common disease of large and medium-sized arteries involving coronary, cerebral and lower-limb arteries.  With lower 
limbs it can produce ulcerations of ankles and legs. Sudden occlusions of legs produces cold, painful, pulseless limbs.

ATM TRD ATOMIC THYROID 2-6 MBC Combination of radon, magnetic influence and light nuclear waste equals thyroid problems.  Formerly Atomic Denver.

ATR AMY ADRENAL TRIGGER 
AMYGDALA MVB Corrects condition in the amygdala that blocks motivation stimulus.  Subjects often lack the oomph to move from victim to solution 

and often stay in bad situations.

ATR BC ADRENAL TRIGGER - 
BLOOD CLEAN MVB This helps kidneys/adrenals make enzohormones that dissolve dead protein and excess CO2 in the blood. The same process frees 

the thymus to function better. Symptoms are tiredness, overworking heart and circles under eyes. See also TB KID.

ATR CC
ADRENAL TRIGGER - 
CHOLESTEROL 
CONVERSION

MVB Enzohormones from the adrenal/kidneys and involving the bones. They catalyze cholesterol to form other hormones, combine with 
calcium to form discs, maintain flexibility of the cornea, maintain heart wall flexibility and feed all cartilage.

ATR HAR ADRENAL TRIGGER - 
HAIR MVB Because this is adrenal based, it triggers liver for hair growth on the head. See also HAR LIV.

ATR LFT ADRENAL TRIGGER 
LIPID/FATS MVB Restores the depleted ability of the adrenals to produce metabolizing enzymes which dissolve bound-together lipids and fats.

ATR LIP ADRENAL TRIGGER - 
LIPID  . MVB Restores the depleted ability of the adrenals to produce metabolizing enzymes which dissolve lipids.

ATR SG ADRENAL TRIGGER - 
STARCH GLUCOSE MVB Releases enzymes which dissolve starch/glucose combinations.

AV EXPN ARTERY/VEIN 
EXPANSION MVB A break-down of the subtle flexibility and porosity of arteries and veins from that of a cotton cloth to a hardened sweater weave. A 

non-islets of langerhans pancreatic condition that also shrinks the diameter of veins and arteries.

AV RELS ARTERY/VEIN 
RELEASE MVB Kidney/adrenal condition that emits norepinephrine (artery constrictor) with any stress in other endocrine glands.  When the 

condition is removed, stress releases epinephrine (artery restoration).

AVN NOD ATRIALVENTRICAL 
NODE DISEASE MVB Like the Sinoatrial Disease this can cause arrhythmias and low blood pressure. It may play a role in sleep apnea. See also SIN ART, 

NIT.
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AXNOMA AXONOMA MVB A lump in the cylindric extension of a nerve cell that conducts impulses through the neuron body. Could interrupt any form of nerve 
communication from action to thought.

BA HPHS BLOOD ANEMIA 
HYPOPHOSPHATE MVB

Too little phosphorus in the serum and plasma causes brittle red blood cells destroyed by the regors of circulation. The cells lose 
ATP (cell energy sugar), O2, 2-3 diphosphoglyceric acid, decreases glucose utilization (red blood cell energy sugar). Worse with 
diabetes, alcohol withdrawal, respiratory alkalosis, dialysis and use of antacids.

BA LDL
BLOOD ANEMIA-LOW 
DENSITY 
LIPOPROTEINS

MVB
Designed to reactivate a group of plasma enzymes to process depleted chylomicrons. Depleted chylomicrons bind to albumin 
creating ascites and may be depleted of triglycerides through a thyroid malfunction (FRM CTG). The plasma enzymes frees the LDL 
receptors to allow lipoprotein to feed the rest of the body.

BA STM BLOOD ANEMIA 
STOMATOCYTOSIS MVB

Too many red blood cells are shaped like mouths. Like an open mouth, too much of the electrical charge runs out so that red blood 
cells become too fragile, die too easily and cause spleen swelling (abdominal swelling). Under these circumstances alcohol makes it 
increasingly worse, ATP (cell energy sugar) decreases and O2 is lost easily. The condition usually travels with other blood diseases. 
It stops potassium from holding nutrition in the cells. See also POT SRG.

BAC DIS BACTERIA 
DISCOMBOBULATION MVB Bone disease- Chronic Granulomatous Disease- making the whole system more susceptible to Staph, Strep and other bacterial 

infections.
BAC FRG BACTERIA FRAGILIS 1-4 B Frequently found in brain abscesses and brain tumors.  Often found with Coxsackie and Wormwood.
BAR CNG BAROMETRIC CHANGE VF  Congestion in head makes person decrease in function with altitude. From headaches to kidney backup to lymph coagulation

BAROCP BARORECEPTOR 
ARTERY DISEASE MVB An inherited malfunctioning of the Marinesco bodies of the substancia nigra and locus ceruleus in the arteries. These cells monitor 

blood flow and send messages to the brain to raise or lower blood pressure. 

BAS CEL BASAL CELL 
CARCINOMA MVB Skin disease that looks like a scab or festering mole that lingers on.  Melanomas sometimes look similar

BBT BUG BITE TOXINS T For those who swell up at the slightest bite of mosquitoes, gnats, chiggers, etc.  Spider and bee remedies are separate kinds.

BCP BLOOD CELL PARASITE 1-3 P Kalaazar, also called Leishmania Donovani, also called Leishmaniasis.  Eats blood cells and forms skin lesions.  RE Anemia, AIDS, 
CFS, etc..

BD FLK BILE DUCT FLUKES 1-5 P Inflames and causes to malfunction the connection of Liver/Gall Bladder & Liver/Pancreas.  Part of calcium upset

BEL BUS BELLY BUSTER MVB Sclerosing Cholangitis-Secondary Biliary Cirrhosis. Malformed bile that hardens liver, bile ducts and eats both. Poor digestion 
accompanies the condition.

BEN BENZENE ANTIDOTE 1-4 C Common chemical toxin weakening especially pancreas, liver, and thymus.  In most AIDS cases.  See Thymus Strong.

BER BLOOD ENZYME 
REPAIR MB (Hexose Monosulphate Shunt Defect) Blocks the formation of over 100 blood enzymes.  Also tests to be an attraction to the Holy 

Spirit into the body

BHK CAN BRAIN HEART KIDNEY 
CANDIDA F Highly involved with chemical sensitivity plus clogging of pituitary in weight gain and fogged thinking.  May well go to liver and other 

parts of body

BIL BOO BILIARY BOOST MVF Aimed at Sarcoidosis of the liver. Inherited, chronic infection of the liver tissue that decreases all liver functions and attracts other 
liver diseases.

BLAD CS BLADDER CYST MB Aimed at interstitial cystitis
BLADMA BLADDEROMA MBF Mass growing on either the urinary bladder or the gall bladder
BLASMA BLASTOMA MVF Lump of new cells that don't fully mature. Loves the medullas (but doesn't do them any good).
BLC MEN BLANCAMENINGITIS MVB A swelling of the white matter of nerves that pressures neighboring nerves.
BLD 
CRD1 BLOOD CRADLE #1 MVB Similar to leukemia, this could technically be called a phagocytemia. It is a defective formation of the immune protector, phagocyte, 

which has leukocytes inside. Phagocytes carry (cradle) in the blood needed enzymes.
BLD 
CRD2 BLOOD CRADLE #2 MVB Similar to leukemia, this could technically be called a phagolysosome. It is a self-destructing formation of the immune protector, 

phagocyte, which has leukocytes inside. Phagocytes carry (cradle) in the blood needed enzymes.

BLD DBR BLOOD DEBRIS 
SWEEPER MVB An enzyme that dissolves the debris of dead organic cells that gather excessively when healing blood diseases like leukemia, 

thalassemias, hemoglobin diseases, etc..
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BLD IMP BLOOD IMPROVEMENT 
BASE MMM A group of miasms that weaken the blood strength and function. Body health is in direct proportion to blood health. Take with HEM 

CRB.

BLD OXY BLOOD OXYGEN 
MIASM M Causes blood to decrease in electro/magnetic power over the years.  

BLD SCB BLOOD SCRUBBER ENZ Cleans blood of cholesterol, breaks up lipid, opens follicular glands plus thyroid and adrenal glands with follicular-based lumps, 
helps eyesight, opens capillaries (stroke folks), increases nitrogen availability.

BLEN L BLOOD ENERGY- LIVER MVF For the forms of Glycogen Storage Disease that clog the liver and cause balloon abdomens. Often they regulate themselves to the 
point of stopping before they exahst themselves deeply.

BLEN M BLOOD ENERGY - 
MUSCLES MVF A blood disease.  For the forms of Glycogen Storage Disease causing deep muscle fatigue after exercise.

BLEPH BLEPHARO SPASM MVB Condition that causes involuntary contraction of eyelids.
BLF BLOOD/LYMPH FLUKES 1-3 P Several forms of Schistosomas.  Especially likes kidneys as well as arteries.

BLK OUT BLANK OUT MASS MB Causes a "mismake " of acetylcholine (neurotransmitter) so that the nerve impulse blanks out and the message is not received in 
Myesthenia Gravis, etc

BLK TRD BLOCKED THYROID 3-5 VB Two viruses and 2 bacteria with a strange propensity to gang up on thyroids everywhere

BLNC NR BLANCA NERVE 
DISEASE MVB Most commonly seen as aging, the white matter of the nerves controls the autonomic bodily functions. It seems to shift focus from 

intellectual thinking to current observations, bodily functions and distant memory. Attention span is shortened.

BLS CYT BLASTOCYTOMA MVB A lump of embryonic tissue developing from the blastema  (primordial, undifferentiated cellular material that makes up the 
foundation) of an organ or tissue.

BLST BLASTOMYCOSIS 1-4 F Bronchial/lung form of pneumonia.  Spreads by blood to all other organs and skin.  Sometimes warts that change into small 
abscesses.

BLT BLT BLOAT BLOAT MVB Inherited kidney condition that backs up and distributes uremic poison in way that lands in intestines/gut and causes large waist line.

BMM BRAIN MEDULLA MOLD 2-4 F Common collection of mold/fungus/bacteria that simultaneously clogs and deteriorates the brain.
BNB BRAIN NERVE BLOCK 3-5 VBF Virus/Bacteria/Fungus group blocks ability to get words out.  Involves Posterior/Anterior pituitary lobes.

BNM MAL BONE NERVE MUSCLE 
MALADY MVB A wide-spread, bone-based "age-related" disease that dissolves strength and firmness. In Latin this could be called a "myomyelo" 

disease.

BOFG BF
BLOOD ORGAN 
FUNGUS with BREATH 
FREE

F General fungus killer for intestines and lungs used in Europe successfuly since 1996.

BOMOTO BONEMONE TONE MVB Frees bonemone (the substance made in the bones needed to make hormones) to supply all the endocrine glands.

BON BMP BONE BUMPS MVB Aimed at "Osteochondromas" which appears as little nodules forming mostly on the joints, especially fingers.  Looks like 
Rheumatoid Arthritis

BON COV BONE COVER MVB Infections in the periosteum (sheath of the bone) that often affect the sacral area (as well as other bones).
BON CRK BONE CRACK 3-18 VB When a bone is only cracked it invites several forms of Klebsiella different from that of the standard BON INF.
BON FLU BONE FLU V A form of influenza that settles in the bones (and often the brain) causing collection of fluid in body (ascites). Like LYM GUT
BON HRD BONE HARD 10-14 MV The inherited basis for Scleroderma and some other conditions that contract tendons

BON INF BONE INFECTION 10-25 BV A combination of Strep in Bone, Klebsiella Ozaenae, Coxsackie B - seen in so many cases of brewing bone cancer and 
osteoporosis.

BON JCS BONE JOINT CYSTS MV Osteochondroma-Cartilage tumors loose and painful in joints. If skin discoloration over joints, look for kidney issues.  See BON BMP

BON LIT BONE LIGHT MBF Pineal growth giving brow headaches and light mal assimilation of endocrine system

BON LMF BONE LYMPH MVB Reduces excess of Von Willebrand factor in platelets. Designed for a bone condition that distorts lymph function from absorbing 
toxins and exiting to a pathological condition of depositing its toxins in the body as a form of dropsy weight.
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BON PAP BONE PAPILLOMA 10-16 V A form of papilloma preferring bones.  Included in OST ART.

BON PCT BONE PUNCTURE 
INFECTION 3-9 VB One of several ways infections start in the bone . . . and spread.

BON PNM BONE PNEUMONIA 5-8 B Often inherited, involving a number of bone swellings that resemble polio, multiple myeloma and neuropathy
BON RAD BONE RADIATION 10-18 MVB A bone cancer precipitated from nuclear or microwave exposure, or over x-raying or over radiation treatments. 
BON SKN BONE SKIN INFECTION BF Infection in periosteum (covering of the bone). Can contribute to infection in bone and osteoporosis.

BON SLD BONE SOLID MRV Designed for Albright's Disease, a form of bone dysplasia, endocrine dysfunction, precocious puberty in girls, fast growth in boys, 
hyperthyroidism, insomnia, fine motor tremors, cafe au lait spots.

BOT STF BOTUSTAPH 1-6 B Botulism and staph.  Almost always in spinal cord.

BPH BENIGN PROSTATIC 
HYPERTROPHY 1-6 MVB An old issue of prostatic swelling usually after 45.  Liver controls prostate, so also check liver issues.

BPNMV BOVINE 
PNEUMOMEGLOVIRUS V Like CMV, this virus locks into the lymph trapping oxygen around cellular fluid

BR ANE 
#1

BIRTHING  
ANESTHESIA #1 CF Anesthesia when you gave birth to a child, plus the anesthesia used with your mother and possibly the anesthesia used for your 

grandmother. The chemical continues to paralyze your nerves, plus attract pathogens that eat your nerves.
BR ANE 
#2

BIRTHING  
ANESTHESIA #2 CF Anesthesia when you gave birth to a child, plus the anesthesia used with your mother and possibly the anesthesia used for your 

grandmother. The chemical continues to paralyze your nerves, plus attract pathogens that eat your nerves.
BR ANE 
#3

BIRTHING  
ANESTHESIA #3 CF Anesthesia when you gave birth to a child, plus the anesthesia used with your mother and possibly the anesthesia used for your 

grandmother. The chemical continues to paralyze your nerves, plus attract pathogens that eat your nerves.
BR ANE 
#4

BIRTHING ANESTHESIA 
#4 CF Anesthesia when you gave birth to a child, plus the anesthesia used with your mother and possibly the anesthesia used for your 

grandmother. The chemical continues to paralyze your nerves, plus attract pathogens that eat your nerves.
BR ANE 
#5

BIRTHING ANESTHESIA 
#5 CF Anesthesia when you gave birth to a child, plus the anesthesia used with your mother and possibly the anesthesia used for your 

grandmother. The chemical continues to paralyze your nerves, plus attract pathogens that eat your nerves.
BRC BLK BRONCHIAL BLOCK 1-5 F Aspergillosis - A fungus ball in the bronchi liking dry weather.  Binders are clostridium & chlamydia pneumonia.
BRC STR BRONCHIAL 1-4 RFB Pneumonia residue + +

BRD BEL BREAD BELLY MVB Mold developed out of yeast used to leaven bread. Usually in liver. Bread making using commercial yeast can put on weight and 
inches. Leviticus says do not eat leavened bread and this may be why.

BRIBRI BERIBERI D Vitamin B1 deficiency that often causes mental confusion and forgetfulness.  Often with other brain issues.
BRN BLB BRAIN BLOB MVF Cerebral Hemangiomatosis - Not quite tumor status; Causes pressure on brain and some forms of malfunction
BRN BLG BRAIN BULGE MVB Ependymoma, often with GLI CER, crowding pituitary
BRN CLR BRAIN CLEAR 2-6 MVF Combination of brain fungus with the binders of Coxsackie and T. B Miasm in pituitary.
BRN DRK BRAIN DARK MBF A mass that crowds the pineal causing forms of paranoia and a gate of entry for negativity
BRN FGS BRAIN FUNGUS 2-6 F Cryptococcosis instead of Cryptomycosis. Fungus that loves brain, left lung and spine.
BRN FLU BRAIN FLU V A virus lodged in the brain, thought to especially effect the epiglottis and possibly sleep apnea.

BRN FLX BRAIN FLEX MVB Hardening around thalamus and hypothalamus, in a way that squeezes pituitary and its hormones.  With BON HRD may stunt 
growth to some forms of dwarfism

BRN MUS BRAIN MUSCLE 1-5 P Fuzzy thinking that infuriates the possesor is the ear mark of this trichinosis famuily parasite formula

BRN OXY BRAIN OXYGEN MVB Brain controlled factor of the lungs that allows more oxygen absorption and, thus allows more oxygen for the whole body.  See also 
TRD OXY & OXY BOO)

BRN RGN BRAIN REGAIN 3-6 MVB Miasmically based cause of either ankle restlessness, sleeplessness or headaches and brain fog.
BRN SWL BRAIN SWELLING 1-5 MVB Residue of Whooping Cough and Coxsackie on top of TB in the Brain.

BRS BLD BREAST BUILD MVB Using a combination of hormones and enzymes breast cells are unblocked to grow to the full potential for the person. Other adrenal 
and pituitary problems may reduce results. First reports are favorable.
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BRS PUG BREAST PUDGE MVB Liver/adrenal remedy mostly for males to flatten unwanted breasts stemming from clogged liver. For women, it helps to better shape 
and firm the breasts.

BRUS BRUSILLOSIX 1-5 B Brucellosis (Undulant Fever) from bad milk.  Often like a residue it hangs in the body, especially around bone and intestinal issues.

BSG BOB BLOOD SUGAR 
BOBBLES MVB

A blood disease of the bones called acanthocytosis that affects the liver and the pancreas making blood sugar highly unstable. 
Lipids (A BETALIPO-PROTEINEMIA) are not assimilated and there is a feeling of always "starving". The subject has a sense of 
never getting better, gaining weight and seemingly random food sensitivities are common. Retinitis Pigmentosa, ataxia and impaired 
thinking are also common. Growing tearfulness is a major symptom.

BTK
BACCILUS 
THURINGIENSIS 
KURSTAKI

B Dusty bacteria sprayed from planes to destroy respiratory systems of caterpillars

BTR ANT BETRAYAL ANTIDOTE E For those who carry deep thoughts, usually buried, of BETRAYAL - usually by God and/or someone who represents God to them.
BTUL BOTUBAN 1-6 B Botulism often from punctures.  Heads quickly to spine.  Many cases of incontinence respond. It is a nerve paralysis bacteria.
BUC MUC BUCCOSAL MUCOSA MVB A loosely hardened specialized mass in the lip/cheek area (usually) with the same characteristics as a hardened lump elsewhere.
BUG SPR BUG SPRAY C Off the shelf sprays used for bugs that may affect your brain, lungs, skin, liver, gall bladder, intestines, kidneys, sinus, etc.
BUNYUN BUNIONS 8-10 MVB A derivative of Tuberculosis miasm plus a few bacteria may be why the miasm manifests in the toe 

BURN OT BURN OUT FUNGUS F A form of Pitayriasis that is found in exhausted adrenal cortex causing hardening and lesions.  Caused by over worry and over 
exertion.  Leads out to "burn out", decreases stamina.  Causes white skin spots and white extrusions like soft corns.

C & MP COXSACKIE & 
MONKEYPOX RV Pancreas-based issue of sweet desire (such as sweet liquor at night), deteriorating digestion with age.

C & VAC COXSACKIE & 
VACCINA RVB (Vaccina = Cow Pox) Another possible pancreas block that precipitates Diabetes (and, in this case, lots of extra weight).           .

C TOBO A CHILD'S TOOTH/BONE 
INF A BV Retrovirus, with teeth/gums/bone/pancreas blocks from mother's same infection.  Basis of lowering immune system to allow miasm 

manifestation

C TOBO B CHILD'S TOOTH/BONE 
INF B BV Retrovirus Radiation, with teeth/gums/bone/pancreas blocks from mother's same infection.  Basis of lowering immune system to 

allow miasm manifestation

CABAMA CARBAMATES C Pesticide, like organophosphates, that kills insects by inhibiting the formation of cholinesterase enzyme in the nervous system. 
Chemicals also store in the liver.

CAL FRE CALCIUM FREE MVB Dissolves calcium compounds attached to histamine and some hormones. Process of freeing reactivates hormones and lets go of 
some blockages that contribute to unwanted weight.

CAL MJK CALCIUM MAJIK MVB Converts into beneficial use calcium blocking brain, arteries, GB, Kidneys & O2/N2 absorption. Take w/500 mg cal/mag, per 
evening.

CAL PEP CALCIUM PEP MV Relieves blockage of calcium transformation by parathyroid and kidney. The disease decreases electrolyte production leading to 
diarrhea,etc. Causes pseudo-Graves disease leading to hyperactive thyroid and thyroid dysfunction.

CAL PRL CALCIUM PARALYSIS MVF Pancreas condition that binds calcium instead of distributing it.  Take with C&D.

CAN ELM CANDIDA ELIMINATE MVF Candida is called a yeast common to the body and all 12 forms are thought to be natural to the body. Perhaps candida in all of its 
forms is another, long-accepted illness. The body seems to have used it to finish digestion and maybe there is a better way.

CAN PAN CAN PAN 1-3 F Candida in the pancreas.  The trigger for diabetes and lupus. Other steps are needed for full picture.    
CAN SI CAN SI 1-7 F Candida in the Small Intestines (Sporotrichosis).  "Skinny person's candida" No diet needed.  

CAND X CANDIDIASIS F An approach that has worked well for relieving the overgrowth of candidiasis.  It is still important to heal liver and pancreas as the 
more substantial cure.

CAP JAM CAPILLARY JAM MVB  Capillaries miasmically shut down for lack of an enzyme that dissolves materials that clog them. The result is a fertile ground for 
moles, warts, skin tags, etc.. This condition is usually connected to low blood volume/dehydration and kidney problems.

CAR ADR CARCINOMA 
ADRENALS MVB A deteriorization of the adrenals that a surprisingly high number of people live with for years.  It is a baseline remedy for many 

issues.  Especially valuable for general tiredness, loss of energy after child birth, loss of life interest.
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CAR LIV CARCINOMA LIVER MVB A gradual deteriorization of the liver, inherited as a potential and activated by long-term problems with the liver or harsh chemicals or 
an acute infection.

CAR MT CARCINOMA 
MEDULLARY THYROID MVB Carcinoma of the thyroid core, usually involved in weight gain/low metabolism, poor oxygen absorption, liver malfunction. Direct 

hormonal support for the heart is attributed to the medullary thyroid.
CAR NRV CARCINOMA NERVES MVB A rawness of the nerve from long-term trouble. It leads to a form of cancer and usually needs a retrovirus remedy with it.

CAR ORG CARCINOMA ORGAN 
LUMP MVB

A carcinoma of any organ or cavity (like thoracic, peritoneum, pericardium) that especially includes the shell. Effectively the whole 
organ or cavity becomes a lump, usually as a result of long-term infection in the area. It may accompany carcinoma just of the inner 
tissue (e.g. CAR LIV, CAR ADR). Always with RV FOAMY. Sometimes the infection is in several organs simultaneously.

CAR PAN CARCINOMA 
PANCREAS MVB A gradual deteriorization of the pancreas that may accompany diabetes or any sugar/carbohydrate digestion problems.

CAR PTD CARCINOMA 
PARATHYROID MVB Usually needs a retrovirus remedy with it. The parathyroid controls such diverse issues as the calcium in teeth, joints, edema in the 

ankles and knees, the gall bladder

CAR TRD CARCINOMA THYROID MVB A gradual deteriorization of the thyroid for many, especially with hypothyroidism.  Affects parathyroid as well and usually seen 
relative to weight gain and low energy.

CAT ALG CAT ALLERGY 2-5 VP The effect of long-term Toxoplasmosis leaves a residue in the kidneys
CAT RAK CATARACTS i MVF Improved version of remedy for drying out of lens of eyes (includes Vitamin A Deficiency Miasm)
CAT SCN CAT SCAN C Liquids swallowed before the cat scan for better results and sometimes strange after effects, especially w/bone infections.         .

CBN INF COCCYX BONE 
INFECTION 2-8 BV When the coccyx is broken or cracked its position often invites a different form of strep and/or Klebsiella than other bone injuries.

CCC
COCCOGEAL 
CHONDRO 
CONTRACTUS

MVB An infection of the cartilage surrounding the tail bone causes it to draw in and tighten up, which impairs marrow flow and red blood 
cell development.

CCP C&CP 2-5 R Chicken Pox combined with Coxsackie. Residues. The basis of childhood diabetes and adult pancreatic weaknesses.  
CD C&D 2-5 R Coxsackie and Diphtheria - More likely to be used in conjunction with other remedies for long term swelling. 

CDC CELL DIVISION 
CORRECTION MVB Stops the bacteria tuberculosis in many of its forms that contribute to the interruption of cell division.

CDC #2 CELL DIVISION 
CORRECTION #2 MVB Spleen remedy that corrects farnesyl transferase into a lipid-dissolving enzyme. Farnesyl transferase converts lipids to a form that 

feeds cancer.
CEL BRE CELL BREATH MB Unblocks calcium from cells allowing greater sodium/potassium exchange, which allows more oxygen carriage at cellular level.
CEL CLN CELL CLEAN 1-4 MVB Cell level weaknesses from flus, viruses with miasmic overtones.  Also good with BPH.
CEL KLG CELL KLOG MBF Primarily aimed at kidney cells, but seems more broadly applicable
CEL LIT CELLULITES MVB A pancreas condition that allows a thousand and one bacteria to block skin health.  Probably behind greater weight issues.

CEL MAN CELL MANNA MVB Activates a mitochondria key nutrient made in the bones and distributed by the pituitary via the blood stream. It feeds the 
"powerhouse" of the cells. In science, the closest comparison is the human growth hormone, which is a portion of cell manna.

CEL PNM CELL PNEUMONIA B A systemic, inner cell bacteria that affects blood, speen, liver, and pituitary.  Weight and blood weakening are results.

CEL POT CELLULAR POTASSIUM 
ABSORPTION MVB Bone/thalamus miasm group causing blood cell breakdown (especially at high altitudes). Causes alkalinity, weight gain, kidney 

insufficiency, diarrhea, etc. Common companion to leukemia.

CEL SOD CELLULAR SODIUM 
ABSORPTION MVB The disease is called "osmotic fragility" in science. A bone-based blood cell breakdown (especially at higher altitudes) causing 

acidity, weight gain, kidney insufficiencies, calcium loss, dry skin, diarrhea, etc.The major symptom is bubbles from urine.

CEM ALG CHEMICAL ALLERGIES VBF A group of pathogens in the liver that seems to hold instead of process chemicals. The chemicals can range from chemo to 
industrial derivatives of chemical processes.

CEM CMP CHEMICAL 
COMPOUNDS C Wide-spread applicability to chemicals on skin and in intestines.

CER PAL CEREBRAL PALSY MBF A well-known shaking disease that starts in the head.  Often seems to require SHK FRE to accompany it.
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CER REG CEREBELLUM 
REGENERATION MVB For deterioration of cerebellum involving white (seminovale) portion of the cerebellum and cells of fibro, glio, meninges, polio and 

tuberculosis. The condition will affect the central nervous system in ways looking like MS and ALS.

CER SPN CERVICAL 
SPONDYLITIS MVF Curvature of the neck that is exaggerated, putting pressure on ears that causes tinnitus.  Often good w/Strep Pneumonia for ringing 

in ears

CGTS CAN'T GET TO SLEEP VB Difficult getting to sleep, but can sleep long afterwards. Usually accompanied by a "nervous stomach" and sometimes racing mind. 
See INSOM

CHC MOD CHOCOLATE 
MODERATION 5-8 V If you will eat chocolate when it's around, then you have it.  Chocolate is a nerve irritantant and this craving deteriorates the nerves.

CHLRGN CHLOROGENESIS MVB Insufficiency of the liver to make chloride salt, which holds water (hydrochloric acid for digestion). Decreases poisonous albuminuria 
(bubbles in urine) and activates lymph system (toxin removal).

CHOL CHOLEROUT 1-8 B Cholera - In full clinical condition or subclinical intestinal problems.
CHRG UP CHARGE UP MBF A deep remedy aimed at restoring the electrical charge of the cells so that they do not allow pathogens. Goes well with GOD BLT

CIEV CANADA INNER EAR 
VIRUS 3-7 V A form of stomach flu starts and leads to dizziness, imbalance and mild-to-strong forms of immobility and/or vomiting

CLC ADR CALCIFICATION 
ADRENALS MVB Calcification of organ, based on flexible infiltration that blocks the function of the organ. Best taken with Magnesium Malate (appx 

500 mg). When calcium is released, the alkalining effect is tiredness.

CLC BRN CALCIFICATION BRAIN MVB Calcification of organ, based on flexible infiltration that blocks the function of the organ. Best taken with Magnesium Malate (appx 
500 mg). When calcium is released, the alkalining effect is tiredness.

CLC BRS CALCIFICATION 
BREASTS MVB Calcification of organ, based on flexible infiltration that blocks the function of the organ. Best taken with magnesium Malate (appx 

500 mg). When calcium is released the alkalining affect is tiredness.

CLC CRB CALCIFICATION/  
CARBONIZATION MVB Unconverted calcium plus inert carbon bound to the tissue constitutes both weight and impediment to circulation of all kinds of 

necessary fluids.

CLC EYE CALCIFICATION EYES MVB Calcification of organ, based on flexible infiltration that blocks the function of the organ. Best taken with Magnesium Malate (appx 
500 mg). When calcium is released, the alkalining effect is tiredness.

CLC LIV CALCIFICATION LIVER MVB Calcification of organ, based on flexible infiltration that blocks the function of the organ. Best taken with Magnesium Malate (appx 
500 mg). When calcium is released, the alkalining effect is tiredness.

CLC LNG CALCIFICATION LUNGS MVB Calcification of organ, based on flexible infiltration that blocks the function of the organ. Best taken with Magnesium Malate (appx 
500 mg). When calcium is released, the alkalining effect is tiredness.

CLC NRV CALCIFICATION 
NERVES MVB Calcification of nerves, based on flexible infiltration that blocks the function of the organ. Best taken with Magnesium Malate (appx 

500 mg). When calcium is released, the alkalining effect is tiredness.

CLC PAN CALCIFICATION 
PANCREAS MVB Calcification of organ, based on flexible infiltration that blocks the function of the organ. Best taken with Magnesium Malate (appx 

500 mg). When calcium is released, the alkalining effect is tiredness.

CLC RST CALCIFICATION 
RECEPTOR SITES MVB The receptor sites for neurohormones release. Usually taken with Escherichia-Coli-Enteroaggregative. Best taken with Magnesium 

malate (appx 500mg). When calcium is released, the alkalining effect is tiredness.

CLC ST CALCIFICATION 
SPONGY TISSUE MVB Calcification of various areas with spongy tissue, based on flexible infiltration that blocks the function of the area. Best taken with 

magnesium malate (appx 500 mg). When calcium is released, the alkalining effect is tiredness.

CLC SWT CALCIFICATION SWEAT 
GLANDS MVB Calcification of organ, based on flexible infiltration that blocks the function of the organ. Best taken with Magnesium Malate (appx 

500 mg). When calcium is released, the alkalining effect is tiredness.

CLC TIS CALCIFICATION   
TISSUE MVB By releasing magnesium the body starts to dissolve the paste-like calcium out of the organs so that all works well. This remedy is 

best taken with decalcification remedies of specific organs.

CLC TRD CALCIFICATION 
THYROID MVB Calcification of organ, based on flexible infiltration that blocks the function of the organ. Best taken with Magnesium Malate (appx 

500 mg). When calcium is released, the alkalining effect is tiredness.
CLD CLP COLD CLIPPER 1 VB First signs of colds as well as ongoing colds.  Fast Flu Fighter and Strep may also be involved.
CLD H&F COLD HANDS AND 1-4 VB Brain fungus/virus condition that blocks the thyroid function.  Thyroid is temperature controller. Often works astonishingly swiftly.
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CLL CHRONIC LYMPHATIC 
LEUKEMIA MVB One of the most common leukemias.  Symptoms include the typical leukemic swelling of liver and spleen, pain at the top of the leg 

bone before the hip joint and shin pains. May be taken with regular Lymphatic Leukemia (LOC LUK).

CLM GRD CHLAMYDIA 
GARDNERELLA 1-4 B Tough combination complicating vaginal or testicular difficulties -all genitals are candidates,as well as gb,kid, bld

CLM LEP CHLAMYDINUM/ 
LEPRINUM M Miasm combination that shuts down the whole metabolic process to about 1/2 or 3/4 speed.  

CLM TRA CHLAMYDIA 
TRACHOMATIS 1-4 B Often known for its affect on eyes, it also seems to bind Lymph Weight (LMF WHT). Both together are dynamite weight loss. The 

cause of endometriosis.
CLMGRN CALYM GRAN 2-5 B A form of Chlamydia involved in chronic vaginal yeast infections (when candida is absent), manic depression.

CLMNUM CHLAMYDINUM 10-12 M Chlamydial Miasm can be found at the base of highly resistant herpes,in the liver with Crohn's or IBD, or in the nose with persistent 
sinus infections

CLMPNM CHLAMYDIAL 
PNEUMONIA 1-4 B Often adjuncts to oral herpes and asthma (especially childhood asthma), complicates other lung/bronchial problems.

CLOSFB CLAUSTROPHOBIA 3-9 E Fear of closed spaces caused by Syphilis miasm in the pituitary and several bacteria
CLOST CLOSTRIDIUM 1-3 B A family of nerve bacteria mistaken for cold or flu.  Causes deep cough in middle of Bronchi.  Binds Aspergillosis.
CLP BUS CLUMP BUSTER MVB When red cells agglutinate (clump) causing circulation and immune problems. May also affect lymphomas.
CLRN CHLORINE 1-4 C Arteries are hardened by this plus it combines with other chemicals and metals as a binder

CLS CER CLOSTRIDIAL 
CEREBELLUM 2-9 B Clostridium is a family of nerve bacteria with special locations that stop or deteriorate activity.  Behind some cases of cerebral MS.

CLS DIF CLOSTRIDIUM 
DIFFICILE 3-8 B Common strong-binding nerve bacteria in intestines and liver, often spreading to spine.  Can be found in brain, etc.  See also CLS 

PER

CLS MEN CLOSTRIDIAL 
MENINGITIS 3-9 B A nerve bacteria in the spinal cord that is often diagnosed as MS (which is one of the worst diagosed illnesses in the medical field)

CLS NER CLOSTRIDIUM 
NEUROTOXIN 3-7 B Most common cause of incontinence, frequent trips to bathroom with urgency.  Most common complication of prostate cases.

CLS NOV CLOSTRIDIUM NOVYI B Bacteria involved in deep-seated issues directly related to materializations of long-held thought 

CLS PER CLOSTRIDUM 
PERFRINGENS 3-8 B Strong-binding nerve bacteria that loves liver, intestines, heart and places in between.  See also CLS DIF

CLS SPL CHOLESTEROL 
SPOILERS MVB A group of fungi in the liver which make cholesterol unusable for hormone making, causing waste cholesterol (the "bad" cholesterol) 

to elevate and stick to arteries. Take with ATR CC.

CLS TET CLOSTRIDIUM 
TETANUS B A nerve bacteria most know for "Lock Jaw" where the nerves of the jaw muscles paralyze from this bacteria. The same bacteria is a 

common complication of surgery and can be obtained from a number of sources other than stepping on a rusty nail.

CMN TRU COMING THROUGH MVF A deterioration of the ganglia that allows nerve impulses to the thyroid, including a penicillin complication. This is a strong remedy 
for those with thyroid problems and penicillin histories.

CMPBAC CAMPYLOBACTER 3-6 B Family that includes HEL ATR.  With CAN SI, causes "panic" attacks.  Found in large & small intestines.
CMV CMV 2-5 V Cytomegalovirus, often associated with mononucleosis, is a herpes that affects nerves as well as organs and blood.

CMV CAL CYTOMEGALOVIRUS 
CALCIUM V Mononucleosis type of attack on parathyroid/adrenals that binds with calcium to make person feel tired and to slow calcium 

movement in body.

CMV NRV CYTOMEGALOVIIRUS 
NERVES V Makes nerves achy all over and makes person simultaneously tired (like mononucleosis)

CN CNS
CONNECTOR - 
CENTRAL NERVOUS 
SYSTEM          .

MVB
Liver-based remedy that reconstructs effector/receptor/catalistic proteins for central nervous system.
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CN CRNV CONNECTOR CRANIAL 
NERVES MVB Liver-based remedy that reconstructs effector/receptor/catalystic proteins in the blood for carriage to appropriate sites. Cranial 

nerves are known for many issues including smell, taste, vision and speech.

CN EAR N CONNECTOR EAR 
NERVES MVB Liver-based remedy that reconstructs effector/receptor/catalistic proteins for fine nerves of the ear , in order to improve hearing and 

reduce tinnitus.

CN GENI CONNECTOR GENITAL 
NERVES MVB Liver-based remedy that reconstructs effector/receptor/catalistic proteins for genital nerves to excitatory organs of both genders.

CN HOBL CONNECTOR - 
HORMONES TO BLOOD MVB Liver-based remedy that reconstructs effector/receptor/catalistic proteins in the blood for carriage to appropriate sites. 

CN HORM CONNECTOR 
HORMONES       . MVB Liver-based remedy that reconstructs effector/receptor/catalistic proteins for making hormones.

CN INTS CONNECTOR 
INTESTINAL NERVES MVB Liver-based remedy that reconstructs effector/receptor/catalistic proteins in the blood for carriage to nerves for intestinal activity. 

CN MEMR CONNECTOR MEMORY 
NERVES MVB Liver-based remedy that reconstructs effector/receptor/catalistic proteins for nerves in the brain that affect memory. In cases of 

forgetfulness and /or dementia, be sure to clear the appropriate amyloid complications ("Thick" series).              

CN PLSM CONNECTOR PLASMA MVB
Liver-based remedy that reconstructs effector/receptor/catalystic proteins in the blood for carriage to appropriate sites. In addition to 
proteins, plasma carries other nutrients, maintains the acid-base balance of the body and transports wastes from the body. It affects 
the fluids in the eyes and the kidneys as well as the osmotic pressure with interstitial fluid.

CN PSMP
CONNECTOR 
PARASYMPATHETIC 
NERVES

MVB
Liver-based remedy that reconstructs effector/receptor/catalistic proteins for parasympathetic nerves which control occumotor, 
facial, glossopharyngeal, vagus and pelvic nerves.

CN RETN CONNECTOR RETINAL 
NERVES MVB Liver-based remedy that reconstructs effector/receptor/catalistic proteins for retinal nerves.

CN SNPS CONNECTOR SYNAPSE MVB Liver-based remedy that reconstructs effector/receptor/catalistic proteins for nerves controlling muscles.

CN SYMP CONNECTOR 
SYMPATHETIC NERVES MVB

Liver-based remedy that reconstructs effector/receptor/catalistic proteins for sympathetic nerves which control heart rate, 
constriction of blood vessels and raising of blood pressure.

CN TRD CONNECTOR THYROID MVB

A liver remedy that creates plasma receptor sites for thyroxin (T4) and thyroxin (T3). These thyroid hormones are responsible for (1) 
carriage of 90% of iodide in the blood and regulate metabolism of fats, protein and carbohydrates in cells (2) cardiac rate, force and 
output (3) promote central nervous system development  (4) are necessary for muscle tone and vigor (5) and stimulate the synthesis 
of many enzymes. The thyroid as a gland must be in good shape also. Often seen with TBR FLD.

CNC M CANCER MIASM 8-10 M A new Miasm - especially needed when grandparents died of cancer.

CNDRMA CHONDROMA MBV In short, this is a lump on the bone and cartilage, usually on top of other bone problems.  This could have a retrovirus complication. 
Symptoms include soreness to pressure and soreness running from the center.

CO CARBON MONOXIDE 1-3 C Lung and liver conditions arising from leaking home heating systems, cars and bad air areas.

COL BLD COLLAGEN BLOOD MVF IgG Immunoglobulin Deficiency associated with Rheumatoid Arthritis, other collagen diseases and endocarditis.  Susceptible to 
many bacterial infections.

COL SCL COLLAGEN SCLEROSIS MVB Bone-centered hardening of staples of the ear causing tinnitis, hardening of collagen. Breaks down carbon causing loss of 
fullness/firmness of the skin. Involved with impaired joint connection and some collagen vascular diseases.

COM SPR COMMERCIAL SPRAY C Government and corporate insecticides that interfere with your brain, lungs, nervous system, intestines, liver, gall bladder, kidneys. 
Often sprayed from planes and wind up on vegetables of supermarkets.

CON ANG CONTRAIL ANGER VB Combination that "eats" the liver and white blood cells simultaneously so that anger often accompanies both digestive difficulties 
and immune loss.

CON ATX CONTRAIL ANTHRAX BC A new strain of anthrax dumped via the mysterious jets flying purposeful patterns over the population
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CON COF CONTRAIL BASE 
COUGH CB For people often infected by contrails, the residual of the base material forms a constant cough that simply doesn't want to go away. 

This remedy is designed to nullify the deepest carriers of the former infections.

CON DES CONTRAIL 
DESPONDENCY CVB Makes person tired, apathetic and very irritated. Uncharacteristic thoughts of suicide often arise.

CON KID CONTRAIL KIDNEYS B Further dross of contrails - Pseudomonas Aeruginosa #3 bound by Fusiform Fungus in the kidneys. Sore mid back, dull pain over 
kidneys

CON NRV CONTRAIL NERVE 
VIRUS V Another dump from airplanes.  Especially affects lung nerves, but also central nervous system to all the organs so that there is 

weakness in organ function.
CON PAN CONTRAIL PANCREAS BC Further dross from the contents of contrails - Pseudomonas Aeruginosa #3 with Zinc Chlorate.  Mimics a hiatal hernia.
CON PNM CONTRAIL PNEUMONIA B For those repeatedly infected by contrail/chemtrails

CON VIR CONTRAIL VIRUS BV Actually Mycoplasma Incognitus.  The same culprit found in the Desert Storm sickness is suddenly showing up in the contrails of US 
planes over the world

COP SRP COPPER SURPLUS MF Inherited condition leading to schizophrenia , kidney necrosis, central nervous system deficiency, zinc defficiency, skin problems, 
etc..

COR ADN CHORIO ADENOMA MVB A lump in the choroid tissue, usually seen in the brain. See also Chorio Epithelioma.

COR CAR CHORIO CARCINOMA MVB
Usually starting with fetal tissue and usually starting in the uterus, it may deteriorate the uterine wall and predispose the fetus to 
infection of the choroid tissue. This may later affect the growing child or adult with problems in the lymph, lymph nodes, blood 
vessels, lungs, liver and brain. See also COR SRC.

COR RETi CHORIORETINITIS i RVP (Improved) Condition of eyes that stems from toxoplasmosis in mothers womb.  May appear immediately or later in life.

COR SRC CHORIO SARCOMA MVB
Usually starting with fetal tissue and usually starting in the uterus, it may deteriorate the uterine wall and predispose the fetus to 
infection of the choroid tissue. This may later affect the growing child or adult with problems in the lymph, lymph nodes, blood 
vessels, lungs, liver and brain. See also COR CAR.

CORECT CORRECT E SHAME usually comes from feeling wrong in the eyes of God and unacceptable to self and others.  Often buried

CORNS CORNS VB A viral skin eruption with a seed-like appearance in the center. Although the "seed" can often be cut off the viral condition that 
causes it is best solved from the inside out (with this remedy).

COROMA CHORIOEPITHELIOMA MVB Skin tumor mostly recognized in uterus of pregnant women. Subclinical in other area from pineal to testes

CP C SP CHK PX-COXSACKIE-
SML POX 2-7 RV Another key tie-up of the pancreas that bridges to long-term diseases, like cellulite and other weight issues.

CPCD CP C D 2-6 RVB Chicken Pox, Coxsackie and Diphtheria - Involved in all cases of adult diabetes and many cases of Lupus.
CPS CHICKEN POX IN SPINE 3-7 RV Residue and location that causes shingles. 

CR BDMA CAROTID BODYOMA MVB A carotid body tumor impedes the regulation of oxygen causing great tiredness, faintness, and dizziness. It could physically impede 
the flow of blood and cause pressure in the vascular system - a different kind of high blood pressure.            .

CRB BLK CARBOHYDRATE 
BLOCK MVB Similar to AlhA,Antitrypsin (ATT) Deficiency.  The liver side of carbohydrate digestion.  See SUG BUG

CRB CLP CARBON CLUMPER MVB Hypothalamus disease causing large amounts of weight by enveloping carbon in a way that clings to calcium, histamine and lipid. 
Call it fat.

CRB MET CARBON 
METABOLIZATION MVB Carbon is metabolized through the hypothalamus. Unmetabolized carbon attracts tuberculosis which interrupts cell division and 

attracts calcium and histamine. It's a setup for fat.
CRB REL CARBON RELEASE MV Aimed at processing carbon into life force in more than the digestive tract. (See CRB BLK for digestion)

CRB TET CARBON 
TETRACHLORIDE C Chemical used in some food processing, grease cleaning in industry and dry cleaning. Slowly makes a "fatty" liver.

CRM CHROMOMYCOSIS 1-5 F Little-known fungus that clogs tissues.  Runaway cases turns into wide-spread, growing warts that eventually develop skin ulcers.

CRM ADN CHROMOPHOBE 
ADENOMA MVB Most commonly in the pituitary . When in the pituitary it is the most common cause of endocrine problems. Usually with coxsackie 

A4 & B10 and frequently other coxsackies.
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CRNOMA CRANIAL NERVOMA MVF  Affects cranial nerves, which differ from other nerves.  Makes most senses better - hearing, taste, seeing.

CRON CROHN'S MVF Improved formula of Crohn's based on liver inadequacy.  Use with SYF/CLM & SML POX.  Attracts CRP SPO, HEL ATR, CAN SI, 
CMP BAC

CRP SPO CRYPTOSPORIDIUM 2-6 P Involved with Helicopter Pylori in ulcers, common in arthritis and general intestinal problems. 

CRPT FA CRYPTOGENIC FIBROS 
AVEOLITIS MV Inherited probable basis of many lung issues

CRS NOS CRUSTY NOSE B When nose dross hardens, it obstructs breathing and the bacteria can cause some adhesion to the nostril

CRT FNG CAROTENE FUNGUS F On carrots, sweet potatoes, leafy vegetables, milk fat, spinach and broccoli. Causes Vit A, D deficiencies,  blocks enzymes & 
contracts mucous muscles

CRT SAV CARTILAGE SAVE MVB Infection that causes deterioration in the cartilage, like knees and elbows.  May help for pain that follows joint replacements
CRV FRE CRAVE FREE MBV A bacteria/virus combination forms an intensifying factor of desires that overcomes good judgment

CSMV #1 CEREBROSPINAL 
MULTIPLE VIRUS #1 MVB Multiple Sclerosis look-alike sometimes with actual MS.  Attracts TB Nerves, TB Meninges, TB Spine. Attracts lumps on the 

mesencephalon and cerebellum.
CST FNG CYST FUNGUS F Fungus that feeds cysts, especially found w/PNM CAR.
CSTITS CYSTITIS MB Urinary tract infection
CTCHSN CYTOCHALASIN B F Fungus/mold that stops cell division.  Most known in liver for keeping dead liver cells from regenerating
CTY WAT CITY WATER C What a variety of toxins combines can mean to an unprotected tap water.
CYCLO CYCLOSPORA P Parasite sometimes associated with, but not limited to, strawberries. Sometimes found in testicles and ovaries
CYL FEV COW YELLOW FEVER 6-9 R Pancreas-based issue that affects digestion.  People usually have an unusual intelligence.
CYLOMA CYLINDROMA MBF Specific type of mass most known in the neck, pharynx, and sinus area.
CYS MYX CYSTIC MYXOMA MVB Cysts looking like lipomas (squishy skin lumps), growing on muscles, making lumps under the skin.
CYS NER CYSTIC NEUROMA MVB Cyst growing on nerves anywhere in the body.

CYT LUK CYTOPENIC LEUKEMIA MVB A blood cell breakdown based on interlocking weaknesses of the bone, liver and lymph.. lymph is affected more than blood . 
Isolated lymph edema is most common symptom (i.e. big belly, swollen ankles or legs). Take with Myelocytic Leukemia.

DAC D.A.C. 1-3 VB Diphtheria/ Anthrax/ Coxsackie - Hits the lungs and comes from stratospheric bombing.

DCC DIVIDED CELL 
CLEANSER . MVB Enzyme creation that cleans the factors around cell division that turn them into cancer.

DEN ABC DENTAL ABCESS MVB The major elements of an abcess that may be deeply hidden in the jaw bone
DEN CAR DENTAL CARRIES 10-25 B Good, old fashion tooth decay (strep), that often goes into the bone.  See also BON INF, STR BON.
DEN DEN DENDRITE DENSITY MVB Condition inside dendrites that densifies nerves and causes depolarization of dendrite/nerve signal (stopping signals). 
DEN DYN DENTAL DYNAMITE 10-25 B A combination of strep and fusarium bacteria that often attack teeth/gums/bones together.
DEP ENG DEEP ENERGY MVB Pineal remedy that releases an oxyenzyme which allows ATP to feed the mitochondria and help reverse aging.
DEP SIN DEEP SINUS VBF Where sinus and gums meet the throat, the shared infection makes sinus and teeth problems perpetuate each other
DEV SEP DEVIATED SEPTUM MVB Bent nostril separator which makes it difficult to breath through at least 1/2 of the nose.

DI SHEP DIGESTION 
INTOLERANCE - SHEEP MVB Liver-based remedy based on ancestors eating diseased sheep. Seems allergic to almost any food in a way that directly affects 

mind to anxiety, hyperactivity and negative behavior.
DIA SIP DIABETES INSIPIDUS MVB An inherited form of diabetes insipidus. See also POO PAN.
DIBON DIABETIC BONE 10-14 MVB An exploration into a bone-based form of diabetes - perhaps all diabetes.

DIG BLD DIGESTING BLOOD MVB Releases carbon, calcium and histamine back into the blood so that they can go to their respective needed locations instead of 
storing in the flesh.

DIG HRP DIGESTION & HERPES MVB Vienna Adams found the a connection between these and it seems to be based on a chlamydial miasm.  Look for this in the liver 
when both present

DIG ROB DIGESTION ROBBER VF Stunts nerves to muscles of digestive organs plus virus lodges in liver. Sleep problems often accompany.
DIP DRS DIPHTHYDROSE 1-3 B Diphtheria and Drosera (Solution to Whooping Cough) - Causes forms of dizziness.  Often used with Brain Clear.
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DIP M DIPHTHERIA MIASM M Often in the head or arteries.  May partially explain brain damage from shots including diphtheria
DNG DENGUE 2-5 V A hemorrhagic fever known as Break Bone in the Caribbean, India, Tahiti and warm weather climates.  

DNRITE DENDRITEOMA MVB Lump on the nerve dendrite.  Condition may well be part of the answer to narcolepsy and Long Q-T Syndrome (Q wave and T wave 
for EKG of heart). Some can't get thoughts or language right.

DOG HRT DOG HEARTWORM 4-5 P Can stay in the heart for decades and impede the valves as well as the muscles.
DOG LTW DOG LIVER TAPE 3-4 P Can live in the liver for many decades without major difficulties except liver and sinus.
DOUBT DOUBT E Doubt about who we are and our ability to find and do what we came to do.
DRAC DRACUNCULIASIS 3-5 P Eats blood often causing chalky complexion.  Possessors lose sense of security.

DRG RES DRUG RESIDUE C For the residue of drugs, especially all the "caine" drugs, legal or illegal including cocaine. Often used with mercurius arsenic MRC 
ARS).

DRG VIR DRAGON VIRUS 2-5 V Herpes # 6 which makes blood cells swell.  One of the 2 herpes remedies taken to shorten miasm remedy time.  SEE SWT VIR.
DRY LIV DRY LIVER MVB ERGOTULINUM/ROTINUM based for condition that retains dead bile salts, suffocating gall bladder, drying skin, builds liver stones
DSFC D - SF - C 1-4 R Diphtheria/ Scarlet Fever/ Coxsackie - Residue.  Inherited hearing loss, skin problems and some teeth problems.

DUP CON DUPUYTREN'S 
CONTRACTURE MV Tendon in the palm contract, pulling finger into curl. Tendon looks like a rope under the skin. Operations are temporarily successful.

DWN1f2 DOWN'S 1 OF 2 MB Part 1 of 2 parts-Down's Syndrome in cerebellum. Based on Celiac Miasm ++
DWN2f2 DOWN'S 2 OF 2 MBV Part 2 of 2 parts- Down's Syndrome in brain from placenta toxins and bacteria.
DYSLEX DYSLEXIA VF Transposing of numbers, letters, names and general confusion in reading or thinking where thoughts get turned around

E. COLI E. COLI 3-9 B Escherichia Coli is most known for uretheral tract infections, but also appears in kidneys, intestines, wounds, etc.. Related to strep 
and staph.

EAR RNG EAR RINGING BF A combination of pathogens that deteriorates the hair follicles on the ear nerve mechanism causing a ringing in the ear and 
decreased hearing.

EAR SHT EAR SHUT RB Combination of Scarlet Fever residue with Bacteria Fragilis plus a clostridium to lock the brain from hearing
EBOLA EBOLA 2-5 V The infamous virus that has made it from Africa to the Dominican Republic by mid 1997
ECHO ECHO 2-6 V Sometimes like a viroid in the spinal cord. Most often with entero bacteria.  Affects liver considerably.
ECZEMA ECZEMA MVB Syphilinum-based remedy for well-known eruptive skin disease.  See CPS for shingles.

EDB ETHYLENE DIBROMIDE 2-6 C Pesticide affecting respiratory area and breaking down immune system. Known for eye & skin irritation, liver clogging. Part of 99 
contrail spraying.

EDB ENT EDB ENTERIDITIS B Bacterial infection caused by the major ingredient of contrail (chemtrail) pollution.

ELC BAL ELECTROLYTE 
BALANCE V Pancreas-based residue causing kidney to discharge potassium, sodium and chlorides (electrolytes). Tiredness, muscle aches, 

memory interference.
ELC FNG ELECTRIC FUNGUS 2-6 RF Primarily for people who spend lots of time with the computer.  Affects the whole system through the head (usually).
ELC RES ELECTRIC RESIDUE C Probable miasmic condition in the liver causing sensitivity to electricity.  Shows up after collection of electricity in system.      .
EMT SCR EMOTIONAL SCARS E The memories that hurt and distort our perception of the world

EN HOR B ENVIRONMENTAL 
HORMONE BLOCKAGE C A conglomeration of nine common vegetable-bourne preservatives/cleansers that lodge as a single toxin in the liver. The resulting 

blockage of estradiol pushes estrogen to breasts and adulterates testosterone in the prostate. 

END EXP ENDOCRINE EXPAND MVB Expands contracted endocrine glands so that there are hormones to genuinely "feel" with. CAUTION: If pancreas, prostate or 
ovaries are blocked, this will cause pains in right thumb. Clear the blocked gland first.

END UP ENDOCRINE UPLIFT MB Nine miasm based relief of whole endocrine system beyond any medical model.  Especially good with PIN PRM & BER. 

ENDCAT ENDOCAT MALADY MVB Sometimes called Polyendocrine Disease. The remedy for a bone failure to make endocrine catalyzing cells for hormones in the 
endocrine glands.

ENT BAC ENTERO 3-5 B Bacteria family well-known to eat at the intestines.  Often mistaken for cancer when in gall bladder and liver.
ENTRC ENTERIC FEVER 2-7 B Common lingering infection of the liver, upsetting digestion and all other liver functions
ENZ GEN ENZYME GENERATE VB Fanconi's Syndrome-Inherited in Parathyroid. Helps unblock many organs by correcting calcium balance.
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ENZ GEN2 ENZYME GENERATE #2 MVB Adrenal production of peptides to convert minerals to enzymes for digestion. Best to use after adrenals are clear of other issues 
such as sleeping sickness, CMV, Epstein Barr, etc.

EP THAL EPITHALOMA MVB Tumor of the epithalamus of the diencephalon
ERGNUM ERGOTULINUM 9-12 M The miasmic form of an old, well-known liver-eating fungus.  May combine with other liver issues.  

ERGOT ERGOT 1-9 F Liver mold that precedes inability to detox chemicals and alcohol and is often a component of liver cirrhosis.  Mental problems plus 
allergies.

ERLIC EHRLICHIOSIS 2-6 PB Lymes or Rocky Mountain Spotted Fever form without a rash.  Carried by brown dog tick.  Tick, not dog is brown.
ERW A ERWINA A 3-5 B Bacteria from vegetables that swirls into ball causing stones and clots.  Also eats veins & thickens blood.
ERW C ERWINA C 3-5 B Bacteria from meat that swirls into ball causing stones and clots.  Also eats veins & thickens blood.
ERY LUK ERYTHRO LEUKEMIA MB Weakens red blood cells, reduces blood iron's oxygen carrying ability, clogs liver. Worse at altitudes 5,000 ft+ and cold weather.

ESN LUK EOSINOPHILIC 
LEUKEMIA MVB A leukemia of the blood-forming tissues in which the eosinophils are the predominant cells. The disease resembles chronic 

myelocytic leukemia, but may have an acute course even though no blast forms are present in the peripheral blood.
ESO RFX ESOPHAGEAL REFLUX MVB The propensity for food to come back up after sticking for awhile in the diaphragm area.  Miasmic

ESR #1 ENDOCRINE SYSTEM 
REPAIR  #1 MVB

Primarily for DiGeorge Syndrome involving low T Cell count of the thymus and underdevelopment of the parathyroid, thyroid and 
heart (especially valves). This blood platelet disease of the red bone marrow is similar to immuglobulin disease and may be 
accompanied by any of ALF BLD, COL BLD, PRT BLD, SKIN BLD. In the formula is the aim of repairing proacta A cells. See also 
END CAT.

ESR #2 ENDOCRINE SYSTEM 
REPAIR  #2 MVB

For the proacta B cells of the adrenals, kidneys, pancreas, prostate, testicles, ovaries, uterus, T cells,, B cells, Thymus enzymes, 
hormones, neurons and neural tube cells. This platelet disease of the red blood cells of the bone marrow is behind multiple 
neurological diseases and reproductive gland diseases.

EST BLK ESTRADIOL BLOCK RVB The precursor to estrogen and progesterone is estradiol.  Adrenal-aimed remedy

EST MAL ESTRADIOL MALADY MVB Unleashes the hormone catalyst (along with BOMOTO) to activate oxygen as a food to the primary proteins (spark-of-life proteins) 
for metabolism in the body via the endocrine system.

ETHELI EPITHELIOMA MVB Tumor of the epithelius tissue which is the main tissue of the diencephalon (where the hypothalamus, thalamus and epithalamus is 
located.

EXR WND EXERCISE WIND RV Pulmonary Artery Meningo Encephalitis. Constriction of artery from heart to lung that makes coughs. Subjects hold hand over chest 
in wind

EYCLMD EYE CHLAMYDIA 2-5 B Involved in several eye diseases.  Causes granule like feeling on inside of eye lids called conjunctivitis.  Take orally.
EYE SRK EYE SPARKLE MVB Brings light infections out and life into the eyes. For many people this may be a base remedy for throwing away glasses.
FAL BAL FALLOPIAN BALANCE 3-5 RVB Birth control pill residue and inherited imbalances join forces to cause crampy periods.  Widespread
FAM LMF FAMILY LYMPH MV Inherited conditions that cause lymph not to move out.  The issue is aimed at the adrenal/kidney connection.

FET WA 
FLUID ENZYME 
TRIGGER  WEIGHT AND 
ASCITES                  .

MVB The brain's choroid plexus makes cerebral spinal fluid. When diseased blood runs through the plexus it triggers a change of 
enzymes which causes a waste fluid to be leaked through the veins into the body fluids. The fluid becomes a binder for weight.

FFF FAST FLU FIGHTER 1 V Starts to work in 20 seconds and completes in 30 minutes. So far,if it doesn't work, there's no or only partial flu.

FIB CAD FIBRO CYTO ADENOMA  
.  MVB A fibroadenoma lump with a cyto virus thrown in. 

FIBRO FIBROADENOMA 2-7 V Another common cause of lumps in the breasts and uterus.
FING FS FINGER FISSURES V A virus that causes splits in the skin near the tips of the fingers especially in cold weather with repeated wetting of hands.       .
FIRE UP FIRE UP F Fungus on an amino acid that may be cause of erection problems

FIS PIC PFIESTERIA PISCICIDA PB New microorganism from hogs (to fish) to humans attacking the brain mylar sheath, causing anything from abhorrent behavior to 
craziness

FLE WEK FLEA WEAK VB A tick-like disease inflicted by a flea bite. Extreme weakness, usually with mental confusion, myalgia and arthritis like pains. Great 
tiredness interspersed with occasional good days.
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FLO CLR FLOW CLEAR RB Parkinsons (along with Park),Ataxia,Down's Syndrome,Brain/Spinal lesions. W/SHKFRE third eye development, deviated septum.

FLRQLN FLUORO-QUINOLONES C Chemical family in prescription drugs including Avelox, Cipro, Floxin, Levaquin, Mazaquin, Noroxin, Tequin and Zagam. So far 
Cipro, Florin and Noroxin have been linked to severe tendon inflammation because of the presence of this ingredient.

FLU M FLU MIASM V A miasm that may combine with issues from the lungs to the kidneys

FLX BLA FLEX BLADDER MVB Hardening and shrinking of gall bladder and urinary bladder. With FLX KAD there is easy formation of gall bladder stones and great 
difficulty digesting some fats and cream. Urinary bladder produces stones and frequent urination, which increases with time.

FLX BLD FLEX BLOOD MVB Liver/bone condition that adjusts blood by thickening for different altitudes, brings up hemoglobin and iron that would otherwise be 
deficient and adjusts carbon dioxide and oxygen exchange for cell function.

FLX CAR FLEX CAROTID 
ARTERY MVB For inherited condition of hardening of the carotid artery

FLX KAD FLEX KIDNEY 
ADRENALS MVB Hardening and shrinking of kidneys/adrenals which is astonishingly wide-spread. Subject is acidic, low in electrolytes, progressively 

anemic, has backed-up proteins, nitrogen waste in blood, low blood pressure, shallow breathing.

FLX NRV FLEX NERVES MVB A hardening of the nerves that causes muscle contraction. Very noticeable in eyes where micro nerves tighten, making vision 
function more difficult. Taken often with FLX OPT as a base for better vision.

FLX OPT FLEX OPTICAL MVB Hardening and shrinking of the optic chasm leading to squeezed optical nerves and vision difficulties.

FLX PAN FLEX PANCREAS MVB Hardening and shrinking of pancreas. Causes desires for sweets in unusual forms as well as standard fruits and sugars. May 
complicate various forms of diabetes.

FLX TRD FLEX THYROID MVB Hardening and shrinking of thyroid. Decreases oxygen absorption, calcium processing, metabolism and body warmth.
FLY HRT FLYERS HEART 1-4 CB Combination of EDB, Jet Fuel fumes, radiation, cadmium and nitrate - all of which cause constriction/cramping in heart
FNG SYS FUNGUS SYSTEM BASE FB For those allergic to everything, especially alcohol-based materials.  May need other bacteria, fungi or parasite remedies with it.
FOD BLK FOOD BLOCK MB Liver based condition when food simply doesn't process/digest.  Drowsiness often follows within 2 hours.

FOL ACT FOLLICULAR ADENO 
CYTOMA MVB A compound lump lead by follicular cells with adenoma virus and cyto virus. commonly found as thyroid nodules.

FOL BCR FOLLICULAR BASAL 
CARCINOMA MVB A gradual deterioration of the skin area of organs that involve hormones.

FOL MAL FOLLICULAR MALADY MVB Mal formation in the bones of follicular cells. Follicular cells hold many important proteins (including hair) necessary for digestion. 
Take with follicular-based lumps.

FOL PPO FOLLICULAR PICORNA 
POLIO OSTEOMA MVB Follicular cell-based lump with picorna virus, polio virus and bone/cartilage material. Take with or after follicular cell malady.

FOR FRM FOREVER FIRM MVF Aimed at inherited factors that cause loss of firmness in all parts of body, from skin and beyond
FOR POL FOUR POLES 3-8 MB Two possible forms of Bipolar in the same bottle.  See also Two Poles

FOS FEV FOSSIL FEVER VB A form of hanta virus most associated with the dust conditions of North and South Dakota. Strongly affects respiratory area with 
lingering tiredness and occasional fever.

FRAZ FX FRAZZLE FIX MVB Disease of bone/adrenal cortex from worry that "defects" all-important sodium in a way that binds it to sugars, which block countless 
internal sacks (glomerular, follicular), which gathers weight and tumors.

FRC INT FRUCTOSE 
INTOLERANCE MVB

Usually there is anywhere from a dislike of fruit to mild avoidance. However, fructose or sucrose in foods (there's more than you 
think) can cause varying degrees of hypoglycemia, tremors, confusion or coma. The condition causes renal tube acidosis with 
urinary loss of phosphate and glucose, cirrhosis and mental deterioration.

FRM FORMALDEHYDE 2-5 C Formaldehyde suffocates the system by itself and binds many chemicals and metals, especially aluminum

FRM CHL FORMALDEHYDE 
CHLORIDE C Two of the most readily binding chemicals in our environment. They will harden veins and arteries, clog thyroids, livers, gall 

bladders, lymph and brains. plus plus plus
FSH TOX FISH TOXINS 1-3 T Especially shell fish that make people swell up with heat or when eating some form of shell fish
FSH WRM FISH TAPEWORM P Common parasite (diphhyllobothrium latum) found in fish across the world.
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FT STMP FAT STUMPER MVF EXPERIMENTAL. The propensity to hold fat because of a condition in the frontal lobe which decreases oxygen absorption. Probably 
this will be taken in concert with other remedies.

FUS FES FUSARIUM FESTER 3-9 B Fusarium is a pus-producing bacteria liking to eat at cartilage and bone.  Found in teeth, knees, etc.

G. MEN GONOCOCCAL 
MENINGITIS B Inflammation of nerves coverings of the brain and spine. tiredness, tight neck, headaches, irritability, changing pulse rates, changing 

temperatures, nausea, vomiting delirium are common in some combination of the preceding.
GALL D GALL D MV Replenish the ability to convert vitamin D into usable form for bones and reproductive areas.

GAN VIR GANGLION VIRUS V Essentially this is the HIV virus that hides in the ganglion, like the culprit retrovirus, so for the sake of AIDS tests, we should 
eliminate it.

GB FLUK GALL BLADDER 
FLUKES P Dicrocoelium Dendriticum- thought to be primarily passed via snail trails on vegetables. Also found in occipital lobe and cerebellum.

GB SALM GB SALMONELLA VB Chicken/egg based salmonella bound by same type of virus as found in diverticulitis.  Either love or hate eggs.
GB SKIN GALL BLADDER SKIN VB Bacterial infection in gall bladder preventing the absorption of Vit D and oils into dry skin
GB SWEL GB SWELL VBF Common combination of pathogens led by paramyxovirus that makes the gall bladder inflamed and problematic.

GB THAL GALL BLADDER 
THALAMUS MB Brain-based blockage that makes gall bladder under function

GB VIR GB VIRUS 3-5 V Papilloma and chlamydia love to congregate in the gall bladder with other viruses and thwart evacuation of stones.  See also TYFD 
M.

GBI GB INFECTION 3-5 B Unknown bacteria often blocking gall bladders. 
GEN BRN GENITAL/BRAIN 7-9 RVB A form of herpes that affects simultaneously both ends of the spinal column.  Includes NRV CHM.

GL CL LK GLAND CELL 
LEUKEMIA MVB Alters the making of epithelial gland tissue causing many glands to crowd out their own function by swelling. Epithelial cells bond 

with calcium, carbon and histamine causing enzyme-proof masses that dissolve best with basil and L-Taurine. Best w/ERY LUK 
GLAUC GLAUCOMA 3-5 RF A polio residue with a fungus that is the actual cause of the disease.  Take orally.
GLI BLS GLIOBLASTOMA MVB Lumps, usually in brain, formed with blast cells and mucous gli cells.
GLI CER GLIOMATOSIS CEREBRI 9-12 MBF A form of brain tumor based on miasms with multiple possible problems in head and nervous system

GLM MAL GLOMERULAR CELL 
MALADY MVB The mal formation of glomerular cells which cause their malfunction. Related to the pineal, glomerular cells are associated with the 

kidneys, the brain, inner ear, sinus, lungs, breasts, stomach, adrenals, thyroid, clitoris and penis. 
GLMONA GLOMONOMA MRV Brain blockage that allows cells to glom on to other cells and create weight.

GLOOB GLOOB VBF Tuberculosis-based group turning all effluences (sweat, lymph, etc.) of body into glue-like mixture that doesn't metabolize out and 
collects in body weight.

GLT ANT GUILT ANTIDOTE 4-15 E Buried GUILT produces subconscious self assessment of deserving punishment and failure.

GLU DEF GLUTATHIONE 
DEFICIENCY MIASM M Miasm - decrease in primary brain food that encourages aging, senility and leads to Altzheimers

GLUCMA GLUCAGONOMA MVF Pancreas tumor creating hyperglycemia so sugar causes redness or eruptions of extremities

GM RGRW GUM REGROW P For the amoeba that causes gums to recede.  See also PAR PAR.

GNG GLB GANGLION GLOB 6-12 MV Ganglion Neuromatosis - Tumor on the nerve ganglion that doesn't allow full impulse to go through the crossroads of nerve pathways

GNT CEL GIANT CELL MYEOLITIS MVB Form of leukemia

GOD BLT GOLDEN BULLET Designed to help increase immune system and support all other remedies. May decrease number of bottles needed for non-miasmic 
based remedies

GOITER GOITER 6-10 VB Swelling of thyroid, sometimes prominent.  Often mixed with other thyroid and parathyroid problems

GON GONORRHEA B Well-known venereal disease causing painful swelling of genitals, lower abdomen, liver, heart, joints, conjunctiva. Some have 
nausea, vomiting , fever, racing heart beat. Usually there is a tell-tale discharge from genital openings.
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GOO CLN GOO CLEAN ENZ A group of enzymes that cleans the gooey mucous that holds dead calcium, carbohydrates, lipids, follicles, etc. that are bound in a 
cell-clogging quagmire. Take with PRM AZN, PRM CRB, PRM CLC, PRM FOL, PRM LIP, PRM PLP.

GOUT GOUT MV Familiar swelling of big toe involving kidneys and inherited weakness.  Usually needs Kidstone (plus Shigella and Blood Lymph 
Flukes) to complete.

GRAV#2 GRAVES BASE #2 MVF Thyroid bases combination that reveals itself only with a concurrent brain mass
GRDN GARDNERELLA 2-5 B Commonly known bacterial infection of the vagina . . . which commonly wind up in prostates.

GRMOMA GERMINOMA MVB Lump of the germinal tissue of the gonads, the mediastinum (chest tissue) or the pineal region. Commonly with pineal disorders. 
Even more commonly on adrenals with 2 retroviruses affecting central nervous system.

GROUND GROUNDING E A sense of feeling comfortable to live in the earth plane instead of trying to escape
GRV TRD GRAVE THYROID MRB A Trench-fever based residue with miasm that seems involved with Grave's Disease issues
GRW SPR GROWTH SPURT MB Corrects curvature of the back that stunts growth. See also BON HRD w/BRN FLX
GRY HAR GRAY HAIR upgraded MVF EXPERIMENTAL Hair regain formula w/added remedy for hair-eating bacteria, plus. Works best w/other adrenal formulas

GUILL CANDIDA 
GUILLIERMONDI F A poorly identified form of candida.

HAE HIGH ALTITUDE EASE 2-4 B Bacteria that cause swelling in high altitudes and cases of hay fever
HALLUX HALLUX MV When the big toe crosses over or under the smaller toes beside it.

HANTA HANTA VIRUS V In clinical form a dealy hemoragic Virus. In subclinical form it also attacks repiratory, sinus, and thyroid areas. Occaisional nose 
bleeds are common. It is serious when you start coughing up blood.

HAP PAN HAPPY PANCREAS V Infection of the pancreas causing sugar desires, blood sugar imbalance and attitude that happiness is hard to find

HAR HOR HARMONIOUS 
HORMONES M Cholera Miasm-based adrenal insufficiency that may affect hormones in many ways, including baldness over the crown.    .

HAR LIV HAIR-LIVER MVB Corrects liver condition for some people in order that liver can be stimulated to grow hair. No, it does not grow hair on the liver.
HAR LOS HAIR LOSS CF Female hair loss, based on the small intestines and relationship to anesthetics.  Not tested yet for males.
HASHIM HASHIMOTO'S 6-10 VFP This supposed thyroid disease is actually a disease of the parathyroid.

HBP HIGH BLOOD 
PRESSURE MVF Improved version of remedy that now includes the adrenal as well as the kidney portion of the problem

HCK SMO HACK SMOOTH BVC Another contrail special for a hacking cough that hangs on from deep down.

HEA 70A
HYPOTHALAMUS 
ENZYME ALTERATION 
70A                         .

MVB Mismade enzyme causing an underactive thyroid and shrinking jaw (crowded jaw).

HEA 70B
HYPOTHALAMUS 
ENZYME ALTERATION 
70B                   .

MVB Mismade enzyme causing an overactive (hyper) thyroid and shrinking jaw (crowded jaw).

HEAR MO HEAR MORE 3-6 RV Inherited cause of hearing loss

HED LMF HED LYMPH MR Adrenal/Kidney based issue that blocks sodium and lymph generally and sodium specifically in head.  (Sodium imbalance is basis of 
stroke).

HEL ATR HELICOPTER ATROPHY 1-2 B A rememberable name for helicobacter pylori.  With cryptosporidium = ulcers.  Binds with other parasites.

HEM CAR HEMOLOGICAL 
CARCINOMA MVB Usually when there's one form of cancer, there are others brewing. This cleans the blood of carcinogenic elements and buys time to 

find the whole solution. Read label instructions carefully.

HEM CRB HEMOGLOBIN CARBON MVB Designed to only be taken with BLD IMP, this bone/livercondition doesn't release enough oxygen from hemoglobin. The oxygen 
binds carbon (dioxide) into a bicarbonate which alkalines protein to the point of non digestion and contributes to weight retention.

HEM EX HEME EXPIRE MVB A bone condition in which the heme that carries iron for oxygen transport expires just after it is made. See also HEM LIF.

HEM HEM HEMORRHAGIC 
HEMOPHILIA MV A breakdown of the blood  based on an Asian (India) form of hanta hemorrahgic fever. More destructive than the standard form of 

hemophilia.
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HEM LIF HEMOLYTIC LONG LIFE MBF Bone/Liver Methoglobin Disease of blood causing early death of hemoglobin which carries oxygen deprivation to body and organs.

HEM MAL HEMOBLASTIC 
MALADY MVB Bone-based insufficiency to make new heme cells. Heme of hemoglobin is responsible for carrying the iron that carries oxygen. The 

condition incapacitates the thyroid from converting oxygen for metabolization.

HEM MYE HEMOLOGICAL 
MYELOMA      . MVB Blood disorder starting in the bone marrow that produces stem and progenitor cells for so many of the constituents of what we 

loosely call blood. This disorder is the grandfather of blood diseases.
HEMFL B HEMOPHILIA B MVB A deficiency of coagulation factor 9, the plasma thromboblastin.
HEMOFL HEMOPHILIA MR All too easily bleeds with great difficulty in stopping.  There are subclinical cases as well as the much-talked of clinical cases.
HEMOG C HEMOGLOBIN C MBV Physical science unclassified form of hemoglobin disease.
HEMOG D HEMOGLOBIN D MVB A form of blood disease akin to, but different from, Thalassemias.  The base is in the liver.
HEMOG E HEMOGLOBIN E MV A form of blood disease akin to, but different from, Thalassemias.  The base is in the liver.  This one more common.

HEMOG F HEMOGLOBIN F MVB
MVB

A blood disease that weakens a person over time.  Iron anemia and hypochondria. Kidney issues.  Could be more important with 
bone infections.

HEMOG G HEMOGLOBIN G MVB Blood disease that tires person and blocks kidneys mildly, while adding to other diseases.
HEMOG H HEMOGLOBIN H MVB A blood disease of the hemoglobin not yet classified by science.

HEMOG M HEMOGLOBIN M  MVB
A spleen disease caused by insufficient creation of an enzyme Nicotinamide reductase dinucleotide glycohydolase (NADH 
methemoglobin reductase system present in normal red cells). It puts iron in a condition that cannot carry oxygen to the rest of the 
body.

HEMOG 
SC HEMOGLOBIN SC MVF Blood disease like sickle cell usually for non-black people.  Often connected to numerous kidney diseases.

HEMR HEMORRHOIDS CB Pesky condition often caused by the molding factor in cheese.  Often compounded by parasites.
HEP C HEPATITIS C 3-7 VB A retrovirus bound by a fusarium bacteria.  Often seen with Aflagot.

HEP C1 HEPATITIS C1 VB Recently the regular Hepatitis C formula hasn't been enough because of fairly new complications. Check both, especially after 
vaccinations              .

HEP D HEPATITIS D 1-4 B Seemingly rare form of Hepatitis
HEP F HEPATITIS F B One of many forms of liver swelling from infection.

HEP G HEPATITIS G VB This form combines the retrovirus with Calymmomato Granuloma, giving the person occasional thoughts (perhaps actions) of a 
nasty behavior.

HEP I HEPATITIS I B Variation of Hepatitis from mutations
HEP J HEPATITIS J B Variation of Hepatitis from mutations.  Part of Pulmonary Aveolar Proteinosis.
HEP L HEPATITIS L B Liver and adrenal condition involving common bacteria.  Blocks hormones to heart, related to Amyloidosis

HEP O HEPATITIS O B A special condition of the liver that, when combined with CLS DIF or CLS PER, causes a crab, pincer-like movement of the hand. It 
looks like Parkinson, except the thumb moves independently towards the fingers. 

HEP PNM HEPAPNEUMONIA B A form of pneumonia (brought in through the lungs) which gets inside the cells of the liver and reacts to air conditions.
HEP RVE HEPATITIS RVE 1-3 VB A newly discovered form of hepatitis that binds retro virus in liver.  
HEP X-1 HEPATITIS X-PART 1 MVB A lump of wide variety of components common to the liver that makes the liver swell. Tuberfibrocytosarcobasiloma.
HEP X-2 HEPATITIS X-PART 2 VBF A group of pathogenes that gather around HEP X and make the liver swell and dysfunction.
HERPO HERPORAL 3-6 RV Can also require Strep, CPS,Small Pox, Chlamydia Pneumonia. Coxsackie and Anthrax are mistaken for Oral Herpes.

HEV CEM HEAVY CHEMSMOKE CBV Summer 2001 chemtrail combination with an unusual pervading respiratory and sinus infection that travels to the brain and clogs it. 
Heavy feeling in chest, cold like feeling in sinus and thick feeling in head.

HG TOO HG TOO V The non-herpes part of Herpes Genital.  Best taken with HG

HH LA&T
HEAD HORMONES           
LOW ADRENALS & 
THYROID

MRV A form of pituitary adenoma. Subjects are always tired, short memories, low comprehension of new material and lack energy to 
attempt new endeavors. Sometimes itching is involved if thyroid is removed or very under functioning.
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HIRSUT HIRSUTISM MVF Adrenal condition of growing excess hair.  Especially disagreeable to women with lip, chin, etc hair.  Also adversely affects hormonal 
balance

HIST HISTOPLASMOSIS 2-7 F Lung condition mostly associated with birds or bird droppings

HIVES HIVES MVB Syphilinum-based remedy for painful skin disease that can also be in interior, mucous membrane.  If seen on the outside, can be on 
inside.

HM CNCT HEART-MIND 
CONNECTION MF Seems to bring the two lead systems together.  With Copper Surplus, it tests to make a person ,more "heart felt".  Don't inflict it upon 

spouses !

HND HUMAN NERVE 
DISEASE MVF So common of a disease in humans that it has no name because this weakness in the nerves is considered normal. Behind many 

other nerve diseases.

HONOR HONOR E HATE is the product of not understanding or honoring a lesson that was tough (negative on surface) because previous opportunities 
were ignored.

HOOK A HOOKWORM 
AMERICANA P Necator Americana (actually brought to America from Africa with slave trade) has a "cousin" in Europe, Asia and elsewhere (HOOK 

I). The vibrations are different.

HOOK I HOOKWORM 
INTERNATIONAL P Ancylostoma Duadenale, the so-called old world version of hookworm which seems prevalent everywhere, is now seen more often 

in North America with international travel.  It differs from Nector Americana  (HOOK A).

HOR BND HORMONE BINDER MVB  Liver condition that produces hormone derivatives that bind hormones instead of producing hormones with releasing factors. 
Involved in excess weight and insufficient reproductive gland function.

HP THAL HYPOTHALOMA MVB Major gland of diencephalon, which controls pituitary and many homone functions.

HPNMV HUMAN 
PNEUMOMEGLOVIRUS V Like CMV, this virus locks into the lymph trapping oxygen around cellular fluid

HPO FNC HYPOFUNCTION 
DISEASE MVB A disease in the Chronic Fatigue Syndrome group. People chronically feel tired and wasted. First check Epstein Barr, CMV, Bone 

INFS and SSP
HPTROP HYPOTROPIA VF A vertical tendency of one eye, caused by unequal occular tone. That eye will track differently than the other eye.

HRLVLN HEART LIVER LUNG MVB Protein Losing Enteropathy-Dehydration of heart, thickening of heart wall, hypoxia of lung,weakens sodium retention in 
kidney,weakens muscle of intestines, weakens prostate

HRM REG HORMONE 
REGENERATION VB A bacteria /virus combination may block the body's ability to produce estrogen, progesterone and testosterone.

HRP BRF HAARP BARF CB Contrail dropping composed of elements of tuberculosis, meningitis and bubonic plague. Lovely !
HRP ENC HERPES ENCEPHALITIS 4-9 RFB The poxes in the spine with fungus and nerve bacteria cause a slow deterioration of central nervous system
HRT FIB HEART FIBROMATOSIS MVB Inherited fibrosing of heart, weakening function, causing hypertension of lungs, and back pressure on kidneys
HRT FLX HEART FLEX MVB Hardening of the heart walls and heart septum (as well as the nose septum)

HRT JN HEART JOIN MVB  A heart weakness in an estimated 30% to 40% of the population causing a "nitrogen narcosis" (like a general anesthesia) causing 
unexplained tiredness. Worse with altitude, cold, and stress.

HRT RAC HEART RACE MVB Brain/kidney/heart disease that causes the heart to race uncontrollably. It stems from the brain signaling the kidneys to release a 
material that pushes the heart to race.

HRT VLV HEART VALVE       
DISEASE MVB For both kinds of inherited heart valve diseases.  May attract STAPH AUREUS #1&2, IEV and DOG HRT

HRTCAN HEART CANDIDA 2-5 F Candida forms around the valves of the heart with the help of a rare clostridium bacteria.

HRTOMA HEART ADENOMA MV Lump in heart eschewing circulation, causing arrhythmias, inviting chemical contamination, cramping and making blood pressure 
irregular

HST BIN HISTAMINE BINDER MVB Liver-based affliction that causes histamine to bind to calcium and carbon producing excess weight.
HTA HANTA 1-2 V Alone and full-blown, this is a killer virus. Sub-clinically it binds with a bacteria or other virus to mimic Chronic Fatigue Syndrome.

HV STEN HEART VALVE 
STENOSIS MVB Congenitally narrowed or constricted heart valves. One of the most common causes of heart failure over the age of 50. Symptoms 

include heart cramps, irregular pulse, edema, fluid in lungs, enlargement of liver and spleen and "rattle " with breath.
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HW SUPP HORMONE W 
SUPPRESSOR MVB A miasmic formula aims at the adrenals to unsuppress a hormone that helps dissolve fat/weight.

HYDR TX HYDROCARBON 
TOXINS C Especially good for exhaust fumes for people who work around such.  More applications to be tested

HYDRAT HYDRATION MVB For interruption of H5O1 that drys up all parts of the body and decreases coordination of inner processes. It is in all forms of 
withering, decreased capacity and aging. Therefore it is a huge factor in looking older.

HYP GLY HYPER GLYCEMIA MVB An excess of sugar in the blood based on a problem in the Medulla Oblongata.

HYP MET HYPOTHALAMUS 
METABOLITES MVB

A precursor hormone, like thyroid stimulating hormone, stimulates the cascade of signals that activates metabolites throughout the 
body. If there are no serious infections in the pituitary, thyroid and liver, this will strongly help reduce weight, digest food and 
improve the health of all cells.

I E L INFECT ENCARD- 3-8 FB Infectious endocarditis residing as the effect of long-term, Strep Pneumonia.  Usually is behind Aspergillosis. 
I E V INFECT ENCARD- 3-6 FB Infectious endocarditis residing in the heart valves.  Insidious, slow, long-term problem that kills.

IFC ADN INFLUENZA C 
ADENOMA MVB An unusual compound-content lump that may be diffuse throughout the body instead of localized (can also localize). Look for it with 

mast cell leukemia and weight issues.
IG INDUSTRIAL GASES 2-7 C Lead, Arsenic, Chlorine and Mercury.  Check on the T-1 (below where neck meets shoulder) plexus of nerves.

IMG MAL IMMUNOGLOBULIN 
MALADY MVB A bone/liver disease of the blood that affect all Ig types. Each variation blocks or distorts the release of other cell functions, which 

affects weight storage, hormone blockage and endocrine function.

INF FIT INFECTION FIGHTER MVB

Designed to restore full function to mononuclear phagocytes, including histiocytes in the blood, monocytes in the bone marrow, 
macrophages in the liver, Kupffer cells in the liver sinusoids and alveolar macrophages in the lungs. Mononuclear phagocytes are 
critical components in the inflammatory and immune response. In distorted form they cause swelling without infection. See also T 
CELL MALADY, JMP STR.

INS FOL INSULIN FOWLER VB A group of pathogens that prevent insulin from converting blood sugar. Usually they are a complication of INSLOM or TBR INS.

INSLOM INSULINOMA MVB A lump in the pancreas that interrupts the flow of insulin. Most people with this lump have an intolerance to sugar & milk at the same 
time.  See LAC INT, LAC SEN.

INSOM INSOMNIA 2-4 VB Rota virus, along with several other constituents sticks in the liver.  Check also RAD ENT.
INV NIP INVERTED NIPPLE MVB Ductile contraction caused by missing enzyme from the adrenals.

IOD ABS IODINE ABSORPTION F Fungus in the thyroid caused by pancreas. When calcium is infected it coagulates in pancreas which inhibits calcium conversion by 
parathyroid which binds iron in the thyroid which creates fungus that inhibits thyroid from absorbing iodine.

IODULS IODULSE Iodine in dulse is the best food for thyroids after removal of blocks and with Low Thyroid remedy.

IRN CRY IRON CARRY MVB Liver condition which blocks the making of a protein transferrin used by the blood to carry iron to the normoblasts in the bone. 
People are often winded, light sleepers, have blood-based tiredness, trouble in high altitudes, pale with very dry skin. See IRN SRP.

IRN LTL IRON LITTLE MV When the body makes too little iron the condition is called Chloroasis, in the scientific world.
IRN SRP IRON SURPLUS 9-11 M Hemochromatosis is an inherited production of too much iron that is wide-spread = PSRTUB + ERGOT
ISO ALO ISOPROPYL ALCOHOL 2-4 C Strong catalyst in turning fungus to cancer.
JITRS JITTERS 1-5 B Bacteria on adrenals that instigates other diseases and causes nervous tension

JMP STR JUMP START V When the immune system is very low and a quick rejevination of the infection-killing T-Cells is needed, this may jump start the 
battery of healing.

JP8 ANT JET FUEL #8 ANTIDOTE C Chemtrail remedy that antidotes the superheated/ burned form of ethylene dibromide and benzene in Jet Fuel #8.
JUMPY JUMPY MF Based on Syphilis Miasm in the brain, a combination of fungi like bipolar makes the person anxiety-ridden

KAA OCC KIDNEY/ADRENAL 
ARTERY OCCLUSION MVB Cuts off blood circulation to both kidneys and adrenals causing both to malfunction.

KADOMA KIDNEY/ADRENAL OMA MVB In the connection of the organs in a way that pressures both organs into aberrant function.
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KAL PHS KAL PHOS 1-3 Cell salt brain tissue and nerve rebuilder
K-B FILT KIDNEY BLOOD FILTER MB Miasmic impairment of kidneys in their ability to cleanse the blood as it becomes urine

KDEYER KIDNEYS/EYES/EARS MB Aimed at a kidney disease called "Alports Syndrome" which can include kidney deterioration, high note deafness, some eye lesions 
and cataracts

KDS KIDSTONE 3-6 When kidney stones form, Blood/Lymph Flukes and/or Shigella are attracted.  Drink lots of water.
KID ADR KIDNEYS-ADRENALS MVF Inherited imbalance of coordination of kidneys and adrenals that decreases desire to love as well as physical conditions
KID ART KIDNEY ARTERIES MRF Aimed at inherited deterioration of the kidney arteries called "Renal Cortical Necrosis".  "Rare?" form of acute kidney failure.

KID CAL KIDNEY CALCIUM MV Condition that does not allow proper conversion of calcitron so that calcium can be assimilated. Related also to brain hardening and 
astrocytoma

KID CMP KIDNEY COMPLETION MVB A hippocampus-based remedy that helps complete the full formation of the kidney/adrenals that was not finished at birth.  This is not 
for rebuilding (see AD MD BD), but for formation. Symptoms are hormonal insufficiency, kidney and adrenal infection.

KID COR KIDNEY CORE MF Blockage in the kidney medulla that festers and gathers fungus to block kidney function.

KID FLD KIDNEY FLUID 
RELEASE MVB

The cause of Goodpasture's Syndrome. A constriction in the kidney (and lungs) from storing too much iron (FE-) that holds fluids like 
ascites and edema. Worse with HEMOG M and other blood diseases. Releases iron through blood to intestines and may cause 
temporary constipation.

KID FRE KIDNEY FREE MVF Releases calcium, carbon and histamine that especially affect the kidney and cause edemic weight
KID HOR KIDNEY HORMONES MVB Pituitary/Liver coordination for what blocks renin in kidney, causing weight, aches from backed-up uric acid and lymph blockages
KID PRO KIDNEYS AND PROTEIN MV Inherited mal-processing of proteins and aimed at "Berger's Disease".  Kidneys block with poor digestion of meats.
KID REL KIDNEY RELEASE 3-5 VF Penicillin and aflagot, among others, combine to impair kidney function.

KID RUM KIDNEY RHEUMATICUS 9-12 MB Inherited condition that slowly deteriorates kidneys while wasting Potassium, Sodium and Chlorides.  Aimed at "Bartter's Syndrome"

KID SCR KIDNEY SCRUNCH MVB Inherited form of glomerulonephritis which causes various forms of blood pollution, sodium depletion, dehydration, intermittent to 
constant diarrhea, paralytic ileus, fistulae and dry skin.

KID SOF KIDNEY SOFTEN MVF Aimed at hardening of the kidneys, especially felt when weather turns cold, and "Chronic Glomerulonephritis"
KIDD SK KIDNEY DRY SKIN MV Blockage of the kidney that backs uremic poisioning into the skin causung various degrees of erruptions during cold weather

KLB CAR KLEBSIELLA 
CARCINOMA   . MVB Usually felt as an ache inside bones and joints. May spread to digestive issues. Triggers blood diseases along with BONE 

INFECTION.
KLB OZ KLEBSIELLA OZAENAE 3-6 B Bone-eating bacteria in many types of bone loss.  See also BON INF, Alumina.
KLB PNM KLEBSIELLA 1-4 B A bone bacteria involved in several inherited bone degenerations

KLM KIDNEY LUNGS 
MUSCLES MVB

An inherited kidney hormone and enzyme insufficiency unable to process magnesium which causes frequent urination, shallow 
breathing, leg cramps, inability to release ascites and heart congestion. Releases electrolytes in intestines which relieves dry skin. 
Worse with blood diseases and alcohol.

KMM KIDNEY MEDULLA          
MOLD 2-5 B Frequent kidney blockages; perhaps relationship to high blood pressure and alopecia.

LAC INT LACTOSE 8-9 MB Reactions to milk, cheese or other milk products.  
LAC SEN LACTOSE SENSITIVE MB A mild disagreement with milk products, upsetting digestion. Itching in center of back. See also LAC INT and gall bladder issues
LAZ EYE LAZY EYE 3-6 MRB Some people have an eye that doesn't quite focus in line with the other eye.  Involves inherited issues.

LBC TRD LOW BLOOD PRESSURE-
THYROID MVF One of the causes of low blood pressure

LBP LOW BLOOD 3-7 MF This fungus in the adrenals should not always be fixed, yet in extreme cases and high altitudes and impotence and ...

LBP2 LOW BLOOD 
PRESSURE #2 MB Another form of low blood pressure based on adrenals

LBR PNM LOBAR PNEUMONIA MVB A form of fused lung tissue resulting from long-term lung infection, such as asthma, emphysema, primary amyloidosis, etc.
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LEA 63B LIVER ENZYME 
ALTERATION 63B MVB Liver enzymes that no longer support adrenal activating enzohormones are reactivated by this formula. Used especially with SEN 

SEN.

LEC LEC ELEC COLEC C The collection of and sensitivity to electricity, usually based on ELC COL.  Headaches, sleeplessness and fuzzy thinking are 
symptoms.  Like radiation symptoms 

LEIOMA LEIOMYOMA MVB One of the most common masses found in the throat/esophagus.  Also found on fallopian tubes and in uterus..

LEP LEPROSY B Officially called Hansen's Disease this involves multiple systems of the body, with wide-spread skin nodules, destruction of the nose 
cartilage and bone, testicular atrophy, peripheral edema and eye problems often involving blindness. 

LEP LEP LEPROMATOUS 
LEPROSY B Not very contagious form of tuberculoid leprosy to be taken with TB skin (usually there is TB in other parts of the body as well). 

Thickens cutaneous nerves and has saucer-shaped flat skin lesions.
LESQAM LEIOMYOSQUAMOMA MVB A lump composed of leio and squamous cells, commonly found in reproductive glands or breast.

LF NV ML LYMPH NODE VALVE 
MALADY MVB

Bone-based paralysis of afferent and efferent valves of lymph nodes, leaving them always open or always closed. The effect is to 
shut down the lymph system and leave toxins in the blood. The toxins interfere with the immune function and transportation of 
nutrients and hormones               .

LIF FRC LIFE FORCE MVB A bacteria /virus combination may block the body's ability to produce DHEA

LIG SCL LIGAMENT SCLERA MVF The Gall Bladder can form inherited conditions with current fungi and viruses to strangle assimilation of what it takes to feed a 
ligament

LIHT A LIGHTFUNGUS 
ADRENAL F A special fungus on the pineal afecting the adrenals and their function.

LIHT P LIGHTFUNGUS 
PITUITARY F Pineal fungus afecting Pituitary and prohibiting light conversion of vitamin D for bones, gall bladder, prostate and kidneys/adrenals.

LIHT TL LIGHTFUNGUS 
THALAMUS F A special Pineal fungus afecting the thalamus and inhibiting its Lymbic system and governing role on the master gland, the pituitary

LIM ZIM LIMBIC ZIMBIC MVF Unblocks the lymbic system where pleasure is processed and helps the release of healing endorphins.
LIP LOS LIPID LOSS MV Part of combination used for holding excess lipid and water. Often w/WHT LOS,FOD BLK, SLP WEL & CRB BLK
LIPID LIPEDEMA MVB Miasmic combination that disallows pancreas to digest lipid fat (gelatous fat).  Check parathyroid function along with this remedy)

LIPN LM LIVER PANCREAS 
BUMPS MVB Aimed at a mal-digestion of proteins and lipids which bind together by inherited deficiencies of the liver and pancreas. Internal 

lumps/klogs
LIPOMA LIPOMA MVF Internal or subcutaneous tumor that is malleable. May be with a retrovirus.
LIST LISTERIOSIS 3-8 B Toxin found in babies whose mother had toxins in blood.  Found in 50-year olds sometimes.

LIV ACT LIVER ACTION MVB For Glucose 6 Phosphate Dehydogenase Deficiency, a liver disease. A form of mild to severe anemia in activities that involve all 
muscles simultaneously, like swimming. Inability to break down glycogen to glucose. See SPRUE for gluten intolerance.

LIV CLN LIVER CLEANSE MVB Activation of enzymes that clean the liver of undigested, coagulated material.
LIV DRL LIVER DRILLERS 2-5 P Schistosoma Mansoni,  one of the most common forms of liver flukes drills holes in the liver and impairs protein digestion
LIV DTX LIVER DETOX 3-5 VB Complex chemicals including wood alcohol, kojic acid, drugs, etc. collect in the liver.  See also CHEMX.

LIV ENZ LIVER ENZYME 
REGENERATION MVB Reconstructs the liver's ability to create enzymes correctly for digestion and collagen (anti-wrinkle) making.

LIV FIB LIVER FIBROMATOSIS MV Inherited fibrosing of liver causing weakness, contributing to liver spots and neural degeneration
LIV HOR LIVER HORMONES MVB Pituitary-based remedy (take gradually). Affects the liver function that stores excess weight. Originally- Store Not

LIV MET LIVER METABOLITES MVB Activates the metabolites (Anabolites and Catabolites) riding on the sodium of the body. Spawns supporting enzymes for the 
metabolites to work with from the liver. (Other enzymes will often be needed). Take with ADR SOD.

LIVOMA LIVER ADENOMA MVB Lump in the liver that may crowd the function of the liver and gall bladder
LK SHRP LOOK SHARP MVB Tones teeth, eyes and thyroid so that eyes see more sharply and thyroid metabolizes body to look sharper.
LLL LIVID LIPID LIVER MVF A miasmic condition that prevents the liver from breaking down lipids  (along with adrenals). Take with LPD COL
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LM BASE LYMPHOMA BASE MV Lymphocytes gathering in this location either in protrusion or in complication of another swelling.  With retrovirus when cancerous. 
Often with a leukemia

LM BRN LYMPHOMA BRAIN MVB Lymphocytes gathering in this location either in protrusion or in complication of another swelling.  With retrovirus when cancerous. 
Often with a leukemia

LM CHST LYMPHOMA CHEST MVB Lymphocytes gathering in this location either in protrusion or in complication of another swelling.  With retrovirus when cancerous. 
Often with a leukemia

LM CNS LYMPHOMA CENTRAL 
NERVOUS SYSTEM MVB

Causes a cerebral edema with symptoms of any of headaches, seizures, cranial nerve palsies, eye/vision problems and mental 
perception changes. Most commonly this is seen as the result of a deeper, chronic infection from herpes to syphilis to AIDS. 
Sometimes the mass blocks the chorioid plexus and causes ascites.

LM GUT LYMPHOMA GUT MVB Lymphocytes gathering in this location either in protrusion or in complication of another swelling.  With retrovirus when cancerous. 
Often with a leukemia

LM HRT LYMPHOMA HEART MVB Lymphocytes gathering in this location either in protrusion or in complication of another swelling.  With retrovirus when cancerous. 
Often with a leukemia

LM IMBD LYMPHOMA INTRA-
ABDOMINAL MVB Often w/leukemias, TB ASCT, TB MCLN

LM LI LYMPHOMA LRG 
INTEST MVB Lymphocytes gathering in this location either in protrusion or in complication of another swelling.  With retrovirus when cancerous. 

Often with a leukemia

LM LIP LYMPHOMA LIPOMA MVF Lymphocytes gathering in this location either in protrusion or in complication of another swelling.  With retrovirus when cancerous. 
Often with a leukemia

LM LIV LYMPHOMA LIVER MVB Lymphocytes gathering in this location either in protrusion or in complication of another swelling. With retrovirus when cancerous. 
Often with leukemia.

LM LUNG LYMPHOMA LUNG MVB Lymphocytes gathering in this location either in protrusion or in complication of another swelling.  With retrovirus when cancerous. 
Often with a leukemia

LM OVAR LYMPHOMA OVARIES MVB Lymphocytes gathering in this location either in protrusion or in complication of another swelling.  With retrovirus when cancerous. 
Often with a leukemia

LM SI LYMPHOMA SML 
INTEST NVB Lymphocytes gathering in this location either in protrusion or in complication of another swelling.  With retrovirus when cancerous. 

Often with a leukemia
LM SPLN LYMPHOMA SPLEEN MVB Part of a series of lymphomas that accompanies different leukemias

LM STOM LYMPHOMA STOMACH MVB Lymphocytes gathering in this location either in protrusion or in complication of another swelling.  With retrovirus when cancerous. 
Often with a leukemia

LM TEST LYMPHOMA TESTES MVB Lymphocytes gathering in this location either in protrusion or in complication of another swelling.  With retrovirus when cancerous. 
Often with a leukemia

LM TROT LYMPHOMA THROAT MVB Lymphocytes gathering in this location either in protrusion or in complication of another swelling.  With retrovirus when cancerous. 
Often with a leukemia

LMF ACD LYMPH ACID MVF Lymphatoid Granulomatosis - Relentless necrotizing and destruction of the lymph system. Attacks respiratory, skin, CNS.      .
LMF CAR LYMPHOCARCINOMA MVB A carcinoma of the lymph

LMF CYS LYMPHO CYSTOMA MVB Lymph cyst filled with pus or other dead material in a lump with lymph. Substantially different from a Lymphocytoma which is a lump 
complicated by a cyto virus.

LMF DCG LYMPH   
DECOAGULATION VF Frees a protein (yet to be identified by science) that normally keeps lymph loose and flowing. Coagulated lymph store and solidifys 

toxins, creating a body environment for infection.
LMF FRE LYMPH FREE MVF Releases carbon, calcium and histamine trapped into the lymph (causing weight)

LMF GRN LYMPHOGRANULOMA 
INQUINALE 3-6 B A form of yeast converting to fungus behind vaginal yeast infections not especially related to candida. Check also CLM GRN.

LMF LUK LYMPHATIC LEUKEMIA 5-9 MVB Toxin result of (emotional) tail bone dislodging over years which takes subject in and out of leukemia.
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LMF PLQ LYMPH PLAQUE MVB Just as plaque forms on the inside of arteries and on nerves, another kind forms on the inside of lymph channels. Often involved in 
weight issues and lymphatic leukemias.

LMF PMP LYMPH PUMP MVF Based on the kidneys/adrenals, this miasm stops the pumping of lymph fluid (toxin removal). Subjects don't perspire much, toxins 
gather around the endocrine glands toxify hormones and causes collection pouches from chin to belly to legs. Use with PAR MYX.

LMF SLT LYMPH SALT MVB An adrenal/kidney conversion of lymph into salt for digestion instead of cell clogging.
LMF STR LYMPH STRENGTH M Four miasms that form a weakness to lymphomas and other lymph issues.
LMF WHT LYMPH WEIGHT 7-9 VF After candida as a cause of weight, this may be worth the use of 5-9 bottles.  With CLM TRA it forms dynamite weight loss.       .

LMFB LK LYMPHOBLASTIC 
LEUKEMIA MVB aka Myeloblastic Leukemia. The most common malignancy in children 5-7 which has a 95% initial remission. Relapse comes with 

strong bone marrow infection and invasion of lymph-based growths in the thyroid. Low thyroids and big bellies may develop.
LMP SMP LUMP STUMPER MVF Remedy for condition in the frontal lobe of the brain that gives propensity of body to form lumps and bumps.

LMPH IP
LYMPHOCYTIC 
INTERSTITAL 
PNEUMONIA

B A form of inflammation of the layers of skin in between the organs and tissue of the body.

LND LINDANE 1-4 C Common farm pesticide in intestines.
LNG ABC LUNG ABCESS MVB Well-identified bacteria involved plus miasmic weaknesses that allowed the abcess
LNG POL LUNG POLLUTE C Mild disturbances of lung from dust to fumes that lodge in the mucous tissue of the lungs.

LNG TRD LUNGTHYROID 
TOXICOSIS MVB Condition of the lung that blocks transport of oxygen to thyroid for metabolization.

LNG WEZ LUNG WHEEZE 9-12 MB For emphysema add either CLM PNM, KLB PNM, or HIST. Often accompanied by miasms in liver.
LNGOMA LUNG ADENOMA MVB Lump in the wall of lungs impairing breathing and heart, kidney coordination and assimilation of oxygen
LOA LOA LOA LOA 3-5 P Transient swelling in subcutaneous tissue.  Often in intestines, as well as the normal heart location.

LOC LUK LYMPHOCYTIC 
LEUKEMIA MVB Bone-Blood disease spreading to lymph nodes.  Slowly decreases immune system. Usual swelling of spleen/liver.

LOS MUS LOOSE MUSCLE VIRUS V Lymphotropic virus behind sagging muscles.  Use with PSR MED for prolapsed uterus and other muscles.
LOV BLK LOVE BLOCK 4-9 F A fungus on the pons of the brain affects coordination and speech response PLUS deters the person's ability to accept love

LOV LIV LOVING LIVER BF Led by fungus that stops liver from regenerating itself, the bacteria eat at liver in physical way that reduces the ability to love life and 
express love

LP CL LK LIPID CELL LEUKEMIA MVB Causes lipids to be insoluble by enzymes and bond with calcium. The bond alters pancreatic calcium distribution function to attract 
sugars to envelope the lipid/calcium bond, causing weight, cellulitis, lymph channel blockages. Best w/ ERY LUK.

LPD COL LIPID COLLECT MVF The kidneys do not pass lipids and instead, collect them. Simultaneously the adrenals do not convert lipids to hormones. Often 
taken with LLL.

LRBC L/R BRAIN 3-6 VB Perceptual and thinking blocks caused by drugs (legal or not) in Corpus Callosum and Temporal Lobe. 

LRN SPK LEARNING SPARK VF The most common complications to set into a vaccination-injured child. Often taken with VAC BRN and PIT CLK. Subjects usually 
have great apathy to school work and little interest in using their intellect, except in areas where they have emotional interest.

LVS LEAKY VEIN 
SYNDROME MVB A function of the thyroid controls the porosity of the veins. When the thyroid is blocked in this way, lymph leaks into the system 

causing lymph weight, mostly in the abdomen.
LW TRD LOW THYROID 3-6 VB Used after Fluoride and/or Thyroid virus.  Accompany with 1-3 dulse pills per morning.
LW TRD 
#2 LOW THYROID #2 MVB Another, deep cause of thyroid hypofunction

LYM BEP LYMPHO BLASTO 
EPITHELIOMA MVB A compound lump lead by lymph cells bound to new cells in the epithelial areas (skin inside and out).

LYM CYT LYMPHOCYTOMA MVB A lump lead by lymph with cyto cells joined in. Very common in thyroid, liver, pancreas.

LYM DYS LYMPHODYSPLASTIC 
LEUKEMIA MVB Similar to Myelodysplastic Leukemia, this corrects a lifelong tiredness resulting in low energy or willful pushing of self.
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LYM EPI LYMPH EPITHELIOMA MV Blockage in lymph tissue by too large a cells.  Essentially a lymph condition caused by a condition of the bones.

LYM ESQ LYMPHO EPITHELI 
SQUAMOMA MVB A lump lead by lymph in epithelial cells and squamous cells.  Very common in thyroid, liver, pancreas. Epithelial cells are 

everywhere.      .
LYM MAL LYMPH CELL MALADY MVB A malformation of lymph cells in the bones that may cause lymph malfunction and lymph-based lumps in the body.

LYM MCT LYMPHO MASTO 
CYTOMA MVB A lump led by lymph cells combined with mast cells that has partially developed into a cyst. This is a prime candidate for breast 

lumps.
LYM SRC LYMPHOSARCOMA MB An outgrowth of a bone condition causing a subsidiary condition to leukemia of a form of lymph blockage by too large a cells.
LYM VIR LYMPHOTROPIC VIRUS 1-3 V Very much like the European form of Chronic Fatigue Syndrome.

LYMFAN LYMPHANGIOMA MVF A yellowish tan tumor usually on the skin composed of dilated lymph vessels.  Located in lymph areas -underarm, breast, groin and 
sometimes on tongue and lips.

MAAD MASTER 
ADENOMYOSIS MVB The miasmic group in the brain that induce the body to invite tumors from the Adeno virus.

MAC DGN MACULAR 
DEGENERATION 10-11 MF Psora and Tuberculinum together may spell a more effective cancellation of this issue

MAG BRN MAGNESIUM DEFIC 
BRAIN MVF A miasmic brain proclivity to not absorb magnesium, bringing muscle contractions and malabsorption of calcium 

MAG GB MAGNESIUM DEFIC 
GALL BLADDER MVB A miasmic gall bladder condition to not absorb magnesium, throwing off digestion and vitamin D absorption of calcium into bones.

MAG PHS MAG PHOS 1-3 Cell salt spinal cord tissue and nerve rebuilder

MAG PRD
MAGNESIUM 
DEFICIENCY 
PARATHYROID

MVB A miasmic parathyroid condition to not absorb magnesium especially relevant to the collection of calcium for kidney stones and for 
muscle contractions.

MAL M MALARIA MIASM 10-12 M Liver problem often shown by chronic dark circles under the eyes.  Subjects usually have liver difficulties history.
MALSYF MALARIALSYPHYLINUM 7-10 M A miasm splice of malaria and syphilis found as base of Graves Disease or those with thyroid/liver/eyes problems.
MAMCLR MAM CLEAR 2-6 P Protozoa parasite involved in all cases of breast lump cancer.  RDC usually involved as the inherited breast propensity.  

MARFAN MARFANS MVB Inherited bone disease where limbs are disproportionately long, to trunk of body. Aortic valves regurgitation and mitrovalve 
problems, iris of the eye problems.

MBN MIASMIC BONE 
NECROSIS MVB Starts with "pointed finger pressure" on the sacrum. The back weakens and slowly increases with pain. The gradual erosion invites a 

deep cancer that eventually spreads systemically.  
MC LUK MAST CELL LEUKEMIA MVB A form of leukemia with connective tissue mast cells compromised and profuse.
MDC MDC 2-5 M Mumps/ Diphtheria/ Coxsackie - Swellings of Parotid, Ovaries or Testicles.  Check also TORO.

MED CST MEDULLARY CYST 
DISEASE MVF Uremia and other wastes toxify blood which attracts other diseases. Hard to find in medical tests. Similar to Polycystic Kidney 

Disease 
MED TOX MEDICINE TOXINS C Most medicines have similar bases- prescribed or over-the-counter - and an excess can clog the liver, etc.

MEFBSQ MENINGO FIBRO 
SQUAMOMA MVB A compound-content lump on the nerves usually high in the brain stem or cerebellum. May affect the function of organs as well as 

the central nervous system.

MEFIBL MENINGO FIBRO 
BLASTOMA MVB A lump in the menings of the nerves that is of connective tissue and bone nature.  Could cause many kinds of nerve problems in the 

spinal column and/or elsewhere.

MEG ANM MEGALOBLASTIC 
MACROCYTIC ANEMIA MVB A malformation of cell nucleus while there is full formation of most other cell parts mimicking dozens of adrenal diseases. The cells 

are insufficient to rebuild the body well. Often causes spleen infection and invites tuberculosis in multiple locations.
MEL MELIOIDOSIS 2-5 F From Southeast Asia, Australia, New Zealand.  Can be dormant for decades.  Flesh eating in intestines and/or lungs.
MELOMA MELANOMA MV Skin issue starting as dark spot or mole that expands and deteriorates. Inherited
MELT  1 MELT AWAY I MVB Histiocytosis Weight dissolving of dead cells clogging tissues. 
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MELT  2 MELT AWAY 2 MVB Phospholipid histiocytosis (like Neiman-Pick Disease) Symptoms of cholesterol storage, slow lung depletion and slow nerve 
deterioration.

MELT  3 MELT AWAY 3 MVB Glucocerebroside histiocytosis (like Gaucher Disease)Symptoms of hepatosplenomegaly, yellowing of white covering of eye, skin 
pigmentation

MELT  4 MELT AWAY 4 MVB Langerhan's Cell Histiocytosis Dead cell clogging of bone, lymph, spleen and sometimes around cartilage
MELT  5 MELT AWAY 5 MVB Non-lipid histiocytosis Dead cell clogging around bone, lymph, spleen lumps

MELT  6 MELT AWAY 6 MVB Sinus histiocytosis Dead cell clogging around sinus and/or neck swelling.  Sometimes should be accompanied with Adeno 
carcinoma.

MELT  7 MELT AWAY 7 MVB Histiocytoma Dead cell clogging of tissue developing into a lump and then dead mass within the lump
MELT  8 MELT AWAY 8 MVB Histiocytic Medullary Reticulosis - Malignant histiocytosis - Includes the most common retrovirus
MELT  9 MELT AWAY 9 MVB Regressing atypical histiocytosis - supposedly rare.  Multiple ulcerating, cutaneous papillae and nodules.
MELT 10 MELT AWAY 10 MVB Verrucous (Warts) histiocytosis.  Warty eruptions

MEM MIDDLE EAR MASS MVF Aimed at a cholesteatoma, which is a cystic mass of epithelial cells and cholesterol in the middle ear. Symptoms =  ear headaches, 
moderate to large amounts of ear wax, tinnitis and hearing loss.

MEM NRV MEMORY NERVE VIRUS V Scientifically unidentified virus that paralyzes nerve path of memories in Epithalamus. Also weakens pineal, which attracts to the 
brain aluminum and fluoride. Frequently used with NRV FUL.

MEM SCR MEMORY SCAR MVB The combination of factors that make and increase scar tissue in the brain formed by physical or emotional traumas in  a person's 
life. We all have them. According to the German Dr Hammer, these scars start the body towards disease.

MEMDRB MSLS/MEDORRHINUM/RUB 5-9 MR Inherited bone swellings usually have this trio of Measles/Medorrhinum/Rubella along with TUBMED.
MEN I MEN TYPE I MVB Multiple Endocrine Neoplasia Type 1- Causes tiredness, heart palpitations, sweating, anxiety, tremors, nausea. Often w/AT MASS
MEN II MEN TYPE II MVB Multiple Endocrine Neoplasia Type 2a -Causes tiredness, heart palpitations, sweating, anxiety, tremors, nausea. Often w/AT MASS
MEN III MEN TYPE III MVB Multiple Endocrine Neoplasia Type 2b- Causes tiredness, heart palpitations, sweating, anxiety, tremors, nausea. Often w/AT MASS
MEN IV MEN TYPE IV MVB Multiple Endocrine Neoplasia Type 4- Causes tiredness, heart palpitations, sweating, anxiety, tremors, nausea. Often w/AT MASS

MEN V MEN TYPE V MVB Multiple Endocrine Neoplaisia Type 5-Causes tiredness, heart palpitations, sweating, anxiety, tremors, nausea. Often w/AT MASS. 
First found as the base of Myasthenia Gravis

MENOMA MENINGIOMA MVB Lump often in the deeper sinus area causing apnea or clogged sinus or elsewhere causing nerve problems
MENRS MENIERE'S DISEASE 3-7 RVF A ringing in the ears (tinnitus) that comes up slowly, often with short bouts of vertigo.

MET MKR METALLOTHIONEIN 
MAKER MVB Liver remedy for making the protein that is the primary carrier of mineral/vitamin/fatty acid combinations that feed endocrine glands.

MET PAR METABOLIZATION 
PARALYSIS DISEASE VB Mosquito-carried disease that paralyzes the nerves to the liver and endocrine glands. Not yet identified by science, this can be 

transferred by birth in active or dormant stage.

MET SHR METABOLISM 
SHARPEN MVB Parathyroid block that affects adrenal hormones that activates liver.

METOX METAL DETOX C Heavy metals can come from the water, air, vegetables, etc. and lodge in a variety of body parts

METUNC METABOLISM 
UNCHAINED MVF Unlocks part of the brain that is involved in metabolism

MF BONE MYCOSIS FUNGOIDES - 
BONE MVB

A blood disease resembling Hodgkin's Lymphoma. Characterized by swelling of lymph nodes, skin lesions, white chalk-like extrusion 
from skin. Inflames serous membrane of thoracic coat cavity, periosteum, pericardium, and dura of brain. Take with MF HELP.  
Often with ADN CAR plus a retrovirus.

MF HELP MYCOSIS FUNGOIDES 
HELPER VBF The most common add-on infections stemming from Mycosal Fungoides. Usually adeno carcinoma with a retrovirus accompanies.

MF SPLN MYCOSIS FUNGOIDES - 
SPLEEN MVB

A blood disease resembling Hodgkin's Lymphoma. Characterized by swelling of lymph nodes, skin lesions, white chalk-like extrusion 
from skin. Inflames serous membrane of thoracic coat cavity, periosteum, pericardium, and dura of brain. Take with MF HELP.  
Often with ADN CAR plus a retrovirus.
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MF THSP MYCOSIS FUNGOIDES - 
THYMUS SPLEEN MVB

A blood disease resembling Hodgkin's Lymphoma. Characterized by swelling of lymph nodes, skin lesions, white chalk-like extrusion 
from skin. Inflames serous membrane of thoracic coat cavity, periosteum, pericardium, and dura of brain. Take with MF HELP.  
Often with ADN CAR plus a retrovirus.

MF THYM MYCOSIS FUNGOIDES - 
THYMUS MVB A blood disease resembling Hodgkin's Lymphoma. Characterized by swelling of lymph nodes, skin lesions, white chalk-like extrusion 

from skin.
MIC SPO MICROSPORIDIA P Parasite known to go into eyes and parathyroid
MIL AID MILLENNIUM AID VBC Chemtrail bombings on the US.  Causes great tiredness and highly decreased immune system. Does not go away by itself.
MIL BUG MILLENNIUM BUG VBC This year's combination that looks like the flu, but isn't specifically a flu (actually no flu in it).Pneumonia, chemicals bacteria.

MIL COF MILLENNIUM COUGH VF Combination of nerve virus and fungus that keeps you coughing and coughing and coughing.  Same fungus that causes Valley 
Fever.

MIL FAL MILLENNIUM FALLOUT VB Headaches, cough, nausea, intermittent fevers/chills that makes you want to stay in bed and forget the world. Flu "look-alike"
MIL MAL MILLENNIUM MALAISE VB Flu like nausea that makes you feel generally sick, but not immobile.

MIL TIR MILLENNIUM TIRED CVB First seen on July 4, 2000 when the US was bombed on Independence Day. Although tiredness is common to most bombings, 
people are described as almost falling asleep while standing. A mild cough, lymph blockage and fuzziness also present.

MIL TUB MILIARY 
TUBERCULOSIS MB Different bacteria causing subtle, nagging under functioning of specific organs, graduating into failure. TB tests miss it. 

MILTB E MILIARY TB 
ENDOCRINE MB Different bacteria causing subtle, nagging under functioning of specific organs, graduating into failure. TB tests miss it. Esp adr/thy

MILTB L MILIARY TB LUNGS MB Different bacteria causing subtle, nagging under functioning of specific organs, graduating into failure. TB tests miss it. Weaknesses

MILTB M MILIARY TB MENNING MB Different bacteria causing subtle, nagging under functioning of specific organs, graduating into failure. TB tests miss it. Also TB 
SPIN

MILTB N MILIARY TB NERVES MB Different bacteria causing subtle, nagging under functioning of specific organs, graduating into failure. TB tests miss it. CNS

MIN CS B MINIATURE CYST - 
BEEF P Cysticercosis of Taenia Saginata (Beef Tapeworm) loves the area under the jaw that we call the jowls or double chin as well as 

lower abdomen.

MIN CS C MINIATURE CYST - 
COENURUS P Multiceps Multiceps larvae stage which cause the disease Coenurus, an "unstable gait" because of the cyst in the brain or spinal 

cord. It can cause other neurological symptoms.

MIN CS P MINIATURE CYST - 
PORK P Cysticercosis stage of Taenia Solium (Pork Tapeworm). Most known to be in the central nervous system (60% found in brain), eyes, 

muscles and intestinal walls (causing intermittent diarrhea, especially in colder weather and higher altitudes).

MIN TP B MINIATURE 
TAPEWORM - BEEF P Taenia Saginata, commonly called Beef Tapeworm. Loves the pituitary stalk where it causes great tiredness, sleepiness and under 

function of pineal produced hormones. 

MIN TP G
MINIATURE 
TAPEWORM - 
GRANULOSUS

P Loves livers and lungs, but can create blockages anywhere. Widespread source of animals from dogs, horses, camel lungs, sheep, 
moose, reindeer, wallaby, dingo, goats, swine, etc.

MIN TP M
MINIATURE 
TAPEWORM - 
MULTILOCULARIS

P Echinococcus Multilocularis, a tapeworm most known for liver, although it goes to many parts of the body.  Common in brains with 
forgetfulness of what the subject already told you.

MIN TP P MINIATURE 
TAPEWORM - PORK P Taenia Solium, commonly called Pork Tapeworm, although it can come from other sources.  Loves the pituitary stalk where it 

causes great tiredness, sleepiness and under function of pineal produced hormones. Science knows it more for intestinal difficulties

MIN TP V MINIATURE 
TAPEWORM - VOGEL P Echinococcus Vogeli, a tapeworm known for causing hydatid cysts. Although most known for liver cysts it likes the spleen, 

especially with leukemia. Other organs are possible targets, especially lungs, stomach, diaphragm and muscles.                .
MKUP HR MAKE UP AND HAIR C For the chemicals found in hair and beauty supplies.  Especially possible in hair salon workers
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MLDM HR MULTIDIMENSIONAL 
HEARING VB Unblocks the thalamus to allow inner hearing on many levels. You may need to relearn the distinction of what and who you hear so 

that you use what you hear correctly. This is not aimed at physical hearing.

MMM MUSCLE MERGER        
MIX-UP MVB

A bone condition that spawns muscle tissue that merges with organ tissue and fat. Primarily the diaphragm merges with the 
adrenals, colon and heart giving symptoms of belching, muscle tenderness and hormonal difficulties. The compromised tissue tends 
to mix up fat instead of burning it causing weight accumulation.

MMR MMR 1-2 MR Measles/ Mumps/ Rubella vaccine antidote.

MND FRM MIND FORM MV Bone-based breakdown of epithelial cells forming the diencephalon of the brain and other tissues.  Often paired with a RESTORE 
remedy. 

MNK HAR MONK HAIR IMPROVED MVF EXPERIMENTAL Hair regain formula w/added remedy for hair-eating bacteria. For crown of head hair loss
MOL BGN MOLE BE GONE MV Another formula for moles
MOL NO MOLE NO 3-8 RVF Contains the constituents of a good number of moles. 

MOLY AB MOLYBDENUM 
ABSORPTION MV The malabsorption of Molybdenum causes intestinal underfunction and is seen in post-polio (shot) syndrome, plus God knows what 

else

MON GAM MONOCLONAL 
GAMMOPATHY MRV Inherited, liver-based blood disease.  Retinal hemorrhages, headaches, variety of skin and mucous bleeding, bleeds easily, heart 

circulation difficulties
MOR HRT MORE HEART MVF Inherited cause of left ventrical atrophy which weakens the ability of the heart to pump blood. Heart Failure.

MOR OXY MORE OXYGEN MVF A carotid body (arteries) hypofunction that doesn't allow sufficient oxygen The carotid body monitors blood oxygen content and 
sends messages to the medulla for regulation of respiration and the hypoxic ventilatory response (HVR).

MPS CEF MUMPS ENCEPHALITIS R Childhood disease can inflame the nerves in the endocrine glands and spine
MPS END MUMPS ENDOCRINE R Childhood disease can especially settle in thyroid and adrenals
MRC ARS MERCURAL ARSENIC C Compound found in drugs, legal or illegal.  Stores in the adrenals and keeps them weak. . . until removed
MRCBRN MERCURY IN BRAIN 2-5 C Amalgam Mercury

MRCBRT MERCURY IN BRAIN 
STEM 2-5 C Amalgam Mercury

MRCSPN MERCURY IN SPINE 2-5 C Amalgam Mercury
MS BASE MS BASE RVB The basis of Multiple Sclerosis. Measles Encephalitis, Pseudomonas Pyocyaneas and RV Nervy

MS FB SQ MASTO FIBRO 
SQUAMOMA MVB A lump lead by mast cells with fibro and squamous cells joined in.

MSLS SP MEASLES SPINE R Causes great itching of unexplained nature.  Paramyxovirus is also associated with premature ejaculation and prostate problems.
MST ART MYSTERY ARTHRITIS VB An unidentified form of arthritis that also affects thyroid and kidneys.  Often used with ANK SPN.

MSTOMA MAST CELLOMA MVB Mast cells are  constituents of connective tissue containing large basophilic granules that contain heparin, serotonin, bradykinin and 
histamine. The lumping may cause inappropriate release of the parts.

MUC NER MUCOSA NEUROMA MVF Skin tag or tumor, often seen inside the mouth.  Also found in any mucous area and capable of being complication to other tumors.

MUCOR MUCORMYCOSIS F Fungus-mild to severe mucous and necrotizing conditions of sinus, nasal and lung areas.  Often associated with Diabetes and/or 
long term debilitation

MUL MYE MULTIPLE MYELOMA 10-12 MVB Inherited bone marrow degeneration with increased blood thickness, kidney slowness, tumor in bone causing peripheral neuropathy

MUS DYS MUSCULAR 
DYSTROPHY MVB Turned out to involve a rare form of polio with inherited bone/muscle weaknesses.  Commonly shows up in hearts of adults.

MUS GRW MUSCLE GROWTHS MVB Inherited trait that makes different muscles sore without showing lumps.  Dull pain radiates from spot on muscle. Not lypoma

MUS NRV MUSCLE NERVE 
DEGENERATION VF Animal-based virus that locks on to the nerves of muscles and slowly withers them.  Often accompanied by sore muscles after 

exertion.
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MYA GRV MYASTHENIA GRAVIS MVB
A bone/blood adrenal condition with symptoms including fallen organs, muscle fatigue post exercise, limb weakness, double vision, 
voice alteration, difficulty swallowing, post nasal drip feeling, cardiorespiratory system. Connector series often needed. Take with 
CLS DIF and/or CLS PER.

MYE MET MYELOID METAPLASIA MVB A form of myelofibrosis from the development of bone marrow in unusual places (eg spleen). Causes anemia, pale skin, water 
accumulation in lower extremities. It may invite tuberculosis bacteria & spina bifida. See also MYE SCL, MYE LUK.       .

MYE SCL MYELOID SCLEROSIS MVB A form of myelofibrosis from the hardening of the bone marrow. Causes anemia, pale skin, water accumulation in lower extremities. 
It may invite tuberculosis bacteria & spina bifida. See also MYE MET, MYE LUK.

MYELOG MYELOGENOUS 
LEUKEMIA MVB A leukemia classification that is more like a spine disease than a bone-based blood disease. It needs the "basic four" plus other 

leukemia remedies to accompany it. Usually seen with TB SPN, TB BON, TB MRW.

MYL DYS MYELODYSPLASTIC 
LEUKEMIA MVB aka Myelodysplastic Syndrome. Anemia that defies all other treatment is the chief symptom, followed by possible weight loss, 

anorexia, abdominal fullness (swollen spleen). LYFB LK, MYL LUK often involved. Exposure to benzene and/or radiation can trigger. 

MYL LUK MYELOCYTIC 
LEUKEMIA MVB Bone/Blood disease that renders personality rarely satisfied with most aspects of life. Tiring, slowly destructive to other organs.

MYO CAR MYOCARCINOMA MVB The highly irritated form of a muscle as a result of (usually) long term nutrient starvation. Most commonly found in prostates and 
voice boxes, although it could also be found on other muscles.

MYS SCL MYOSITO SCLEROSIS MVB In science, closest name is Polymyositis with Dermatomyositis. Bone-based hardening of the amino acid food for the muscles. 
Symptoms are muscle weakness/pain, skin rash, polyarthritis, Raynaud's phenomena, pulmonary disease and intestinal problems.

MYX PSW MYXO PICORNA 
SCHWANNOMA MVB Lump mixture of myxovirus, picorna virus and schwann cells.

MYXNUM MYXOVIRUSINUM M Miasm of such viruses that lodge in mucous membranes (includes paramyxovirus)

MYXOMA MYXOMA MVB A lump/bump of the connective tissue. Often in the genital, retroperitoneal or urinary area or heart (but not exclusively). In the heart 
it can act like a pendulum that swings into the heart valves causing intermittent restricted blood flow.

MZL CEF MEASLES 
ENCEPHALITIS R Especially settles in the nerves of the brain and spinal cord.  May be the base issue behind true Multiple Sclerosis

MZL END MEASLES ENDOCRINE R Childhood disease settles into the adrenals especially as well as other endocrine glands
NAK NaK 4-7 R Sodium (Na)-Potassium (K) imbalances which cause strokes.  Solution affects adrenals.
NAS DRP (POST) NASAL DRIP B One of the pesky nasal/pharynx infections that clogs breathing, adds to snoring and makes colds "lousier"

NASELY NASOPHARNYX 
INFECTION VBF Virus/bacteria/fungus combination causing clogging that promotes snoring (see SNOR) and "snort-up" in the morning

NASID NASID C The common ingredient in non-steroidal, anti-inflammatory drugs like aspirin. The cumulative deposits smother and kill nerves over 
a period of usage.

NBC NERVE BRAIN 
CONNECTION MVB Aimed at leukodystrophy, which is a condition that dismantles nerve food, leaving a lipid (fatty) clog in the white matter of the 

nerves. messages of the brain slowly cease, causing dementia, slowness/paralysis and general dysfunction of organs.

NCD NERVE CORE DISEASE MVF Based on a miasm of the Bubonic Plague, this scientifically unidentified disease may be at the base of ALS and some forms of MS. 
it may prove to be the grandfather of many nerve diseases.

NDI NEPHROGENIC 
DIABETES INSIPIDUS MVF An inability to concentrate urine due to lack of response of the renal tubules to ADH (with otherwise normal renal functions)

NEPH EP NEPHROPATHIA 
EPIDEMICA MVB Kidney disease, often subtle blockages. Signs include red spots of trunk, near arm pits, conjunctive hemorraghing. High blood 

pressure may be involved, subtle to obvious back-ups in the blood.  May come on suddenly with intense similar signs

NER ART NEUROGENIC 
ARTHROPATHY MVF Similar to osteoarthritis, but with joints easily going way out of place causing synovial fluid to leak and swell in the joint area.  Joints 

break and deteriorate easily with lots of pieces collecting in joint area.
NER CYT NEUROCYTOMA MVF A tumor of "undifferentiated" nerve cells usually found on nerves in ganglia form.
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NER DRM NEURODERMATITIS MBF Non-specific, itchy skin disorder that invites scratching to the point of skin breakout.  Most concentrated in easily exposed areas. A 
form of eczema with a few extra twists.

NER PFF NEURO POLIO FIBRO 
FOLLICULAROMA MVB Lump combination on the nerves first found on the nerves of the right lobe of a thyroid.

NERFIB NEUROFIBROMA MB Nerve tumor liking sensory organs.  Tinnitus, hearing loss, optic nerves, dizziness, staggering.  Known as inherited and progessive.
NES RIA NEISSERIA 3-7 B This bacteria seems a major part of ALS (Lou Gehrig's Disease)plus a part of MS.  See also Bechtrew's.
NFSS NOSEFUNG/STREP/ 1-3 FB Rhinosporidosis with bacteria binders.  The trio often hold parasites in the nose/ sinus area.  Involved in nasal polyps.
NGN DKG NOGIN DEKLOGIN 1-4 FVP Amoeba parasite with accompanying Cryptococcosis, Phytomycosis, etc. that often appear in strongly beseiged brains

NIT OWL NIGHT OWL VF Somehow the person always finds something to do well past the hour they would like to get to bed, but just can't get to bed. Rota 
based formula

NJD NEUROPATHIC JOINT 
DISEASE MVB A chronic progressive degeneration joint disease of one or more joints, usually characterized by swelling and distortion of joints. May 

be the cause of pain after knee joint replacement.
NO PAUS NO PAUSE MVB Looking at menopause as a disease, this unblocks liver amino acids to "unsmother" adrenal hormones.
NO SWET NO SWEAT VB For the bacteria and retrovirus that makes perspiration very rare when others are perspiring easily.
NOD NOD NOD NOD VBF Fungus, virus, bacteria combination that seems to shut down adrenals causing anywhere from narcolepsy to drowsiness.      .

NOR NOC NORDIC KNOCK 2002 VBC A wide/spread sickness hitting Norway in January 2002, resembling a deep flu with fever and prostrating malaise. Its contents 
include some radiation toxicity which suggests it is in the air because someone is making atomic weapons.

NRFBSQ NEURO FIBRO 
SQUAMOMA MVB A compound-content lump on the nerves usually high in the brain stem or cerebellum. May affect the function of organs as well as 

the central nervous system.

NRFIBL NEURO FIBRO 
BLASTOMA MVB A compound-content lump on the nerves usually high in the brain stem or cerebellum. May affect the function of organs as well as 

the central nervous system.

NRM BLS NORMOBLASTIC 
LEUKEMIA MVB A malformed new norm cell in the bones. Normoblastic cells are the nucleated precursor cells of erythrocytes whose major function 

is to carry oxygen in the blood. See also ERY LUK.

NRM CYT NORMOCYTIC 
LEUKEMIA MVB A malfunction in the bones of forming the ordinary red blood cell. See also ERY LUK.

NRV BAC NERVE BACTERIA 2-4 B An unnamed bacteria spread across the US about mid February contracting bronchi into deep, hollow persistent coughs.       .

NRV BRG NERVE BRIDGE MVB Blockage of the superior and inferior cerebral peduncle messages from brain to motor movements. Sometimes affects speech or 
vision or movement.

NRV CHM NERVE CHOMPER 7-10 V A necrotic nerve virus that may be at the heart of all nerve diseases.  We have been unable to find a parallel in medical books. 
NRV CLR NERVE CLEAR BF Some forms of ataxia, CNS dendrite connection, Sleep Apnea

NRV CMP NERVE COMPLETION MVB When you were born the nerves were not finished developing in the womb. This remedy is designed to finish the development. All 
other nerve remedies will work better after this remedy is taken (if needed).

NRV CNC NERVE CONNECT MVB A disease of the neuron medulla which interrupts nerve signal flow at a very deep level. Interruption affects muscles, hormones, 
organs and brain, especially short-term memory of what was said.

NRV FNG NERVE FUNGUS 2-9 F A bacteria-forming a fungus is infamous for getting on nerve endings in the brain and spinal column

NRV FUL NERVE FUEL MVF Removes blockage in Diencephalon so that brain makes acetecholine (the most important ingredient for thought processing over 
nerves). Major ingredient in Alzheimers (with Memory Nerve Virus and Oligodendroglioma.

NRV GLD NERVE GOLD MVF Allows adrenals to absorb gold chloride so that entire nervous system stays polarized in balanced way. Essential in ALS.      .
NRV HRP NERVE HERPES 7-9 MVB Concentrating on the nerve aspect of herpes may help to lessen the swelling in the brain stem that accompanies herpes.      .

NRV JAM NERVE JAM MVB A potassium/magnesium salt toxifies the nerves in a way that denies sodium-carried nutrients to enter. This blockage, via rennin and 
vasopressin, causes a blood vessel/capillary constriction. Circulation to the nerves shuts down, starting in the brain ventricles.

NRV LIF NERVE LIFE MVB Unbinds nerves to sensitivities past physical. Spiritual jumps, increased intuition.  Take after healing basic issues, including nerves
NRV NEW NERVE NEW 2-5 VB Motor control problems of brain/Hypothalamus.  Shaking issues.
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NRV NUM NERVE NUMB VF Numbness usually felt in the extremeties (feet or arms/fingers), yet without the precipitating cold weather of Raynauds. Can 
eventually be deadly.

NRV NUT NERVE NUTRITION MVB Inherited blood diseases that gradually starves nerves - the finer the nerve, the greater and earlier the starvation. Precipitated faster 
by other blood diseases. Promotes infection of the gray and white matter of the nerves.

NRV PLQ NERVE PLAQUE MVB A product of blood and liver that stops the synthesis of acetylcholine in nerve activity which is highly associated with dementia and 
alzheimers

NRV REL NERVE RELEASE MVB Designed for the bacteria that strangles arteries causing high blood pressure and/or rapid heart beat.  May affect lungs, liver,eyes, 
heart.

NRV SRC NERVE SOURCE MVB A thalamus-based remedy that helps complete the full formation of the mesencephalon, the pivot of thoughts to physical action. This 
is a completion of the birth process, not a repair. Symptoms are nerve difficulties and diseases.

NRV STR NERVE STRENGTH Phosphotidycholine and Acetlcholinesterase plus vitamins and a catalyst to make active neurotransmissions for memory and all 
nerve functions. Use with NRV FUL to restore body's natural ability to make these vital substances.

NRV STU NERVE STRUCTURE MVB Restores the cerebellum ability to make a nerve sugar (yet to be identified by science) which structurally connects and propels nerve 
impulses. Often with SF CL LP.

NRV THK NERVE THICK MVB A form of amyloidosis (thickening) in the bone with nerve cell formation. The nerves become thick and dense with decreasing ability 
to carry messages. This may link to muscle stiffness or strength, loss of organ function and dementia (especially).

NRV TRD NERVE TIRED MVB Combination of Measles and Mumps residues continually inflaming & tiring nerves that opens person to nerve diseases.        .
NRV TYT NERVE TIGHT 2-5 RVB Nerve connection of bone and spinal column.  Bone diseases, incontinence, neurogenic arthritis, bunions ( w/ TB Res). 
NS FGS NOSE FUNGUS 1-3 F Rhinosporidiosis.  Often hold parasites in place. 

NUT ALG NUT ALERGIES MVB A blood disease that makes people intolerant of many forms of nuts. Person may be able to eat nuts, but the intestines seem to 
protest the digestion in the form of trouble eliminations.(BC1)

O PHOS O ORGANOPHOSPHATES 
OXIDIZED C Dangerous bug/pest sprays that block brain dendrites, liver functions and life functions in general.

OCC NRV OCULAR NERVE 
DEGENERATION MV A growth on the ocular nerve with a nerve retrovirus that slowly deteriorates the nerve and vision. Not for diabetic nerve 

degeneration and separate from MAC DGN.

OLIGO OLIGO DENDRO        
GLIOMA MVB A tumor on the dendrites that stops production of myelin, the sheath of the nerves. Seen in nerve deterioration (like ALS).       .

OPN HRT OPEN HEART VBF Combination used to open arteries and capillaries from cholesterol deposits. Used successfully in Europe since 1996.

ORG NRV ORGAN NERVES FB A rare form of staph combined with a blue mold seem to attack the nerves of organs in a way that hardens them making them less 
functional

ORG THK ORGAN THICK MVB Inherited protein malabsorption (Amyloidosis). Organ swelling/hardening. Arrhythmia, peripheral neuropathy, goiter-like thyroid 
hardness/ problems

OST ART OSTEOARTHRITIS 10-16 MVB BON INF with Bone Papilloma (used with Retro virus remedies.)  Follow with MEMDRB & TUBMED. 
OST CAR OSTEOCARCINOMA MVB A form of cancer prompting a deteriorating condition of the bones.
OST SRC OSTEOSARCOMA MVB Bone deterioration condition that invites cancers (especially lymphomas) and triggers dormant blood diseases.

OSTMAC OSTEOMALACIA MVB Officially the term means lack of vitamin D absorption. It is a form of gall bladder sarcoidosis that destroys the synthesis of vitamin 
D. Lack of vitamin D cause a malabsorption of calcium in the bones and vertebrae discs. Take with ATR CC.

OSTOMA OSTEOBLASTOMA MVB Sometimes called Ostoid Osteoma.  Found usually as a well-localized pain in the lower limb long bones, primarily in adolescents.  
First discovered as a pain when lying on the leg and progressing to a pain when standing. Similar to BON SKN

OV TES OVTES VIRUS 2-5 VF Ovarian/Testicle virus involving chlamydia, etc.
OWW OWW 1 Relieves many pains in 3 minutes

OXY ASM OXYGEN 
ASSIMILATION MVB Science currently identifies a cell substance called Gs in the process of transcription.  We have found it to be the key to oxygen 

assimilation into the other cells and use this remedy to unlock its ability to act on oxygen.
OXY BOO OXYGEN BOOST B There seems to be a bacteria that blocks the pituitary's ability to permit oxygen absorption.
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OXY LIF OXYGEN LIFE MVB Reestablishes oxygen absorption in the blood and conversion to energy in the mitrochondria. Stops hormonalase, a hormone-killing 
enzyme made in the blood by the bones as a result of too much carbon dioxide and too little oxygen.

P GANGL PARAGANGLIOMA MVB Pressures Cerebral Peduncle, which pressures hypothalamus into sleepiness and wakefulness.

PAC PULMONARY ARTERY 
CONSTRICTION MVB An inherited form of constriction on the artery from heart to lung, much like Exercise Wind The lowered blood circulation makes 

lower oxygen in the blood, which cause low thyroid, low energy, etc..

PAD PINEAL AGING 
DISEASE M The pineal is often called our aging clock which would cause different functions to shut down from menopause to sexuality to 

mentality. If we take away the blocks, would we continue healthy, long life? Yes.
PAGETS PAGETS 12-16 MVB Inherited bone disease usually starting with hip joint pains.  Also leads to ulcerations of breast, and/or hearing and/or vision loss.

PAGLPN PARTD/GB/PANCREAS BF A bacteria/fungus condition affecting simultaneously the Parathyroid, Gall Bladder and Pancreas along with the calcium absorption 
in the body.

PAN CF PANCREAS CYSTIC 
FIBROSIS MVB If such a term existed, this would be called adult onset Cystic Fibrosis. It is marked by ever re-occurring coughing, a decreased 

immune system allowing many different infections, hormonal ferris wheel, non-working lymph system and great anxiety.  There a

PAN HRP PANCREAS HERPES 3-7 RVB Pancreatic cancer along with other pancreas problems involve stones and their binders.  Often with Hodgkins or other bone cancers.

PAN OCC PANCREAS ARTERY 
OCCLUSION MVB Insufficient circulation to the pancreas because of artery partial constriction. The resulting underfunction of the pancreas may cause 

anything from an intolerance of fruit and sugar to diabetes.
PAN PAM PANCREAS PAMPER MVB Affects the way you don't digest certain sugars for the brain, digestion and cell development
PAN PAN PANCREAS PANACHE MVB An inherited form of pancreas swelling that seems to block pancreas function, causing  the body to become big.
PAN STN PANCREAS STONE 3-7 These calculus stones usually form after long-tern pancreas problems.

PANOMA PANCREAS ADENOMA M Lump in the pancreas that may upset the sugar balance and desires plus especially upset a stage of the digestion of certain 
carbohydrates.

PAPL PAPILLOMA 1-6 V Wide spread virus, usually of the genitals.  Leading cause of cervical cancer.  Formula includes cervical polyps.
PAPOOS PAPOOSE MVB Liver-based remedy for mal-assimilation in small intestines. Causes bloating in mid to lower abdomen as if carrying a papoose
PAR MYX PARAMYXOVIRUS 2-5 V A missing link in some if not most of prostate cancer.  Still also need X-40 Kit, Bon Inf +
PAR PAR PARATHYROID 1-4 P Protozoa form of parasite that loves to lodge in this tiny organ
PAR POL PARAPOLIO MVB Paralysis like numbing of the nerves to the thyroid, heart, liver and epithalamus.  All organs afflicted have weakened function.

PAR STP PARASTOP MVB

Under our stress, the adrenals makes an enzyme we will call "parastop" that paralyzes and stops the sodium in our bodies from 
carrying metabolites. Once initiated, this enzyme continues to flow causing weight gains, nerve problems, disposition to strokes, 
etc.. This formula reverses its release so that existing parastops will wear out and little to no parastops will be manufactured 
thereafter.

PARK PARK 3-7 MVF It appears that 1 to 3 funguses in the brain are the cause of Parkinson's

PB STRV PANCREAS BRAIN 
STARVE MVB Inherited condition that doesn't process sugar correctly to the brain.  Subjects hear voices and risk seizures.

PC LIV POLYCYSTIC LIVER MVF Often makes waist line expand as a family trait, shows in  poor digestion and liver complications. Often attracts TBLIV

PC MAL PLASMA CELL         
MALADY MVB  Bone-based remedy for making plasma cells correctly in the bones. See also AEA PC, PC EZ UT.

PC UTL PLASMA CELL 
UTILIZATION MVB Liver-based remedy that breaks down protein out of food that can be utilized by an adrenal enzyme to make food for red blood cells 

and mitrochondria.  See also PC MAL, AEA PC.

PEA  35A PANCREAS ENZYME 
ACTIVATION 35A MVB Activates enzymes that dissolve calcium-bound glycogen, cellulose and polysaccharide combinations.

PEA  35B PANCREAS ENZYME 
ACTIVATION 35B MVB Activates enzymes that dissolve calcium-bound glycogens, celluloses, gums and polysaccharide combinations.

PEA  82A PITUITARY ENZYME 
ALTERATION 82A MVB Releases enzymes that clears genitals of hormone receptor blocks.
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PEA  82B PITUITARY ENZYME 
ALTERATION 82B MVB Releases enzymes that clears adrenals of hormone receptor blocks.

PEA  82C PITUITARY ENZYME 
ALTERATION 82C MVB Releases enzymes that clears thyroid of hormone receptor blocks.

PEA  82D PITUITARY ENZYME 
ALTERATION 82D MVB Releases enzymes that clears parathyroid of hormone receptor blocks.

PEA  83A PITUITARY ENZYME 
ALTERATION 83A MVB Releases Human Growth Hormone (HGH) naturally by restoring the enzyme that creates a hemoglobin carrier. The side benefit 

decreases carbon dioxide and monoxide in a way that increases oxygen in the blood. Take with PIT COR.

PEA  83B PITUITARY ENZYME 
ALTERATION 83B MVB Releases dopamine B to the amygdala, increasing amorous expression.

PEA 84A PITUITARY ENZYME 
ALTERATION 84A MVB A "cancellation of activity" message sent back to the hypothalamus by the pituitary. Essentially this enzyme smothers or negates 

activating hypothalamus hormones or enzymes for functions that the pituitary is no longer able to perform.

PEA 84B PITUITARY ENZYME 
ALTERATION 84B MVB A "cancellation of activity" message sent back to the hypothalamus by the pituitary. Essentially this enzyme smothers or negates 

activating hypothalamus hormones or enzymes for functions that the pituitary is no longer able to perform.

PEA 84C PITUITARY ENZYME 
ALTERATION 84C MVB A "cancellation of activity" message sent back to the hypothalamus by the pituitary. Essentially this enzyme smothers or negates 

activating hypothalamus hormones or enzymes for functions that the pituitary is no longer able to perform.

PEA 84D PITUITARY ENZYME 
ALTERATION 84D MVB A "cancellation of activity" message sent back to the hypothalamus by the pituitary. Essentially this enzyme smothers or negates 

activating hypothalamus hormones or enzymes for functions that the pituitary is no longer able to perform.

PEA 84E PITUITARY ENZYME 
ALTERATION 84E MVB A "cancellation of activity" message sent back to the hypothalamus by the pituitary. Essentially this enzyme smothers or negates 

activating hypothalamus hormones or enzymes for functions that the pituitary is no longer able to perform.

PEA 84F PITUITARY ENZYME 
ALTERATION 84F MVB A "cancellation of activity" message sent back to the hypothalamus by the pituitary. Essentially this enzyme smothers or negates 

activating hypothalamus hormones or enzymes for functions that the pituitary is no longer able to perform.

PEA 84G PITUITARY ENZYME 
ALTERATION 84G MVB A "cancellation of activity" message sent back to the hypothalamus by the pituitary. Essentially this enzyme smothers or negates 

activating hypothalamus hormones or enzymes for functions that the pituitary is no longer able to perform.

PELGRA PELLAGRA D A Vitamin B3 (niacin) deficiency causing skin lesions including cracks at corners, mental disorientaion and peripheral blood 
constriction of mouth

PEN ADR PENICILLIN ADRENALS F Penicillin locked in adrenal glands attracting other issues, including allergies, and weakening the energy.
PEN BTR PENICILLIN BETRAYAL F Frequent feeling of betrayal, even to the point of attracting betrayal. There are also some digestion difficulties.
PEN CHL PENICHOLTOL F Penicillin binding choline and inositol which are two of the major ingredients in nerve sheath formation and in weight loss.

PEN GB PENICILLIN GB F Penicillin, a mold , can linger and clog any specific organ and will not be touched by a general remedy.  Medium depth before 
residues and miasms

PEN KID PENICILLIN KIDNEYS F Three penicillins from house molds plus the kind you get medically.  See also KID REL for a variation.

PEN LIV PENICILLIN LIVER F Penicillin, a mold , can linger and clog any specific organ and will not be touched by a general remedy.  Medium depth before 
residues and miasms

PEN LMF PENICILLIN LYMPH F Penicillin, a mold , can linger and clog any specific organ and will not be touched by a general remedy.  Medium depth before 
residues and miasms

PEN LNG PENICILLIN LUNG F Penicillin, a mold , can linger and clog any specific organ and will not be touched by a general remedy.  Medium depth before 
residues and miasms

PEN MCK PENICILLIN MUCK FB A combination of pathogens with penicillin in the liver which blocks neurons to the brain, impairs memory, adds to ascites, erection 
difficulties, paranoia of conspiracy, increased mucous, etc. It shuts down signals of function to the pituitary, adrenals and thyroid.

PEN PAN PENICILLIN PANCREAS F Penicillin in its strange way of infecting an organ in a way that is specific to that organ.
PET M PETROCHEMICAL 10-12 M Not much known.  Usually a grandparent history in oil or gasoline industry.
PFL FEV PHLEBOTOMUS FEVER 3-7 BT Sand Fly Fever that causes lymph and vascular system to swell almost shut, especially in legs.
PG PARV PIG PARVO V Pig-born parvo virus attacking brains of humans, usually through fish infected by Pfiesteria Piscicida
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PHN PPL PHENYLPROP-
ANOLAMINE C In 2001 the FDA declared this chemical as unsafe because (even in one dosage) it causes strokes (particularly in women). It was in 

many over-the-counter drugs including nasal sprays and many synthetic hormone replacement therapies.

PHOTON PHOTON ENERGY 
INTEGRATION ? Helps integrate with current photon energy affecting earth and the changes humans are going through

PHS ADR PHOSPHORUS DEFIC 
ADRENALS MBF Phosphorus is essential for the development of the brain, bone and especially the nerves. Weakness and ear "dandruff" are signs.

PHS BAL PHOSPHORUS 
BALANCE MVB

Phosphorus imbalances are known to magnify renal failure, hypoparathyroidism, diabetic acidosis, hyperthyroidism vitamin D 
intoxication, leukemia, cell destruction, hyper bilirubinemia, hyperlipidemia, dysproteinemia, cirrhosis, osteomalacia, rickets, gout, 
respiratory alkalosis, Leydig Cell health, muscle weakness, peripheral neuropathy, galactose conversion to glucose (carbohydrates), 
decreased release of O2 from the cells.

PHS BRN PHOSPHORUS DEFIC 
BRAIN MVB Phosphorus is essential for the development of the brain, bone and especially the nerves. Weakness and ear "dandruff" are signs.

PHS SPL PHOSPHORUS DEFIC 
SPLEEN MB Phosphorus is essential for the development of the brain, bone and especially the nerves. Weakness and ear "dandruff" are signs.

PHY INT PHYTATE 
INTOLERANCE MVB The liver's inability to digest phytate (a phosphorus-containing compound sometimes referred to as phytic acid) most abundant in 

the outer hull of cereal grains. The intolerance reduces absorption of zinc, copper, iron and other minerals as well as vitamins.

PIN BLS PINEALBLASTOMA MVB A compound-content lump on the pineal gland that may effect reproductive glands, light reaction and impair the working of the 
epithalamus.

PIN CYT PINEALOCYTOMA MV Lumps/bumps on pinealocyts that interrupts messages from pineal to pituitary. Speeds aging, weakens pituitary causing problems in 
thyroid adrenals, reproductive glands, breasts and skin.

PIN LIT PINEAL LIGHT MASS MF Growth on the pineal gland depleting the ability to convert light into energy for the rest of the endocrine system, ie thyroid, adrenals, 
etc.

PIN M PINEAL MIASM M Autism, implants, psychosis. W/PSRTUB speeds dissolving of all miasms, multiple personality disorders

PIN PIV PINEAL PIVOT MVB Allows melatonin, seratonin and other pivotal hormones to function in their roles with the epithalamus, pituitary, thyroid, liver and 
reproductive glands. Often seen with people sensitive to light.

PIN PRM PINEAL PRIME MVF Seven miasms + that take pressure off the most spiritual of endocrine glands.  Especially valuable with END UP & BER.      .
PIT ADN PITUITARY ADENOMA MVB A mass on the pituitary heading towards a tumor that will impair any number of functions, including weight

PIT ANB PITUITARY      
ANABOLITES MVB Helps to rebuild everything related to bones, including bones, cartilage, ligaments, tendons, teeth, collagen, arachnoid supports.

PIT BGR PITUITARY BONE 
GROWTH MVB A growth on the pituitary that destroys GH3, the growth hormone. Stops slow crumbling of all bones. Follow with Pituitary Bone 

Food.

PIT BON PITUITARY BONE FOOD MVF Pituitary-based remedy (take gradually). Unblocks the process of bone feeding pituitary and pituitary feeding bone. Basic to whole 
endocrine system and blood health.

PIT CHR PITUITARY CHARGE MV Charges adrenal to change hormones for mental acuity, expanded digestion, expanded perception,  testosterone and estrogen 
making, 

PIT CLK PITUITARY CLOAK 2-5 MVF Based on TB Miasm in Pituitary, this fungus combination slows mental and motor response

PIT CMP PITUITARY 
COMPLETION MVB At birth the growth of the pituitary was not complete, which leaves it weak until finished. This formula helps to finish the unfinished 

process. All pituitary remedies will work better after this is completed.

PIT COR PITUITARY CORE         
BUILD MVB An inherited weakness in the pituitary medulla that interferes with pituitary hormones and enzymes.

PIT DBT PITUITARY DIABETES MVB A special condition of the pituitary that does not produce the hormone that releases insulin in the pancreas. It looks like regular 
diabetes in the symptoms and tends to put weight on in a pear shape.

PIT FIR PITUITARY 
METABOLISM FIRE MV Unblocks the endocrine glands involved in metabolism (weight holding).
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PIT FLM PITUITARY FILM MVF The film muffles nerve activity, hormone emission (frigidity/impotence), brain coordination, forgetfulness.  Take w/ L Iseleucine

PIT MET PITUITARY 
METABOLISM DISEASE MVB Similar to PIT FIR, this more specific remedy is designed to release insulin growth factor #2 and affects the thyroid, liver and 

pancreas. The result is designed for weight loss, increased energy and increased function of the three organs involved.

PIT NPH PITUITARY NEPHRITIS MVB A pituitary condition withholding kidney/adrenal hormones. The remedy is designed to release the hormones which may help with 
conditions like high blood pressure, water retention, weight and urine filtration. Usually other remedies for the kidneys are needed.

PIT PIM PITUITARY PIMPLE 3-6 RVB Bacterial small growths on pituitary that cause under functioning of pituitary and its hormones. 
PIT REP PITUITARY REPLENISH MVF For  brains that seem to run on fumes, after exhaustion of giving birth, emotional stress severe losses, etc.

PIT RJV PITUITARY 
REJUVENATION MVB Rejuvenation of the master hormone generator. The condition decreases all other hormones in what looks like aging.

PIT ROS PITYRIASIS ROSEA MRB Slightly scaling pink macular rash starts in one area and progresses as a diffuse rash along line of the folds of the skin. Often on 
face, but commonly on unexposed areas of skin.

PIT SAD PITUITARY SADDLE 
RESTORE MVB For a congenital "bend" in the cartilage "saddle" that the pituitary saddle sits in. The slight upset of the stalk of this peas sized, 

dynamo pituitary can cause considerable hormonal upset.

PIT SPR PITUITARY SPRUE MVB
Reflects the pituitary drain caused by the intestinal disease, celiac sprue. Celiac sprue is found in almost all mothers of Down's 
Syndrome children. This could be a good adjunct to taking DOWN'S 1 & 2. It may also help in the repair of other brain-injured 
children.

PIT WHT PITUITARY CAUSED 
WEIGHT MVB People often form a rather pear shaped body when the pancreas is compromised this way.

PKD POLYCYSTIC KIDNEY 
DISEASE MVF Inherited kidney disease that will cause multiple other problems from backed up urine

PKU PHENYLKETONURIA MVB

An inherited condition of an excess of the amino acid, phenylalanine. The subclinical form is marked by selective hyperactivity, 
usually slenderness, sporadic neurological insufficiencies making various injuries. Although the subjects are savvy about life in 
many ways, their minds don't put things together in a way that spells success in monetary endeavors or social patterns. They always 
struggle about their life path.

PL CL SF POLIO/CHLMYD/SYPHIL 10-12 M Spliced miasms of Polioinum/Chlamydinum/Syphilinum most affecting eyes and giving vision problems
PL TB SF POLIO/TUBERC/SYPHIL 10-12 M Spliced miasms of Polioinum/Tuberculinum/Syphilinum most affecting eyes and giving vision problems.

PLA LUK PLASMA CELL 
LEUKEMIA MVB Uncommon form of leukemia mostly seen with Plasmocytomas (See PLSCYT)

PLA MLD PLACENTA MOLD F Causes cloging in the brain (as in Autism-like behavior) and other organs.  Can remain a factor of mental or non-mental 
consequence well into adulthood.

PLAT PLATINUM 3-6 C Some forms of excessive chemotherapy can leave a platinum toxicity in the liver that is more lethal than the disease that precipitated 
chemo. 

PLG CRR PLAGUE CARRIERS 2-6 PB Includes the bacteria associated with the black plague and is applicable to the actual issue.

PLQ PAC PLAQUE PACKER MVB Mal conversion of calcium builds plaque, especially in kidneys and brain. The same condition blocks insulin and leaves potential for 
seizures (usually someone in the family has a history of one or more seizures).

PLR POLORES 3-7 R Polio Residue (of TB Miasm)  Chronic cases of hiatal hernia.  Most long-term eye problems.

PLS CYT PLASMACYTOMA MVB Lumps that often appear on the bone (inside of cranium) or upper air passages. Very much associated with Plasma Cell Leukemia 
and Multiple Myeloma (both remedies are probably needed concurrently) plus a retrovirus if lumps have progressed to tumor.

PLT SRG PLATELETS STRONG MRV Designed for ITP (Idiopathic Thrombocytopenic Purpura) A bone/liver disease causing platelets to break down and bleed through 
the skin looking like bruises (purpura).

PLT SUL PLATINUM SULFIDE C Some forms of chemo therapy use platinum bound with sulfide that frequently poisons the liver. See also PLAT (a non-bound 
platinum)

PMDOMA PITUITARY MEDULLA 
CYTOMA MVB A debilitating growth in the center of the pituitary decreasing function of the pituitary. Depending on the exact location this can 

decrease other endocrine glands yielding excess weight, decreased sexual growth or function, etc.
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PNM CAR PNEUMOCYSTIS 
CARINII 3-7 PF Infamous in AIDS, this cross of fungus and parasite also causes nose polyps. Start at 1/3 dosage and slowly work up to avoid 

reactions.
PNM RES PNEUMONIA RESIDUE 2-7 RB Long-term lung/bronchial weakness carried for years explained by this residue.  Involved in current lung issues also
PNMINM PNEUMONINUM M Miasm of common lung phenomena that affects more than lungs
POL ADN POLIOADENOMA MVB A lump involving a virus on the grey matter of the nerves that has a polio miasm.
POL CAR POLIO CARCINOMA V Different form of carcinoma, yet to be medically identified, that suppresses organ function, especially thryroid.

POL CCR POLIO CYSTIC 
CARCINOMA MVB Loves enclosed, high enzymatic activity areas like adrenals, thyroid and prostate.

POL CEF POLIO ENCEPHALITIS RV A nerve virus that inflames the Central Nervous System, leaving a tired and duly sore spine. Mimics MS.

POL CLM POLIOINUM/             
CHLAMYDINUM 10-12 M Spliced miasms most affecting eyes and giving vision problems

POL CYT POLIOCYTOMA MVB A lump combination led by the virus polio

POL GCR POLIO GANGLIO 
CARCINOMA MVB A lump on the grey matter of the nerves that will be eating the attached ganglia.

POL GMN POLIO GANGLIO 
MENINGIOMA MVB Lump based on the polio virus in the ganglia and menings of nerves.

POL MEN POLIOMENINGITIS MVB A swelling of the grey matter of nerves that pressures neighboring nerves.
POL NOS POLYPS-NOSE VF The kind of polyps that block breathing and give nasally sound to voice. They seem to always grow back after removal operations.

POL OLC POLIO OSTEO LYMPHO 
CARCINOMA MVB A lump slowly eating at nerves, bones and lymph structure. Seen in conditions spreading from tissue to bones.

POL OSR POLIO OSTEO 
SARCOSIS MVB Gradual nerve/bone deteriorisation

POL PNM POLIO PNEUMONIA VB Another of the virus combinations that may be associated with Multiple Sclerosis and other Central Nervous System conditions

POL SYF POLIOINUM/    
SYPHILINUM    10-12 M Spliced miasms most affecting eyes and giving vision problems

POLIO M POLIO MIASM 14-18 M Miasm found highly involved in eyes and all the problems that involve eye glasses

POLORES POLIO RESIDUE 3-6 R Halfway between Poilo Miasms and an active poilo virus this condition likes to settle in the nerves to muscles. Most commonly found 
in the diaphram and around eye muscles, this could appear anywhere there are nerves.

POLY CY POLYCYTHEMIA MVB An inherited condition of the bones producing too many red blood cells slowing circulation, clogging organs.  Common, but 
unapproached disease.

POLYOM POLYOMA VIRUS V A precursor to the papilloma virus, this virus creates a "halfway" status to cancer. Commonly found with hypothalamus remedies and 
sporadically seen in other compromised conditions.

PON PRS PONS PRESENT MVB An impediment to the function of the pons that impedes the ability to genuinely love. Release often produces more natural 
expression of love and compassion.

POO PAN POOED-OUT 
PANCREAS MR Based on Cholera Miasm, possibly behind Diabetes Insipidis (not the common Diabetes Mellitus) caused by too much stress in the 

life or to the body.

POR AI PORPHYRIA ACUTE 
INTERMITTENT MVB Blood Leukemia, decreases mineral absorption and blood enzymes. Most common of Porphyria. Affects nervous system

POR ALA
PORPHYRIA-ALA 
DEHYDRATASE 
DEFICIENT

MVF Blood Leukemia, decreases mineral absorption and blood enzymes.The condition breaks blood cells down causing anemia, possible 
intestinal blockages and motor nerve difficulties.

POR COP PORPHYRIA COPRO MVB Blood Leukemia. Decreases blood enzymes, oxygen carrying heme and mineral absorption. Increasing difficulty getting oxygen, 
headaches, hypoxia, tired after exercise.
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POR CT PORPHYRIA CUTANEA 
TARDA MVB Blood Leukemia, decreases mineral absorption & blood enzymes.  Breakouts on skin with chronic liver problems

POR DUL PORPHYRIA DUAL MVB Blood Leukemia. Decreases blood enzymes, oxygen carrying heme and mineral absorption. Increasing difficulty getting oxygen, 
headaches, hypoxia, tired after exercise.

POR EC
PORPHYRIA 
ERYTHROPOIETIC 
CONGENITAL

MVB Blood Leukemia, decreases mineral absorption and blood enzymes. Severe skin blistering, reddish brown teeth, photosensitivity.

POR EZC
PORPHYRIA 
ERYTHROPOIETIC ZINC 
COMPROMISED

MVB Blood Leukemia, decreases mineral absorption and blood enzymes. Affects eyes and prostate zinc needs

POR EZF
PORPHYRIA 
ERYTHROPOIETIC ZINC 
FREE

MVB Blood Leukemia, decreases mineral absorption and blood enzymes. Affects eyes and prostate zinc needs

POR HAR PORPHYRIA HARDERO MVB Blood Leukemia. Decreases blood enzymes, oxygen carrying heme and mineral absorption. Increasing difficulty getting oxygen, 
headaches, hypoxia, tired after exercise.

POR HEP PORPHYRIA  HEPATO-
ERYTHROPOIETIC MVB Blood Leukemia, decreases mineral absorption and blood enzymes. Liver sensitivities, collect carbon dioxide easily, some anemia.

POR HRD PORPHYRIA 
HEREDITARY MVB Blood Leukemia, decreases mineral absorption and blood enzymes.  Neurological & abdominal problems.

POR PYR PORPHYRIA PYRROLO MVB Blood Leukemia, decreases mineral absorption and blood enzymes. Affects eyes & prostate needs for zinc. 

POR VAR PORPHYRIA 
VARIEGATE MVB Blood Leukemia, decreases mineral absorption and blood enzymes. Photosensitivity, neurological & abdominal problems Prefer cold 

weather over hot

POSO ML POSOCYTE MALADY MVB

Posocytes (an invented name) are made in the bones and divide into the potassium and sodium needed for all cell function in the 
body. They have a different subvalence than standard nature elements so that supplements are not viable substitutes. This remedy 
is designed to restore the production of the base elements needed for body cell life. Always shows with porphyrias, plus shows in 
many people with other blood issues.

POT ADR POTASSIUM DEFIC 
ADRENALS MV Potassium provides alkalinity, so that all acid and deteriorating conditions become possible symptoms.

POT BRN POTASSIUM DEFIC 
BRAIN MVB Potassium provides alkalinity, so that all acid and deteriorating conditions become possible symptoms.

POT SRG POTASSIUM 
STRENGTH MVB Among other issues, potassium is needed to hold cells closed for absorbing nutrition when sodium carries nutrition into the cell.  

Need to hold blood in the corpus cavernosum  for erections.
POUCH POUCH MVF Small Intestine condition that causes lower abdomen and neck to pouch

PR SLDG PRESERVATIVE 
SLUDGE C Preservatives leave a sludge that combines hydrogen with phosphates and floats up to the brain, arteries of the brain and neurons 

of the brain.
PRDEMA PARATHYROIDEMIA MBF Based on bone marrow source of vital nutrient, helps gall bladder,synthesize hormones, add to metabolism, 
PRK UP PERK UP CB Chlorine and Fluoride bind together to impair thyroid function.

PRLVCN PARATHYROID LIVER 
CONNECTION MVF Helps liver make cholesterol that thyroid can metabolize, thus helping metabolism and thyroid 

PRM AMY PRIMARY 
AMYLOIDOSIS MVB

Separate from specific, secondary amyloidosis (see THK series) this gathering of fibrous, waxy protein clogs many of the organs 
simultaneously. It is based on the liver/bone synergy. It may be the tying factor among simultaneous problems with the liver, heart, 
lungs and ascites, or other groups of organs. Causes increasing tiredness, stiffness and organs just functioning less. It is very 
necessary to take with THK AD and PRTNOS. Rushing the first 4 bottles may cause clogging (heavy blood).
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PRM AZN PRIMARY 
AZOTINOIDES MVB An insufficient processing of nitrogen that blocks hormones (like insulin), follicles, etc.. Take with GOO CLN.

PRM CCH

PRIMARY 
CARBOHYDRATE 
CALCILIPO 
HISTIOCYTOSIS

MVB Takes the inflammation caused by histocytes out of the body's metabolization of carbohydrates, calcium and lipids. Without the 
enzymes reinstalled by this formula, the body treats energy material like body tissue and seals it with other tissue like plaster.

PRM CLC PRIMARY CALCIDOSIS MVB This disease involves almost all calcium salt deposits. It blends with and blocks lymph causing lymph swelling. Take with GOO CLN.

PRM CPL PRIMARY CALCIUM 
PHOSPHOLIPIDOSIS MVB

May help Rett's Syndrome. An inherited mal-processing of calcium and phospholipids which robs the brain of calcium needed for 
coordination of mind and muscle. There are jerky muscle movements, atelectasis (dried lungs causing shallow breathing, sometimes 
coughing), little ability to coordinate the digestive tract from tongue to rectum making difficult speech, digestion and bowel control. 
Take with GOO CLN.

PRM CRB PRIMARY 
CARBOHYDROSIS MVB

A liver/pancreas problem of tying carbohydrates into masses that do not process out of the body. In addition to other separate liver 
and pancreas issues revolving around carbohydrate digestion, this could help many weight issues, alcohol intolerances and sugar 
issues. Take with GOO CLN.

PRM CTG PRIMARY CALCITONIN 
TRIGLYCERIDOSIS MVB

Designed for Basedow's Goiter Disease. A malfunction of the enzymes and hormones causing an over-active thyroid in blood 
calcium consumption and an underactive thyroid for fat digestion. Subjects have an overactive thyroid when the thymus has a tumor 
and a net underactive thyroid without a thymus affliction. Although not always, they commonly have dry skin and like creamy food.

PRM FOL PRIMARY FOLLICOIDES MVB A disease of follicles that may be the primary coagulating factor of tumors. It clogs carbohydrates, may be part of the cause of grey 
hair and may affect menopause. Take with GOO CLN.

PRM LIP PRIMARY LIPIDOSIS MVB A scientifically unclassified form of lipid (fat) massing that adds to some weight issues. As it aims at the functions of the liver and 
pancreas, this may relate to several known diseases involving lipids. Take with GOO CLN.

PRM MPL PRIMARY MAGNESIUM 
PHOSPHOLIPODOSIS MVB

An inherited mal processing of magnesium and phopholipids which strongly distorts control of muscles. Often there are intestinal 
control difficulties from tongue to rectum plus dystonia (contraction of muscles). Speech is often affected. For afflicted children, take 
with DRG RES and GOO CLN.

PRM PLP PRIMARY 
PHOSPHOLIPIDOSIS MVB

An intestinal/pancreas misfunction. This scientifically unclassified disease may lead to the solution for many known diseases. For 
instance, this may be the answer to Atelectasis, a disease that provides insufficient phospholipids to coat the alveolar of the lungs. 
The result is a parched condition of the lungs and bronchi that makes a person unable to get their breath. The bronchi obstructs and 
the breathing becomes very shallow. Take with GOO CLN.

PRMS PARA MS 2-5 VP Combination of Giardia and Nerve Viruses commonly see as dark spots by MRIs and mistaken for Multiple Sclerosis.
PRO DIG PROTEIN DIGEST MRV Undigested proteins can block kidneys and multiple other organs causing weight and bloating.
PRO PIZ PROSTATE PIZZAZZ MVB Thyroid-based problem controlling liver in a way that starves the prostate.
PRONIS PEYRONIE'S DISEASE MVB Painful erection because of contracture of fibrous induration of the corpora cavernosa (like Dupuytren's contracture of the palm).
PROT M PROTEIN MIASM 10-12 M Protein digestion and absorption that decreases with age. 

PRS CAP PROSTATE CAPSULE 
SWELLING VF Common viral/fungal combination that causes the prostate capsule (covering sheath) to swell and mimic the swelling of the whole 

prostate            .

PRS ITS PROSTATITIS MVB Swelling of the prostate is like asthma of the lung. The conditions for both potentials are in the liver. This is a liver remedy and there 
may be feelings of contractions in the liver as it works. Works well w/PHS BAL.

PRS REG PROSTATE 
REGENERATION MVB  A condition of the thalamus blocking the posterior pituitary from sending tissue-building hormones to the prostate. Often a prostate 

disease starts because of this starvation. Remedy is not designed to affect erection or sperm production.                  .

PRT BLD PROTEIN BLOOD M IgA Immunoglobulin Deficiency related to respiratory (i.e. asthma), rheumatoid (i.e. lupus) and mal-processing of a number of 
proteins.
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PRTD AD PARATHYROID 
ADENOMA MVF Growth on the parathyroid that may adversely affect energy, (see HASHIM), calcium conversion for teeth (see TRD CAL) and health 

of thyroid (see CAR TRD)
PRTD TM PARATHYROID TAMING MV When the potassium balance is off, the kidneys don't convert calcium in a way that blocks up the pancreas and causes weight.

PRTNOS PROTEINOSIS ENZ
An enzyme group that dissolves unusable protein out of the blood stream. Commonly used with PRM AMY, THK AD, and all of the 
THK series. Excess and usually unusable (adulterated) protein makes a person lethargic and requires great effort to get started in 
the morning. Especially after eating, you may feel like a deflated balloon with unusable protein.

PSM PSORA/SYPH/MED 10-12 M Psora mixed with the most classical of other miasms
PSORA PSORA 10-12 M Psora is the classic homeopathic inherited condition of lacking
PSORIS PSORIASIS MVB Syphilinum-based remedy for the well-known crusty skin disease.
PSR ART PSORIC ARTHRITIS MVB Another name for Reiters, or transitory arthritis that often involves very scaly/flaky skin eruptions

PSR COL PSORA CHOLERA M Doubled miasm usually depleting adrenals.  Look for a mineral malassimilation, depression of Hydrochloric acid and chronic 
tiredness

PSR HRP PSORIC HERPES 10-12 MV A combination of Psora (the deep base of Psoriasis with Syphilinum) and Shingles cause great, welty raw itching
PSR MED PSORAMEDORRHINUM 10-12 M Combination miasm that may work best with all Gonorrhea miasmic needs.
PSR SYF PSORASYPHILINUM 10-12 M Combination miasm that may work best with all Syphilis miasmic needs.
PSR TUB PSORATUBERCULINUM 10-12 M Combination miasm that may work best with all Tubercular miasmic needs.

PT PAP A PITUITARY PAPILLOMA 
ASTER V Growth inside the tiny pituitary that thwarts pituitary function and highly contributes to excess weight and other pituitary malfunctions

PT SK CS PITUITARY SACK CYST MVB Cyst growth on the enveloping sack of the pituitary that crowds the function of the pituitary. Hormonal difficulties (extending to 
thyroid and adrenals) are the result and for each person they differ, depending on what area is pressured.

PTRD VR PARATHYROID VIRUS 1-4 V Parathyroids control calcium distribution (Kidney Stones) and can drain Thyroid (hormones, energy)
PUF ORG PUFFED ORGANS MV Chronic Myelofibrosis makes abdominal organs expand. In corpus collosum, makes dizziness, imbalance
PUFOMA PUFFOMA MVF Brain blockage that traps waste in cells and makes them "puff" and coagulate with each other in weight.

PULAP
PULMONARY 
AlVEOLAR 
PROTEINOSIS

MVB Inherited combination of lung and liver issues.  Subject usually has gas-producing digestion and gradually decreasing lung capacity

PURGE PURGE Thyroids need to be cleared and fed for some forms of healing.

PYELIT PYELITIS D Congenital chronic infection of kidneys causing destruction/atrophy. Often accompanied with urinary tract infection and bladder 
difficulties. Adds to high blood pressure and altitude sensitivity.

R A G RAGE E Most do not identify with the intensity of the word, but carry the consuming negativity in a way that shapes the whole life.      .

R COR VR RAT CORONA VIRUS V Acquired airborne virus from the stirring of rat droppings suppresses the pancreas via the parathyroid. Lipid (cellulite) weight is the 
result

RAB CAR RHABDO CARCINOMA MVB  Like Rhabdo Sarcoma, this is a highly malignant, diffuse, rabies-related tumor spreading through striated muscle cells causing 
tissue and organ destruction. This seems to be spread to a wider variety of areas than RAB SRC.

RAB MYS RHABDO MYO 
SARCOMA MVB Compound lump led by the rhabdovirus. Most often found in muscles, connective tissue, genitals and intestines.

RAB SRC RHABDO SARCOMA MVB Highly malignant, diffuse rabies-related tumor spreading through striated muscle cells causing tissue and organ destruction.   
Occurs more frequently in head and neck plus commonly found in genitourinary tract, extremities, body wall and retroperitoneum. 

RABOMA RHABDOMYOMA MVB Tumor usually of the striated muscle, commonly found in uterus, vagina, pharynx, tongue and heart. Usually related to dog or other 
animal bite often very long ago.

RAD BRN RADIATION BRAIN 2-6 C Radiation collecting in head causes sleeplessness, fuzzy thinking and headaches.  Usually seen with RAD MIA, perhaps mobile 
phones

RAD CAR RADIATION 
CARCINOMA C Destruction of cells caused by radiation. Often used with RAD BON and other radiation remedies.
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RAD COG RADIATION      
CONGESTION 3-9 MVC May well be a brain tumor or tumor in the making.  Usually seen with RAD MIA, probably mobile phones 

RAD ENT RADIATION       
ENTERIDITIS 2-5 CB A form of cancer in organs from nuclear radiation, abundant x-rays and even computer screens for those who smoke.

RAD HRT RADIATION HEART C Common in frequent flyers, so included in Flyers Heart.  Could now come from many more sources than airplanes
RAD MIA RADIATION MIASM 9-11 M Inherited bone weakness caused by sun radiation, nuclear or x-ray damage of the bone and marrow

RAD MIT RADIATION 
MITOPLASMOMA MVB A swelling of mitoplasmas (thread-like blood plasma) that thickens blood in the radiation spectrum of light. It increases with radiation 

"therapy", causes the liver and spleen to swell like a papoose. When RV ISY is involved the condition is cancerous.
RAD PIT RADIATION PITUITARY C From proximity to nuclear power or waste.  Causes darkening of teeth and decay of teeth nerves
RAD RES RADIATION  RESIDUE 2-7 R Often the saw dust around bones representing effect of radiation deterioration of bones.
RAD SKN RADIATION SKIN C Leaving no marks this condition makes dry skin and sensitivity to tv, computer and electrical radiation.
RAYON RAYON C Allergies to rayon material

RBF M RAT BITE FEVER 
MIASM M Miasm attracts lymph blockage, other rat-borne diseases and generally is behind some issues of weight.

RC CP RUBCOXCHICK 3-7 RVB Rubella, Coxsackie,Chicken pox - Usually found on weak adrenals and Addison's.
RDC RDC 3-7 RBV Rubella/ Diphtheria/ Coxsackie - The inherited predisposition to Breast Cancer

REC HAR RECEDING HAIR LINE 
upgr MVB Hair regain formula w/added remedy for hair-eating bacteria. For loss including the U shape that forms on some heads.

RED SPT RED SPOTS MVC Chronic Myelomonocytic Leukemia (CMML) makes small red spots mostly on abdomen which shows spleen bleeding in leukemia
REJOIN REJOIN E For those who carry deep thoughts, usually buried, of ABANDONMENT and/or DESERTION

REN OST RENAL 
OSTEODYSTROPHY MVB A metabolic bone disease causing decreased Vit D3 conversion (vit D3 is a major prostate food) which causes or contributes to 

mineral malabsorption, low plasma calcium, electrolyte loss; bone hardening in sacral area, vertebrae and base of skull.
REO REO 1-4 V A mysterious virus that seems to couple with Coccidioidomycosis (SAD) in the pineal.
RES ADR RESTORE ADRENALS MR Correction of a slowly deteriorating condition of the organ, which forms the growing field for cancer.
RES BRC RESTORE BRONCHI MR Correction of a slowly deteriorating condition of the organ, which forms the growing field for cancer.
RES BRS RESTORE BREAST MR Correction of a slowly deteriorating condition of the organ, which forms the growing field for cancer.

RES CER RESTORE 
CEREBELLUM MR Correction of a slowly deteriorating condition of the organ, which forms the growing field for cancer.

RES CLB RESTORE CENTRAL 
LOBE MR Correction of a slowly deteriorating condition of the area, which forms the growing field for cancer.

RES CRS RESTORE CEREBRAL 
SHEATH MR Correction of a slowly deteriorating condition of the sheath, which forms the growing field for cancer. Can block thoughts from 

getting to motor nerves.

RES CSF RESTORE CEREBRAL 
SPINAL FLUID MR Correction of a slowly deteriorating condition of the fluid, which forms the growing field for cancer.

RES ELS RESTORE ELASTIN MR Correction of a slowly deteriorating condition of the skin/muscle substance, which forms the growing field for cancer.

RES EPI RESTORE 
EPITHALAMUS MR Correction of slowly deteriorating condition of the organ so vital to hormone production.

RES EYE RESTORE EYE MR Correction of a slowly deteriorating condition of the organ, which forms the growing field for cancer. Use with other eye remedies.

RES FLB RESTORE FRONTAL 
LOBE MR Correction of a slowly deteriorating condition of the area, which forms the growing field for cancer. Usually seen with obesity.

RES GNG RESTORE GANGLION MR Correction of a slowly deteriorating condition of the nerve intersection, which forms the growing field for cancer. Used with Shy-
Drager Syndrome

RES HRT RESTORE HEART MR Correction of a slowly deteriorating condition of the organ, which forms the growing field for cancer.
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RES HYP RESTORE 
HYPOTHALAMUS       . MR Correction of slowly deteriorating condition of the organ so vital to hormone production.

RES INT RESTORE INTESTINES MR Correction of a slowly deteriorating condition of the organ, which forms the growing field for cancer.
RES KID RESTORE KIDNEYS MR Correction of a slowly deteriorating condition of the organ, which forms the growing field for cancer.

RES LGB RESTORE LIVER AND 
GALL BLADDER MR Correction of a slowly deteriorating condition of the organs, which forms the growing field for cancer.

RES LIV RESTORE LIVER MR Correction of a slowly deteriorating condition of the organ, which forms the growing field for cancer. See also RES LGB

RES LND RESTORE LYMPH 
NODES MR Correction of a slowly deteriorating condition of the organ, which forms the growing field for cancer.

RES LNG RESTORE LUNGS MR Correction of a slowly deteriorating condition of the organ, which forms the growing field for cancer.

RES MEM RESTORE SHORT-
TERM MEMORY MR Correction of a slowly deteriorating condition of the medulla oblongata, which forms the growing field for cancer.

RES N&S RESTORE NOSE & 
SINUS MR Correction of a slowly deteriorating condition of the organ, which forms the growing field for cancer.

RES NC RESTORE NERVE 
CHANNELS MR Correction of a slowly deteriorating condition of the pathways of nerves, which forms the growing field for cancer.

RES NOS RESTORE NOSE MR Correction of a slowly deteriorating condition of the organ, which forms the growing field for cancer. See also RES N&S.       .
RES NRV RESTORE NERVES MR Correction of a slowly deteriorating condition of the nerves, which forms the growing field for cancer.

RES NSN RESTORE NERVE 
SYNAPSE      . MR Correction of a slowly deteriorating condition of the connection, which forms the growing field for cancer.

RES OLB RESTORE OCCIPITAL 
LOBE     . MR Correction of a slowly deteriorating condition of the area, which forms the growing field for cancer.

RES OVR RESTORE OVARIES MR Correction of a slowly deteriorating condition of the organ, which forms the growing field for cancer.
RES PAN RESTORE PANCREAS MR Correction of a slowly deteriorating condition of the organ, which forms the growing field for cancer.

RES PIT RETORE PITUITARY MR Correction of a slowly deteriorating condition of the organ, which forms the growing field for cancer. Often seen with pear-shaped 
bodies.

RES PLB RESTORE PARIETAL 
LOBE MR Correction of a slowly deteriorating condition of the area, which forms the growing field for cancer.

RES PON RESTORE PONS MR Correction of a slowly deteriorating condition of the area, which forms the growing field for cancer. The pons has much to do with the 
ability to demonstrate love.

RES PRS RESTORE PROSTATE MR Correction of a slowly deteriorating condition of the organ, which forms the growing field for cancer.
RES SIN RESTORE SINUS MR Correction of a slowly deteriorating condition of the organ, which forms the growing field for cancer. See also RES N&S
RES STM RESTORE STOMACH MR Correction of a slowly deteriorating condition of the organ, which forms the growing field for cancer.
RES TES RESTORE TESTICLES MR Correction of a slowly deteriorating condition of the organ, which forms the growing field for cancer.
RES THL RESTORE THALAMUS MR Correction of slowly deteriorating condition of the organ so vital to hormone production.

RES TLB RESTORE TEMPORAL 
LOBE       . MR Correction of a slowly deteriorating condition of the area, which forms the growing field for cancer.

RES TRD RESTORE THYROID MR Correction of a slowly deteriorating condition of the organ, which forms the growing field for cancer.
RES UTR RESTORE UTERUS MR Correction of a slowly deteriorating condition of the organ, which forms the growing field for cancer.

RESLES RESTLESS A combination of the vibrations of licorice root (for adrenals) and wild cherry bark (for pituitary). Intended for the times when you 
burn the candle at both ends and are exhausted (because the activity drained the adrenals and pituitary. A large help for hot flashes.

RESTOR RESTORE E VIOLATION antidote to restore the dignity that is felt damaged (often sexually) or by authority figure.
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RET CAR RETICULOCYTE 
CARCINOMA MVB A carcinoma of reticulocytes that may show up in numerous glands.

RET COF
RETICULAR CYLINDRO 
OSTEO 
FOLLICULAROMA

MVB
A lump of reticular cells, bone cells and follicular cells bundled with cylinder cells usually only seen in the jaw area. Feels like a 
contraction in the jaw, teeth and parts of the throat.

RET MAL RETICULOCYTE 
MALADY MVB A malformation of the reticulocyte cells in the bones.

RET NOT RETINAL KNOT MVF Retinal Hemangiomatosis- Stoppage in the blood flow to the retina that balls up like a tumor of blood with little tissue

RET PEN RETICULOPENIA MVB
A miasmic condition of producing insufficient reticulocytes (one of the forms of red blood cells). Reticulocytes are needed especially 
for combating infection, for full nutrition and oxygen carriage (high altitudes). See also RET MAL, RET CAR, RET SRC, RETOMA, 
ERY LUK, ESN LUK., 

RET PIG RETINOSA 
PIGMENTOSA i MV Improved version of eye condition involving Cytlomegalovirus in the eye. The same condition in the adrenals causes mononucleosis.

RET RAD RETROVIRUS 1-3 CV A double bind of Retrovirus and radiation makes everyone tired and foster other diseases.  Wide-spread

RET SRC RETICULOCYTE 
SARCOMA MVB Sarcoma of reticulocytes, often with RET PEN, RET MAL, RETOMA.

RETOMA RETICULOCYTOMA MVB A lump of reticulocytes that may show up in many organs.
RETROM RETROVIRUS MIASM M Attracts retroviruses that bind issues into tumors and lumps
REV REVIVE 1-4 VB Very serious liver and liver-related diseases need to revive.  Very powerful.
REVENG REVENGE 4-12 E Usually a deeply buried, previous existence motivation for anger and  actions that possessor does not trace to revenge.
REYES REYES 4-9 RVB Familiar weakness in the heart from early pneumonia and aspirin combination, often undiagnosed
RICKO RICKO VIRUS 3-5 V A virus lodges in the gall bladder thwarting its ability to assimilate vitamin D and feed the bones (and prostate)
RMDC RUBMEADIPC RV Rubella/Measles/Diphtheria/Coxsackie
RMTC RHEUMATIC FEVER 3-12 R Sickness or residue that causes later heart/lung weaknesses.

ROOTIN ROOTIN TOOTIN MVF  Adrenal-based remedy for Aldosterone Synthesis unblocking. (aldosterone is the substance from which all endocrine hormones are 
made from. Designed for people to be rooting for root chakra activities and tooting their horn about their new-found energy.

ROSAC ROSACEA 3-7 RB Red rash in cheeks, chin and other parts of face,  usually around mid life.  "Adult acne".
ROTA ROTA VIRUS 1-4 V Frequent cold/flu like debilitator world wide that prefers to attack in late summer/early fall.

RP PLUG RENAL/PITUITARY 
PLUG M Brain part of cause for clogging of kidneys and weight/water retention. 

RSV RESPSYN VIRGO 3-7 V Respiratory Syncytial Virus commonly caught by babies in pediatrics wards, carrying into adult respiratory problems.
RTC ABC ROOT CANAL ABCESS MFC The major elements of root canal rot, including some of the antidotes for drugs involved in the process

RUB CER RUBELLA 
CEREBELLUM RB A variation on a well-known brain disrupter.  Look for this in dementia and Altzheimers (with other brain remedies)

RUM  ART RHEUMATOID 10-12 MVB BON INF with Klebsiella Pasturella (used with Retro virus remedies.)  Follow with MEMDRB & TUBMED. 
RUM BON RHEUMATIC BONE 4-11 RV Inherited issues in bone joints.  See also Rheumatic Arthritis
RUM HRT RHEUMATIC HEART MB Inherited weakness in heart muscle and valves

RUM NUM RHEUMATIC 
FEVERINUM M Miasm that may be involved in bone, heart, brain, liver, kidneys and endocrine organs

RUN NOS RUNNY NOSE VBF Includes NS FNG and several viruses that effect the nasal area.

RV ANDY RETROVIRUS 
ANDROGENS V A retrovirus often seen with lumps on endocrine glands.

RV BACT RETROVIRUS BACTY V Rare retrovirus that combines with bacteria, instead of viruses, to turn your good cells into bad.
RV BLDY RETROVIRUS BLOODY V Initially seen with reticulocyte sarcoma and reticulocyte carcinoma.
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RV BONY RETROVIRUS BONY MVB A retrovirus that seems to favor OST CAR, OST SRC, OSTOMA.
RV BUMP RETROVIRUS BUMPY V Retrovirus most known to get in nodules on bone joints causing pain to the touch.
RV CLOG RETROVIRUS CLOGGY V Undiscovered retrovirus in medicine connected to snoring, sleep apnea, metabolizing and low blood pressure (w/MAAD, MEN__)
RV CRNK RETROVIRUS CRANKY V Often involved in massing/tumor issues of brain and heart - but not exclusively to these organs

RV DENY RETROVIRUS 
DIENCEPHALON V Rare retrovirus found only in diencephalon (hypothalamus. thalamus. epithalamus)

RV ENZY RETROVIRUS ENZYMES V An unusual retrovirus that acts like any other retrovirus and may especially be drawn to situations that highly involve enzyme 
production.

RV FOAM RETROVIRUS FOAMY V Spumavirnae Retro -Often involved in massing/tumor issues with little specifics known

RV GLIA RETROVIRUS GLIA V A specialized retrovirus applying to lumps on nerves. The virus causes burning in the nerves like nickel causes a burning feeling in 
the blood stream.

RV HOMY RETROVIRUS HOMY V A retrovirus usually seen in the head, in the home of the nerve and hormonal area.
RV ISY RETROVIRUS ISOTOPE V A retrovirus usually seen with radiation diseases or conditions, such as Radiation Mitoplasmoma.
RV LENT RETROVIRUS LENTI V Well known, slow acting retrovirus suspected in lymphatic issues with inconclusive scientific proof
RV LMF RETROVIRUS LYMPHY V Supposed uncommon retrovirus of a supposed bird origin and known to be in bird lymph systems.
RV LUMP RETROVIRUS LUMPY V Retrovirus known to complicate inner tumors of the adrenals and thyroid.  Included in the MEN remedies
RV NERV RETROVIRUS NERVY V May have strong implications with some nerve diseases

RV NEW RETROVIRUS 
NOUVEAUX V Unclassified retrovirus that is associated with antibiotic shots

RV POLO RETROVIRUS POLIO V Since polio means "gray matter of nerves", this is a very specific nerve retrovirus
RV PUSH RETROVIRUS PUSHY V Often involved in massing/tumor issues of brain and thyroid - but not exclusively to these organs
RV ROUS RETROVIRUS ROUSY V The first retrovirus demonstrated to cause a malignant tumor 

RV SCRN RETROVIRUS 
SCRUNCHY V An unclassified retrovirus first found holding papilloma in reproductive organs

RV SHIF RETROVIRUS SHIFTY V Retrovirus that seems to move around taking its problems from one organ to another

RV SQEL RETROVIRUS 
SQUELCHY V Undiscovered retrovirus that seems to squelch otherwise good hormones.  First used with HW Suppressor relevant to adrenals

RV STEM RETROVIRUS STEAMY V Retrovirus involved in weight holding.   Steams up the people who want to lose weight

RVEB RETROVIRUS EPSTEIN 
BARR V Common combination seen with bones, AIDS and some forms of cancer

S EYES STRONG EYES i MVF Improved version of condition of eye deficiency related to age.
SAD S.A.D. 1-5 F Seasonal Affected Disorder.   Fungus that causes depression.  People call themselves "solar powered".

SAFE SAFE E For those who deeply do not feel safe in the earth plane or safe to be alive in human form.  Sometimes may accompany with SCHIZ

SARCOI SARCOIDOSIS MVF A medically ill-defined irritation of multiple possible organs that never quite lets that organ heal, especially liver, lungs, intestines.

SBMOMA SPONGIOBLASTO 
MELANOMA MVF On the visible skin it appears as a mole-like swelling, although often larger in circumference and raised area more than "regular" 

moles. Can also be found internally.

SCHWAN SCHWANNOMA MVB Encapsulated lump in the neurilemma (Schwann's sheath) of peripheral, cranial and autonomic nerves.  One of most common lumps 
in nerve problems. Can look like a beebe under the skin when on nerve close to skin.

SCL DWN SCALE DOWN MVF Quasi cancer of the adrenal medulla affecting skin/tissue weight.
SCOLI SCOLIOSIS MV Tuberculinum-based improvement of previous success

SCR FEV SCARLET FEVER 7-9 R A residue (or actual case)  Missing link in lupus and some cases of herpes.  Check also CPCD,SWT VIR, CAN PAN, PAN BLD, 
TOXO, PAN FLK.

SCR HRP SCARLET FEVER 3-7 RB When all the teeth/gums seem to go bad.  Also often involved in hearing loss with age.
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SE SALMONELLA 
ENTERITIDIS 1-3 B Reputedly widespread throughout, but rarely shows up alone - usually in combination with something else

SE FULL SE FULL 1-3 BV Salmonella Enteritidis/Hepatitis A/Hepatitis B/Coxsackie - Needs either ChemX and/or Liv Dtx (liver flukes?) to accompany.
SE HALF SE HALF 1-3 BV Salmonella Enteritidis/Hepatitis A/Coxsackie - Needs either ChemX and/or Liv Dtx (liver flukes?) to accompany. 
SE REAL SE REAL 1-3 BV Salmonella Enteritidis/Hepatitis B/Coxsackie - Needs Either Chem X and/or Liv Dtx (liver flukes?) to accompany

SEA SC
SPLEEN ENZYME 
ALTERATION - SERUM 
CLEANSE

MVB Releases an enzyme the cleans the immunity/vaccination medium of the serum. The result increases the immune response to colds, 
flus and more serious issues. Regulates high and low blood pressure.

SEE ASG SEE ASTIGMATISM MVB For the cause of astigmatism
SEE CLS SEE CLOSE MVB For those who are far sighted and want to see up close (without glasses).
SEE FAR SEE FAR MVB For those who are near-sighted and want to see far into the distance (without glasses).

SEN ADR SENSITIVE ADRENALS 7-12 MVB Miasmic condition making people emotionally overly sensitive to comments, possible slights,etc. - like an emotional hypochondriac 

SEN LIV SENSITIVE LIVER MVB Liver irritation that makes person very sensitive to abrupt sounds, yelling kids, spicy foods and messy environments.

SEN OVR SENSORY OVERLOAD MVB An inherited nerve condition where neurons move slower than the input. Too many things to do, too many demands, too many 
activities can make you occasionally forgetful, panicky and even numb.

SEN SEN SENSIBLE SENSUALITY MVB Adrenal Medulla, bilateral, hormone (yet to be discovered by science) for feeling the enjoyment of being your gender.

SEP SEIZURE ENZYME 
PANCREAS MVB The remedy for the blocked ability of the an enzyme synthesized in the pancreas that feeds the brain (mostly the pituitary). The lack 

of the enzyme creates a genetic disposition to seizures often starting in childhood and resuming with pancreas affliction
SER REP SERUM REPLENISH MT Helps conversion and assimilation of Oxygen and Nitrogen into all cell tissue

SF CL AL SYPH/CLM/ALCOHOLIN
UM M Miasmic Liver condition that will seriously affect liver function and intestinal digestion

SF CL CO SYPHILINUM/CHLAMYDI
NUM/ CHOLERINUM M Miasmic condition affecting liver and its ability to process specific amino acids

SF CL EC
SYPHILINUM/ 
CHLAMYDINUM/ 
ESCHERICHINUM

MVB Liver miasms that are used in combination with other remedies to restore the ability to break protein into usable amino acids.

SF CL ER SYPHILINUM/CHLAMYDI
NUM/ERGOTULINUM M One of possible miasmic liver conditions at the base of Crohn's and/or Sprue.  Attracts ergot and may make unhappy personality 

prone to anger

SF CL LP
SYPHILINUM/ 
CHLAMYDINUM/ 
LEPROSINUM

MVB Liver miasms that are used in combination with other remedies to restore the ability to break protein into usable amino acids.

SF CL MD
SYPHILINUM/ 
CHLAMYDINUM/ 
MEDORRHINUM             .

10-12 M Spliced miasms of Syphilinum/Chlamydinum/Medorrhinum affecting eyes and giving vision problems and probably Cystic Fibrosis in 
its many locations

SF CL MX SYPHILINUM/CHLAMYDI
NUM/MYXINUM M Mal-digestion based in liver. Could combine with any of digestive disorders and liver conditions.

SF CL PN
SYPHILINUM/ 
CHLAMYDINUM/ 
PENICILLININUM

MVB Liver miasms that are used in combination with other remedies to restore the ability to break protein into usable amino acids.

SF CL TB
SYPHILINUM/ 
CHLAMYDINUM/ 
TUBERCULINUM

10-12 M Spliced miasms of Syphilinum/Chlamydinum/Tuberculinum affecting eyes and giving vision problems and probably Cystic Fibrosis in 
its many locations
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SF D C SCARLET FEVER/ 
DIPHTHERIA/COXSACKI 3-9 RBV Infection often in head from Strep that bound to hearing, visual or taste apparatus.

SHD LOT SHED LOTS MVB For weight that looks like cellulite upon cellulite and enough to pose a health hazard to the heart and make walking very difficult.

SHEATH SHEATH BUILD 9-12 MVB Inherited decrease in lecithin assimilation so that the myelin sheath of nerves dissolves leaving person open to MS, ALS and other 
nerve diseases. Person is frequently sensitive to loud sounds

SHIG SHIGELLA 1-3 B Bacteria most known for intestines.  Binds Staph and/or Strep anywhere.  Binds kidney stone and metals in kidneys.
SHK FRE SHAKE FREE 4-9 MB Involvement in some Palsy,Senility,Epilepsy,Sugar Imbalance, Convulsions,Protein craving and Adrenal/Pancreas connection

SHP SPIROCHETE/HANTA/P
ARVO 1-4 PV Parasite-born virus that love to be in kidneys, (especially of young women).

SIC CEL SICKLE CELL MR A form of Thalassemia most known from Africa. Also shows up in other races.  Deadly when a person also has leukemia.        .
SILC SILICONE X 3-9 C Silicone breast implants and general silicone picked up in the air of factories, etc.

SIN ATR SINOATRIAL DISEASE MVB Also called the sinus nodes, this bundle of nerves in the heart forms an intrinsic pacemaker. Disturbances here cause irregular heart 
beat with varying degrees of low blood pressure (even when High Blood Pressure is the norm). See also AVN NOD, NIT.

SIN FNG SINUS FUNGUS F Blocks sinus and spreads to whole head, feeling your head is your sinus and suffers accordingly
SINO #1 SINUS INFECTION VB One of several common infections of the sinus. This one involves Respiratory Syncytial Virus along with Serratia +
SKN BLD SKIN BLOOD MV IgE Immunoglobulin Deficiency. No resistance to staph infections, particularly of the skin

SKN BMP SKIN BUMPS MRV An unidentified disease of the epithelium - one of the layers of the skin. The disease forms the basis of most warts, corns, moles and 
lymphomas.

SKN CTC SKIN CONTRACT 8-11 BV Along with, Bone Hard, this forms the basis of strategy for Scleroderma . . . and other skin conditions.
SKN NRV SKIN NERVE VIRUS V Contributes to some skin conditions that are not solely bacterial or fungal.
SKN PCH SKIN PATCH 9-10 MBF Dry patches of skin that can turn into carcinomas have long alluded easy cure

SKN RNW SKIN RENEW MVB
For keratinocyte recycling. Keratinocytes are epidermal cells that synthesize keratin, other proteins and sterols. They constitute 95% 
of the epidermis and are made in the bone.  When these cells diminish in ability, skin ages; moles, warts etc grow and pigment 
changes. This formula is to restore the recycling. Take with other skin remedies, eye remedies.

SKN TAGi SKIN TAGS IMPROVED 
5/02 VF Straggly, small fleshy growths from the skin, often but not always without color. Commonly they appear in clusters on the neck, but 

can easily appear anywhere on the body.
SLF SHEEP LIVER FLUKES 3-7 PV Often in allergy cases that hang on and in liver weaknesses.
SLF DES SELF DESTRUCTION E A judgment on our selves that impels us to sabotage our own successes and even try to kill us physically and/or emotionally
SLIMR SLIMMER RB Quasi cancer of adrenals affecting weight and energy. Generally good for approximately 20 lb if it tests for you. 

SLMST SLIMMEST MVB Activates the digesting mechanism, releases a pituitary papilloma (which has previously suppressed the adrenals).  Essentially 
releases elements in the bones, blood, pituitary and adrenals. 

SLP APNi SLEEP APNEA i MVB Stronger, deeper version of current remedy.  Includes the elements of improved SNOR
SLP SPR SLEEP SPURTS VB Catches sleep in bits and pieces.  Rota based formula
SLP WEL SLEEP WELL MFB Shrinks a swollen epiglottis and helps sleep without snoring. May stop sleep apnea
SMARTS SMARTS MVF Unblocks the hippocampus role of producing new brain cells.  Use in dementia and altzheimers
SMK DES SMOKING DESIRE VF Aimed at the binder of the smoke fungus that binds endorphines, which is the cause of the desire to smoke.

SMK FNG SMOKING FUNGUS F Fungus formed by cigarettes that blocks endorphines in the brain until the fungus is fed by more cigarette smoke.  Do you hear 
addiction?

SML CEL SMALL CELL 
LEUKEMIA MVF Causes small cell carcinomas that spread to many organs swiftly

SML POX SMALL POX RES 6-9 R Small Pox is involved in many chronic conditions including herpes (built into HG formula) and diverticulitis (with CRPSPO & HEL 
ATR)

SMNOMA SEMINOMA MVB A lump in the seminole gland of males. Tel-tale symptom is a change in color of semen from clear/white to darker color.
SNORi SNORE VIRUSi RV The former elements plus new discoveries that make the remedy more effective.
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SNW VIR SNOW VIRUS V Calcivirus (like Norwalk) causing gastrointestinal problems, shallow breathing when in the nerves of the diaphragm, kidney 
weakness, mimics arthritis in hips and ankles. Active in cold weather, carried by moisture, although not dependent on snow.

SOD CRB SODIUM CARBONATE MVF Miasmic brain formula that helps body retain sodium for energy, gall bladder salt exchange, heart, lungs, energy. See SOD REP.

SOD FCF
SODIUM FLUORIDE 
CHLORIDE 
FORMALDEHYDE

C Lethal municipally treated water and food combination that can impair brains.

SOD REP SODIUM REPLENISH MBF Miasmic brain formula that helps body retain sodium for energy, gall bladder salt exchange, heart, lungs, energy. See SOD CRB

SOD SAV SODIUM SAVE u MVF Sodium depletion causes vascular constriction, reduces Vit D absorption, nullifies sexual hormones and imbalances electrolytes. 
Adrenals/Kidneys

SOUP RT SOUP'S RIGHT MVB When all the ingredients are in the right proportions, the "soup's right". This formula is aimed at removing the standard blocks to 
getting the right mixture of elements, including acetycholine, for nerve function.

SP C P SMALLPOX/COXSACKI
E/ PHOSPHITE R Combination found in the pancreas that prevents the pancreas from distributing calcium in the correct form for metabolization

SPARKY SPARKY MBF Aimed at Pick's Disease, which could be called a base issue of dementia from which additions could equal Altzheimers

SPGOMA SPONGIOBLASTOMA MVB Similar to a glioblastoma, a lump composed of spongioblasts, embryonic epithelial cells that develop around the neural tube and 
transform into cells supporting connective tissue of the nerve cells.

SPIR MN SPIRILLUM MINUS P Spirochete variation more often seen in Asia, except it doesn't let geography limit it.
SPL LMF SPLEEN LYMPH MVF Disease of the spleen that disallows lymph movement, often marked by very reduced sweating

SPN BFI SPINA BIFIDA 
INTERNAL MVB A bulge in the spinal column that does not quite break out like full fledged spina bifida.  Causes back strain and pain at slightest 

provocation
SPN CLN SPINE CLEAN 2-6 VB Spine Clean - Homeopathic of successful herbal combination to clear MS, MD, Huntington's, Parkinson's, Epilepsy.
SPN FEV SPINAL CORD FEVER 2-7 RV Blockages to full flow in the spine (which attract serious spinal diseases).

SPN FGS SPINE FUNGUS 2-5 F Phycomycosis - A subcutaneous fungus often around spine but also seen in nose, face or lung areas as lumps.  Especially in 
memory loss.

SPR CEF SPIROCHETE 
ENCEPHALITIS BT A nerve/toxin from ticks makes a person achy, irritable, tired and somewhat paralyzes all functions from the central nervous system

SPR DEL 2001 SPRING DELIGHT VB "Flu" (not) courtesy of contrails. Starts as intestinal flu that travels to brain and settles in liver for sleeplessness. Mild sweats/chills. 
Mild to searing bronchial cough. Composed of Rota, G. Meningitis, Clostridium, Swine Pneumomegalovirus. Often wit

SPR HAR SPARSE HAIR upgraded MVF EXPERIMENTAL Hair regain formula w/added remedy for hair-eating bacteria. For thinning hair, male & female (like all remedies for 
hair)

SPRUE SPRUE 7-9 MVB A liver condition causing wheat intolerance. Accompany 1st of 3 to 6 bottles with Strep. See also SCR HRP & YEL HRP.       . 

SQA CEL SQUAMOUS CELL 
CARCINOMA MVB Scab-like deterioration of skin usually in contained spots.  See also TUB SCR

SQUISH SQUISHY SKIN LUMPS 3-8 F Benign, flexible, squishy lumps just under the skin that seem to multiply if surgically removed.
SQUISH 
#2

SQUISHY SKIN 
LUMPS#2 MBF This formula works best with ADENO D for yellow cysts that collect around the eyes.

SQUISH 
#3

SQUISHY SKIN 
LUMPS#3 MVF The first formula did not work as broadly as expected.  This formula based on Cancer Miasm.

SQUISH 
#4

SQUISHY SKIN 
LUMPS#4 MVF The first formula did not work as broadly as expected.  This formula based on Cancer Miasm.

SRC CAR SARCOCARCINOMA MVB Combination of quasi cancers that follow long term irritation of any part of the body.

SRCOMA SARCOMA MVB A quasi cancer that follows long term irritation of any part of body, especially liver/gb after parasites, kidneys that block up after 
medicines.  Could be most anywhere.  Check with different retroviruses
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SRG TSU STRONG TISSUE MRV Aimed at Ehlers Danlow Syndrome. Subjects often have hyperflexibility in different joints and unusual ability to pull folds of skin from 
body.  When they sprain an ankle or other joint, pain is deeper and recovery time is longer than others by 3x+.

SRG V&A STRONG VEINS AND 
ARTERIES MVB Miasmic group including Diphtheria that may be behind a number of artery/vein narrowings attributed to age.

SSP SLEEPING SICKNESS 
PARASITE 4-7 P Trypanasoma or Chagas Disease.  In areas of good nutrition people fight the tiredness from this thyroid disease and exhaust their 

adrenals.

SSS STAPH/STREP/SHIGELL
A 1-3 B Common bacteria trio that bind each other in place.  Involved with wide variety of infections like fungus and virus, especially in 

intestines.
STEN VR STENOSIS VIRUS V There is a virus that contracts heart valves, pulmonary arteries, parts of the pituitary channels and more.
STF A#1 STAPH AUREUS #1 2-6 B Commonly found staph infection in heart valves and heart walls
STF A#2 STAPH AUREUS #2 2-6 B Commonly found staph infection in heart valves and heart walls
STF A#3 STAPH AUREUS #3 B Causes considerable catarrh (fluid) in nose causing crusting and throat drainage when head is cold.
STF ALB STAPH ALBUS 1-4 B Well-known form of Staph infecting wounds, causing scars to stay pink and irritated.  Usually "post operative".

STF MUS STIFF MUSCLE 
DISEASE MV Designed for Myotonia Congenita (Thompson's Disease). Painless muscle stiffness mostly in hands, legs and eyelids. Handgrip 

releases slowly.  Improves with exercise. Leads to always tight muscles. 
STF/STR STAPH/STREP 1-3 B Two common bacteria that can appear together.

STK ADN STUCK ADRENALS 10-12 MVF A group of miasms with residues for Addison-like long-term adrenal weakness.  Includes Syphmed, RCCP and Blood Deprivation 
Virus

STKADR2 STUCK ADRENALS #2 MVF Based on Cholera Miasm, this improvement on the previous version may do more for slow adrenals

STM HOR STIMULATION 
HORMONES MRV

This could be called a mesoderm glioma in the hypothalamus which blocks the infundibular stem between the hypothalamus and 
pituitary. It is also part of Arginine Vassopressin Secretion. In short, this can block in varying degrees the hormonal activation of the 
pituitary and adrenals

STR STREP 1-3 B Multiple kinds of strep together.
STR BN STREP IN BONE 3-7 B Involved in most cases of bone cancer and osteoporosis. See BON INF. 
STR DIG STRESS DIGESTION MVB For the production of a liver-made enzyme for digestion that can be exhausted by thyroid and/or adrenals (stress).
STR DIS STEROID DISSOLVE Enzymes needed to dissolve steroids stuck in body from steroid injections
STR FG A STREP FUNGUS A 2-5 F Maduromycosis activated by Actinomycosis (the most common form of Maduromycosis).
STR FG N STREP FUNGUS N 2-5 F Maduromycosis activated by Nocardiosis.   See IEL and IEV.
STR PNM STREP PNEUMONIA 1-4 B Combination of two bacteria that love lungs and bones
STRON STRONTIUM 90 1-4 C Strontium 90 is a form of radiation fallout or contaminate of nuclear explosions or bombs (usually).
STRS WT STRESS WEIGHT VB Weight caused by a drain on the pituitary and adrenals that gathers pathogens of depletion.
STUD STUD MVB Combination of blockages aimed at restoring sperm strength.  Not designed for erection issues.
SUG BUG SUGAR BUGAR 10-12 MRF Pancreas based miasm involving starch digestive problems

SUG STO SUGAR STORE MVB Glucose Malabsorption Disease - Insufficient digestion of sugar so that it stores as fat and blocks kidneys to cause edema. See also 
SUG BUG

SUL SEN SULFUR SENSITIVITY VBF A common variety of pathogens in the liver that helps with the digestion of sulfur-rich food and helps with some skin issues involving 
sulfur        .

SURV SS SURVIVOR STRESS 
SYNDROME E

This issue is usually deep in the subconscious, at the base of complex, interwoven life strategies. It is like a king pin remedy for 
difficult emotional problems. It spawns from fetal experiences when abortion was considered or attempted and there were conditions 
around gestation that made fetal survival questionable. The subjects are chameleon-like in their ability to do whatever it takes to (1) 
survive and (2) prosper. However prosperity is always only for survival and the person never seems to be happy about prosperity. 
Inner conflicts are usually as well-hidden as the stark fear of not surviving so that fear/stress is the only way of life known, until the 
issue is resolved. Diseases develop out of long-term stress.
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SVELTE SVELTE MVB Unblocks the synthesis of thyroxine (T4) in the thyroid, which is thought to be responsible for best metabolizing.  If nothing else is 
blocking metabolization, the T4 could help your body become svelte (slender or slim).

SWL FGN SWELLING FUNGUS 1-6 F Actinomycosis found in many cases where the tissue is swelling or cancerous.

SWL KEY SWELLING KEY MVB Eliminates the body's propensity to make more papillherpes, which may be the family of virus that create lumps in the body. It will 
still be necessary to clean out all the lumps that have already formed.

SWL PN SWELLING PAIN 4-9 RV Includes all the residues that make bones,(hands) swell - Measles, Mumps, Rubella, Coxsackie, CMV.

SWL SKN SWELLING SKIN MVB
In addition to the standard skin diseases that make the skin swell (Psoriasis, Hives, Eczema), this condition exists more in the 
epidermal layers of the skin than the roots. Externally the skin is easily affected by sun and attracts black fly bites. Internally the 
epidermal layers of organs will swell with acidity, carbohydrates and many infections.

SWT H&F SWEATY HANDS & 
FEET MV Central nervous system issue often magnified by adrenal/emotional issues. See also SWT LES

SWT LES SWEAT LESS MBF Hyperhidrosis (Profuse Perspiration) antidote.  Miasmic and adrenal based.  See al;so SWT NIC, SWT H&F 
SWT NIC SWEAT NICE MBF Bromhidrosis-Antidote to adrenal blockage with lymph bacteria that produces odorous perspiration, no matter how well we clean.

SWT VIR SWEETNESS VIRUS 2-3 V Herpes # 4 with coxsackie,usually found in the pancreas, adrenals. One of 2 remedies to shorten miasm remedy time.  See also 
DRG VIR.

SYF SYPHILIS B Well known venereal disease, often with genital herpes. This is the chief neurological disease of all times.  It often depletes the body 
so much that nothing seems to heal easily. It deteriorates the brain sooner or later, like the miasmic version.

SYF MED SYPHIMEDORRHINUM 8-10 M Spliced Miasm of Syphilis and Gonorrhea.  Behind Dupuytren's Contracture, etc.
SYF PIN SYPHILINUM PINTA M Whereas Syphilinum is the remedy for Jekyll/Hyde Syndrome, SYF PTA is for the same with destructive tendencies

SYF YST SYPHILINUM YEAST 7-9 F Somewhat the final ingredient in the design to eradicate genital herpes (used with SYF CLM, NRV HRP) (and sometimes with GEN 
BRN).

SYFCLM SYPHILINUM/ 
CHLAMYDINUM 11-12 M Part of basis of Crohn's, Sprue, chronic IBS, Diverticulitis, Genital Herpes.  Lodges in liver giving liver problems.  Part of cystic 

fibrosis.

SYFLUM SYPHILINUM 10-12 M One of the most destructive miasms that combines with so many other miasms in destructive diseases.  Very active in mind, skin, 
intestines

SYN 1A SYNTHESIZER 1A MVB Synthesizes enzohormones and connectors shared by the pituitary, adrenals and thyroid for skin, scant sweat, scant eyebrows, 
dehydrating nerves and pancreas.

SYRNX B SYRINGOBULBIA MVF Fluid filled cavity within the brain stem. Often with several of: vertigo, stuttering, unilateral or bilateral facial sensory impairment, 
horseness, inarticulate speech, difficulty swallowing and peripheral neuropathy

SYRNX M SYRINGOMYELIA MVF Fluid filled cavity within the spinal cord that pressures the nerves into numbness (peripheral neuropathy). Pain dissemination starting 
at fingers. Later stages lead to mild spacicity. Often with spinal tumor.

SYS SCL SYSTEMIC SCLEROSIS MVF Hardening of organs like esophagus, lungs, kidneys,heart. Major symptoms of thinning lips,mask-like face,difficulty swallowing
T & E THYROID & EYES MVB Presbyopia - Especially effects the flexibility of eye lens and the ability to focus.
T & H THYROID & HEARING MVB A way of strengthening hearing for some issues of the ears that also affect the thyroid

T ACTIN TEETH 
ACTINOMYCOSIS F An infection in the nerves of the teeth by the fungus, actinomycosis, aka Swelling Fungus

T BOT TEETH BOTULISM B A well-known form of clostridium in the nerves of the teeth

T CL MAL T CELL MALADY MVB Thymus-based insufficiency for making effective T Cells (not making receptor/effector/catalystic proteins). See also Jump Start. For 
B Cell insufficiency see BAC DIS.

T CLM TEETH CHLAMYDIA B Tooth nerve infection that weakens the organ that it connects to, especially to this pathogen.
T CLOS TEETH CLOSTRIDIUM B Tooth nerve infection that weakens the organ that it connects to, especially to this pathogen.
T CMV TEETH CMV V A ubiquitous virus of mononucleosis fame that also affects teeth nerves.
T COX A TEETH COXSACKIE A B Unusual infection usually centering around Bucosal Mucosa  mouth/jaw infections
T E COLI TEETH E. COLI B Special form of this bacteria in teeth nerves.
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T ENTRO TEETH ENTERO B Tooth nerve infection that weakens the organ that it connects to, especially to this pathogen.
T KLEB TEETH KLEBSIELLA B Tooth nerve infection that weakens the organ that it connects to, especially to this pathogen.
T MDRA TEETH MADURA F Tooth nerve infection that weakens the organ that it connects to, especially to this pathogen.
T MUCOR TEETH MUCOR F Tooth nerve infection that weakens the organ that it connects to, especially to this pathogen
T NESRA TEETH NEISSERIA B Tooth nerve infection that weakens the organ that it connects to, especially to this pathogen
T POLIO TEETH POLIO V Tooth nerve infection that weakens the organ that it connects to, especially to this pathogen.
T SAL TEETH SALMONELLA B Tooth nerve infection that weakens the organ that it connects to, especially to this pathogen.
T SML PX TEETH SMALL POX V Tooth nerve infection that weakens the organ that it connects to, especially to this pathogen.

T SPIRO TEETH SPIROCHETAL B Infection in teeth nerves often relating to lingering Lymes Disease and degenerative diseases, since Spirochete is also related to 
syphilis.

T STAPH TEETH STAPH B Special form of this bacteria in teeth nerves.
T STR FN TEETH STREP FUNGUS N B Infection in teeth nerves that often affects heart.
T STREP TEETH STREP B Tooth nerve infection that weakens the organ that it connects to, especially to this pathogen.
T TUB TEETH TUBERCULOSIS B Tooth nerve infection that weakens the organ that it connects to, especially to this pathogen.
T TYPHD TEETH TYPHOID B Tooth nerve infection that weakens the organ that it connects to, especially to this pathogen
T VIBRO TEETH VIBRIO B Tooth nerve infection that weakens the organ that it connects to, especially to this pathogen.

T4 DIS T4 DISEASE MVB Stops or substantially alters the primary thyroid hormone which decreases digestion, energy, drive and sexual hormone production 
in the adrenals.

TAP TEMP ADRENAL 
PARALYSIS 3-12 VB Paralyzed emotional shock (often very old) that instigates so many latent diseases. 

TAP WRM TAPE WORM P General formula for tapeworm including cloves and black walnut hull (green stage)

TB ADR TUBERCULOSIS 
ADRENALS B Bacteria that rides on red blood cells and will often land in a weakened organ.

TB ALBU TUBERCULOSIS     
ALBUMIN B Often present when there are blood diseases, especially leukemias.

TB ASCT TUBERCULOSIS 
ASCITES B Bacterial infection indicating low oxygen and high risk of depletion. Often with leukemias and several lymphomas.(LM IMBD)

TB BLAD TUBERCULOSIS 
BLADDER B Bacterial infection indicating low oxygen and high risk of depletion.

TB BLOD TUBERCULOSIS B TB in different aspects of the blood, muffling its function. Included in CDC

TB BLVS TUBERCULOSIS 
BLOOD VESSELS B Bacterial infection indicating low oxygen and high risk of depletion. Often w/ TB BLVS in dementia cases.

TB BN SK TUBERCULOSIS BONE 
SKIN B Tuberculosis of the periosteum, the (skin) covering of the bones

TB BONE TUBERCULOSIS BONE B Causes deterioration of spinal bones with stiffness, tiredness and lower back soreness. (Which is usually from adrenals or ANK 
SPN)

TB BRES TUBERCULOSIS 
BREASTS B Common bacteria that rides red blood cells and often instigated by TEETH TB.

TB BRN TUBERCULOSIS BRAIN B Bacterial infection indicating low oxygen and high risk of depletion. Often w/ TB TNSL and lumps.

TB CART TUBERCULOSIS 
CARTILAGE B Bacterial infection indicating low oxygen and high risk of depletion.

TB CCH
TUBERCULOSIS 
CALCIUM/ CARBON/ 
HISTAMINE

B The combination that spells weight collection can attract TB in a way that seals the combination from dissolvement.
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TB CL PL TUBERCULINUM/ 
CHLAMYDINUM/ POL 10-12 M Spliced miasms OF Tuberculinum/Chlamydinum/Polioinum most affecting eyes and giving vision problems

TB COLL TUBERCULOSIS 
COLLAGEN       . B Bacterial infection indicating low oxygen and high risk of depletion.

TB CPIL TUBERCULOSIS       
CAPILLARIES B Bacterial infection indicating low oxygen and high risk of depletion. Often w/ TB BRN in dementia cases.

TB CRBF TUBERCULOSIS 
CEREBRAL FLUID B Tuberculosis that sets into the fluid and the choriod plexi that filters the fluid. See also TB Brain for bacterial infection of the brain 

tissue.

TB CRBN TUBERCULOSIS 
CARBON B TB on the many forms of carbon in the body.

TB CRFT
TUBERCULOSIS 
CARBOHYDRATES/ 
FATS

B TB on a form of fat combined to carbohydrates.

TB DFRM TUBERCULOSIS 
DIAPHRAGM B Bacterial infection indicating low oxygen and high risk of depletion.

TB DISK TUBERCULOSIS DISK B The disks between vertebrae can attract TB and easily deteriorate with the bacteria. Usually there is an accompanying TB infection 
in the tendons or ligaments or spine or bones or any grouping of these.

TB EDYM TUBERCULOSIS 
EPIDIDYMIS B Bacterial infection indicating low oxygen and high risk of depletion.

TB ENZ TUBERCULOSIS 
ENZYMES B Enzymes that are weakened or mis-made attract tuberculosis bacteria

TB EYES TUBERCULOSIS EYES B Bacterial infection indicating low oxygen and high risk of depletion.
TB FAT TUBERCULOSIS FAT B TB on a form of fat

TB GB TUBERCULOSIS GALL 
BLADDER B A bacterial infection that usually follows a deeper infection in the liver. May develop independently.

TB GLIA TUBERCULOSIS GLIA 
CELLS B TB in the cells that transport neurons.

TB HPTH TUBERCULOSIS 
HYPOTHALAMUS B TB in this major portion of the diencephalon distorts, disturbs and muffles function. It is important when we see the organs of the 

diecephalon as part of the control tower of the body function.

TB INST TUBERCULOSIS 
INTERSTITUAL CELLS B Bacterial infection indicating low oxygen and high risk of depletion. Seen in hormone depletion cases.

TB KID TUBERCULOSIS 
KIDNEYS B Familiar bacteria that makes a specific mutation for many organs

TB LFE TUBERCULOSIS LIPID/ 
FATS/ ENZYMES B TB on a combination of fats and mis-made enzymes.

TB LIGM TUBERCULOSIS 
LIGAMENTS B Bacterial infection in the ligaments. often corresponds to gall bladder infections and bone infections.

TB LIPD TUBERCULOSIS LIPID B TB on a form of fat
TB LIV TUBERCULOSIS LIVER B Often a complication of Polycystic Liver and other deep liver issues.

TB LMCH TUBERCULOSIS LYMPH 
CHANNELS B Bacterial infection indicating low oxygen and high risk of depletion. Often w/ leukemias

TB LPCR TUBERCULOSIS LIPID/ 
CARBOHYDRATES B TB on a combination of lipids and carbohydrates.
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TB LPFT TUBERCULOSIS LIPID 
FATS B TB binding a combination of lipids and fats in the blood and tissue.

TB LYMF TUBERCULOSIS LYMPH B Causes black spots to gather usually around ankles /feet and usually accompanies FUS FES. Miliary TB often is associated to the 
issue.

TB MCLN TUBERCULOSIS 
MUCOSAL LINING B Bacterial infection indicating low oxygen and high risk of depletion. Most any internal organ.

TB MENG TUBERCULOSIS 
MENINGS B Bacterial infection indicating low oxygen and high risk of depletion. See also TB NRV

TB MITO TUBERCULOSIS 
MITOCHONDRIA B TB on what is often considered the "power house" of the body's energy. Included in CDC.

TB MRW TUBERCULOSIS BONE 
MARROW B Bacterial infection indicating low oxygen and high risk of depletion. Often w/TB BON and "Big Four"

TB MUSC TUBERCULOSIS 
MUSCLES B Bacterial infection indicating low oxygen and high risk of depletion.

TB NRV TUBERCULOSIS 
NERVES B Bacterial infection indicating low oxygen and high risk of depletion. See also TB MENG

TB OVAR TUBERCULOSIS 
OVARIES B Common bacteria that rides red blood cells and often instigated by TEETH TB.

TB PANC TUBERCULOSIS 
PANCREAS B Widespread bacteria that usually follows Teeth Tuberculosis.

TB PIN TUBERCULOSIS 
PINEAL B TB in this major portion of the diencephalon distorts, disturbs and muffles function. It is important when we see the organs of the 

diencephalon as part of the control tower of the body function.

TB PIT TUBERCULOSIS 
PITUITARY B TB in this major director of hormonal activity runs the risk of muffling all activity in the endocrine glands.

TB PLSM TUBERCULOSIS 
PLASMA   . B Often present when there are blood diseases.

TB PRCR TUBERCULOSIS 
PERICARDIUM B Bacteria in the sack around the heart that impairs the function of heart. When in the TB time cycle, it is known as one of the major 

causes of heart attacks.  TB is starting to cycle again.

TB PRNM TUBERCULOSIS 
PERITONEUM B It is common to attract TB in the sack that holds gut organs when there is TB in the organs or when there is a blood disease that 

causes fluid to collect in the peritoneum.

TB PROS TUBERCULOSIS 
PROSTATE B Familiar bacteria that makes a specific mutation for many organs

TB SERM TUBERCULOSIS      
SERUM B Often present when there are blood diseases.

TB SKIN TUBERCULOSIS SKIN B Skin can be dry or itch when showering. If taken too rapidly, causes lots of initial itching and coughing/sniffling as detoxification.

TB SNFL TUBERCULOSIS 
SINOVIAL FLUID B The fluid in the joints can attract TB if stagnant and/or diseased.

TB SNUS TUBERCULOSIS SINUS B Bacterial infection indicating low oxygen and high risk of depletion.

TB SPIN TUBERCULOSIS SPINE B Makes stiffness around central nervous system, stiff legs-easier to walk backwards than forwards. Easily misdiagnosed as MS.           
.

TB SPLN TUBERCULOSIS 
SPLEEN B Bacterial infection indicating low oxygen and high risk of depletion.

TB STMK TUBERCULOSIS 
STOMACH B Bacterial infection indicating low oxygen and high risk of depletion. See also TB MCLN.
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TB TEND TUBERCULOSIS 
TENDONS B Very similar to TB Ligaments, this is a connection of bones and muscles.

TB THLM TUBERCULOSIS 
THALAMUS B TB in this major portion of the diencephalon distorts, disturbs and muffles function. It is important when we see the organs of the 

diecephalon as part of the control tower of the body function.

TB TNSL TUBERCULOSIS 
TONSILS B Bacterial infection indicating low oxygen and high risk of depletion. Often w/ TB BRN.

TB TRD TUBERCULOSIS 
THYROID B Bacterial infection indicating low oxygen and high risk of depletion. Often w/ TB of lymph based tumors.

TB UTER TUBERCULOSIS 
UTERUS B Bacterial infection indicating low oxygen and high risk of depletion. See also CLM TRA.

TBR BCT TUBER BLASTO 
CYTOMA MVB A compound lump lead by tuberculosis, mixing with insufficiently made new cells and forming a cyst on top of the lump. Likes  brains

TBR CAD TUBER CYST 
ADENOMA MVB A lump lead by the bacteria, tuberculosis, with cystic and adeno virus cells joined in.

TBR CAR TUBER CARCINOMA MVB A carcinoma forced by the bacteria, tuberculosis. Included in CDC

TBR CC TUBER CHORIO 
CARCINOMA MVB

Usually starting with fetal tissue and usually starting in the uterus, it may deteriorate the uterine wall and predispose the fetus to 
infection of the choroid tissue. With TB this is more commonly seen in adults with long developing problems in the lymph, lymph 
nodes, blood vessels, lungs, liver and brain.

TBR CS TUBER CHORIO 
SARCOMA MVB

Usually starting with fetal tissue and usually starting in the uterus, it may deteriorate the uterine wall and predispose the fetus to 
infection of the choroid tissue. With TB this is more commonly seen in adults with long developing problems in the lymph, lymph 
nodes, blood vessels, lungs, liver and brain. Considered somewhat milder than TBR CC

TBR CSC TUBER COLLAGEN 
SARCO CARCINOMA MVB A tuberculosis-led lump with collagen cells and sarcoma/ carcinoma destruction. Often with RV Enzy. Associated with tinnitus and 

hearing loss.

TBR ESQ TUBER EPITHELI 
SQUAMOMA MVB A lump lead by tuberculosis mixed into epithelial and squamous cells

TBR FAD TUBER FIBRO 
ADENOMA MVB A lump lead by the bacteria, tuberculosis with fibro and adeno virus joined in.

TBR FBS TUBER  FIBRO 
BLASTOMA MVB Complex lump led by tuberculosis and mixed with fibroadenoma and blast cells. Commonly found in thyroid, adrenals, ovaries and 

uterus.
TBR FCT TUBER FIBRO CYTOMA MVB A lump lead by the bacteria, tuberculosis with fibro and cyto cells joined in.

TBR FLD TUBER FOLLICULAR 
ADENOMA MVB Most commonly seen in the thyroid

TBR FLE TUBER FOLLICULAR 
EPITHELIOMA MVB Most commonly seen in the thyroid

TBR FML TUBER FIBRO 
MELANOMA MVB A compound-content lump often found in the lungs and spine. Usually the bacteria tuberculosis will also be found widespread, along 

with T TUB.

TBR FMS TUBER FIBRO 
MASTOMA MVB A lump lead by the bacteria, tuberculosis, with fibro and mast cells joined in.

TBR FPC
TUBER FOLLICULAR 
PICORNA CARCINOMA  
.

MVB
A lump based on tuberculosis involving follicular cells, picorna virus and wrapped in carcinoma. Found mostly on endocrine glands 
like adrenals, thyroid and pancreas.

TBR INS TUBER INSULINOMA MVB Tuberculosis complication of an insulinoma which causes the pancreas to emit too much of the hormone, insulin.

TBR LAD TUBER LYMPHO 
ADENOMA MVB A lump led by tubercular cells mixed with lymph cells that could be on any tissue. Commonly seen in thyroids, adrenals, reproductive 

glands, liver, etc.
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TBR LBG TUBER LYMPHO 
BLASTO GIOMA MVB A lump lead by tuberculosis with lymph/blast cell combinations joined in. Generally accompanies lymphoblastic leukemia and loves 

liver, thyroid and pancreas.

TBR LBL TUBER LYMPHO 
BLASTOMA MVB A lump led by tuberculosis involving lymph and new cells.

TBR LCT TUBER LYMPHO 
CYTOMA MVB A compound lump led by tuberculosis with lymph invasion. Common in thyroid.

TBR LFG TUBER LYMPHAN 
GIOMA MVB A lump lead by tuberculosis with lymph blobs joined in. Generally accompanies lymphoblastic leukemia and loves liver, thyroid and 

pancreas.

TBR LFM TUBER LYMPHO 
FOLLICULAR MYXOMA MVB A compound lump lead by tuberculosis bound to lymph into glomular cells by the myxo virus. Commonly found in thyroid nodules.

TBR LGM
TUBER LYMPHO 
GLOMERULAR 
MYXOMA

MVB A compound lump lead by tuberculosis, bound to lymph into glomerular cells by the myxo virus. This is a good candidate for 
reproductive glands, kidneys and areas of the cranial nerves inside the central nervous system.

TBR LPA TUBER LYMPHO POLIO 
ADENOMA MVB A compound lump led by tuberculosis with lymph, polio virus and adeno virus components. Common in thyroids, liver and eye areas.

TBR LPB TUBER LYMPHO POLIO 
BLASTOMA MVB Impaired nerve lump on new cells by tuberculosis bacteria and polio virus also involving lymph.

TBR LSF
TUBER LYMPHO 
SEMIOVALE 
FOLLICULAROMA

MVB Compound lump led by tuberculosis involving lymph, brain and follicular cells.

TBR MEL TUBERMELANOMA MVB Lump of tuberculosis and melanoma. Loves lungs, brain and adrenals.

TBR NCC TUBER NEURO CHORIO 
CARCINOMA MVB Considered a rare form of combination lump that involves TB mixed into both the choroid layer of tissue and into the nerves. Usually 

in the brain.

TBR OSR TUBER OSTEO 
SARCOSIS MVB Gradual bone deteriorisation

TBR PBM TUBER POLIO BASAL 
MENINGIOMA MVB A lump based on tuberculosis combined with polio virus, basal cell carcinoma and meninges cells. Good candidate for the 

mesencephalon for those with walking difficulties.

TBR PCC TUBER POLIO CYSTIC 
CARCINOMA MVB Lump lead by tuberculosis and polio found on nerves.

TBR PCR TUBER POLIO 
CARCINOMA MVB Destruction of nerves by tuberculosis bacteria and polio virus.

TBR PFM TUBER POLIO FIBRO 
MYXOMA MVB A lump lead by tuberculosis in a very familiar combination with polio and including fibro and myxo virus.

TBR PFN
TUBER POLIO 
FOLLICULAR        
NEUROMA 

MVB Commonly found in the frontal lobe of the brain and the thyroid.

TBR PML TUBER POLIO 
MELANOMA MVB A compound lump lead by tuberculosis tied in with polio virus and melanoma. May often be found in thyroid and eyes, but could be 

anywhere

TBR PMN TUBER POLIO 
MENINGIOMA MVB Destruction of nerve menings lead by tuberculosis bacteria and polio virus.

TBR PNR
TUBER POLIO 
FOLLICULAR          
GLUCOMA

MVB Lump in pancreas or liver led by tuberculosis in the folicular and glucogen cells.
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TBR POC TUBER POLIO OSTEO 
CARCINOMA MVB A lump led by tuberculosis affecting nerves and bones.  Often seen in cartilage and often with TB Cartilage.

TBR PSH TUBER POLIO 
SCHWANNOMA MVB A lump based on tuberculosis bound to nerves with the polio virus and the schwann cells.

TBR PSQ TUBER POLIO 
SQUAMOMA MVB A lump lead by the bacteria, tuberculosis with the polio virus and sqamous cells joined in. A very good candidate for nerves involving 

eyes, but not limited to such.

TBR SMX TUBER SPONGIO 
MYXOMA MVB A compound lump lead by tuberculosis bound with spongy cells and mixed with myxovirus. First found on gall bladders and in 

prostates and ovaries.
TBROMA TUBERCULOMA MVF Lump anywhere in body based on several Tuberculinum miasms
TBS TO BE SAFE 2-7 B A mild form of active TB is beginning to come through the air systems of large buildings (not yet contagious).

TEA 50B THYROID ENZYME 
ACTIVATION 50B MVB A thyroid enzyme that dissolves ascites (lymph/albumin) and activates the liver to break down subsequent albumin  for digestion.

TEM IMU TEMPERATURE & 
IMMUNITY MVF Pituitary-based remedy. Brings internal temperature back up comfortably in way that will move coagulated lymph, prevent infection, 

digest better and control fluids. People who have condition hardly sweat.

TES BLK TESTOSTERONE 
BLOCK MVB Adrenal-based effort to free a basic hormone

TESTOS TESTOSTERONE 
RESTORE MVB Brain based- suppression of adrenal function to make testosterone. 

TET CEF TETANUS         
ENCEPHALITIS 2-5 B Mimics carpel tunnel and trichinosis together.  Weaken wrists, makes forearm rotation painful and can even put arms to sleep.

THAL THALLIUM ANTIDOTE 2-7 C A major nerve poison player in MS cases from dental work.
THAL A THALASSEMIA A M Thalassemias are the most common blood diseases in the world and in 80% of the population.  Usually used with a kidney remedy
THAL B THALASSEMIA B M Thalassemias are the most common blood diseases in the world and in 80% of the population.  Usually used with a kidney remedy
THAL C THALASSEMIA C M Thalassemias are the most common blood diseases in the world and in 80% of the population.  Usually used with a kidney remedy

THAL E THALASSEMIA E MVB A blood disease that causes subjects to be generally tense, restless and manifest physical problems because of the lowered 
immunity. (undiscovered by science in 2000)

THIN THIN MVF Thyroid/Parathyroid joint miasmic condition that causes liver to form heparin. Heparin binds mucous, carbohydrates, insufficiently 
digested amino acids, and calcium to cause weight. Take with THINNER.

THINER THINNER MF Joint action of pituitary and adrenals to take heparin (half formed prostaglandin) to full prostaglandin which will convert the elements 
that Heparin holds (mucous/carbohydrates/insufficiently digested amino acids/calcium) into energy. Take with THIN.

THK AD THICK AMYLOIDOSIS 
DISSOLVE ENZ An enzyme group that dissolves general amyloid tissue deposits.

THK AML THICK AMYLOIDOSIS 
DISEASE MVB

A bone/liver disease that insufficiently converts glycoprotein (mucous), leaving a waxy, thick substance that binds and clogs 
whatever area it is in. The material attracts and holds a wide assembly of chemicals, metals and other toxins. Take with equal or 
more bottles of THK AD and PRTNOS.

THK BDC THICK BRAIN DROSS 
CLEANER ENZ A group of enzymes that eat amyloid deposits in brain. Best taken with THK BRN.

THK BRN THICK BRAIN MVB A deposit of amyloid tissue (tapioca-like protein mixed with carbohydrates) that fills in around the cell area and reduces function. 
Also affects heart, nerves and liver. Take with equal or more bottles of THK AD and PRTNOS.

THK COL THICK COLLAGEN MVB
A deposit of amyloid tissue in the collagen (protein of reticular fibrils that forms the elastic fibers of the tendons, ligaments and 
connective tissue). Related to translocation chromosome structure). Use with BON HRD for stria. Take with equal or more bottles of 
THK AD and PRTNOS.

THK FUL THICK & FULL MVB Hair regain formula w/added remedy for hair-eating bacteria. Thick was already working. Now we want more of the full.
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THK HRT THICK HEART MVB
A secondary amyloidosis that deposits amyloid tissue (waxy, starch-like, mucousy protein, mixed with carbohydrates) in the heart. It 
is related to the "isochromosome" structure. Congests the heart and valves in the heart septum, causing the heart to work harder. 
Take with equal or more bottles of THK AD and PRTNOS.

THK LPD THICK LIPID MVB A deposit of amyloid tissue encasing lipid cells, involving "isochromosome" chromosome structure. The tapioca-like substance forms 
a waxy fat with lipid cells. Take with equal or more bottles of THK AD and PRTNOS.

THK LYM THICK LYMPH MVB
A deposit of amyloid tissue in the lymph related to the "inversion" chromosome structure. It thickens lymph, impairs perspiration and 
adds to some weight conditions. Sometimes involves blood, kidneys, spleen. Take with equal or more bottles of THK AD and 
PRTNOS.

THK NRV THICK NERVES MVB

A secondary amyloidosis that deposits amyloid tissue (waxy, starch-like, mucousy protein, mixed with carbohydrates) in the nerves. 
It is related to the "duplication" structure. It causes nerves to underfunction, strangling many organs of the essential neurological 
stimulation. In a different way from THK BRN and its relationship to Alzheimer's, this relates strongly to memory loss. Take with 
equal or more bottles of THK AD and PRTNOS.

THK PLS THICK PLASMA MVB
A deposit of amyloid tissue (tapioca-like protein mixed with carbohydrates) that fills in around the cell area and reduces function. In 
the plasma, it may play multiple clogging roles in addition to making the most fundamental aspects of the cell unavailable. Also 
affects heart, nerves and liver. Take with equal or more bottles of THK AD and PRTNOS.

THK SKN THICK SKIN MVB An amyloid condition causing a whitening of the skin. Usually this is with a skin fungus like one of the tineas, trichophytons or 
lichens. Take with equal or more bottles of THK AD and PRTNOS.

THK TIS THICK TISSUE MVB A combined hereditary and secondary megaloblastic amyloidosis. Commonly found in people who develop a "fleshiness" with 
weight. Take with equal or more bottles of THK AD and PRTNOS.

THK TMR THICK TUMOR MVB Spotty deposits of amyloidosis that encourages tumors to form. Take with equal or more bottles of THK AD and PRTNOS.

THL ROS THALAMUS ROSE MVF A lump on the thalamus that causes a wide-spread diffuse block of many hormone receptor sites. Subjects manifest compound 
endocrine problems. 

THLOMA THALOMA MVB Lump in the thalamus

THROMB THROMBUS MVF Lump in (not on) the wall of the artery impeding blood flow. It is one of the causes of thrombosis, a term which officially includes the 
blockage of arteries by loose particles as well as this kind of growing lump.

THY MIM THYROID MIASM M A Typhoid-based carryover from our ancestors

THYG CS THYROGLOSSAL 
CYSTITIS MVB

An infection of the pyramidal extension of most thyroids into the glossal duct. The thyroid tissue in this duct extends from the thyroid, 
past the Adam's apple to the tongue. There seems to be some special relationship of this area to double chins and production of 
thyroxin. Take with a little dulse 1 tab/morn or 7drops/morn).

THYMOM THYMOMA MVB Specific mass/tumor found on the thymus which controls lots of your immunity and strongly interfaces with the health of the heart.
THYROX THYROXINE RESTORE MVB Based on the hypothalamus/pituitary connection, this builds and stimulates the thyroid from a location outside the thyroid.           .        
TIC HER TICK HERITAGE MP Inherited sensitivity and affect of what is today called tick Lymes disease. Tiredness, swelling, especially around tick bites.          .
TIC POI TICK POISON T Venom of tick lodging in thymus to cause tiredness.
TIC TOX TICK TOXINS 2-4 B Ticks involved in Spirochete leave residual bacteria and viruses, most of which this covers.
TINNUM TINEAINUM M Miasm of common hair fungus.  Used in Sparse Hair, Monk Hair and Receding Hair Line
TINu TINNITUS u VF Improvement on previous remedy for ringing in the ear.

TIR CRN TIRED & CRANKY MVB A miasm based insufficiency of adrenals.  Long term pattern of getting so tired that the person is uncontrollably cranky. ( Especially 
in menopause)

TIS TON TISSUE TONER T Removal of unattached calcium and carbon dross

TLC THYROID LIVER 
CONNECTION MVF Prepares cholesterol for the thyroid to use in the synthesis of thyroid hormones

TMS FEV THYMUS FEVER 2-7 V Thymus and thyroid are both affected by thymus fever.  Often seen with long history of illnesses.
TMS OPN THYMUS OPEN 3-5 VF Fever/fungus (actinomycosis) blocking immune system
TMS SRG THYMUS STRONG 1-4 VP One of the strongest boosts to immunity we've discovered yet, especially when the immune system is compromised.
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TOLO TORULOSIS F A form of candida known to often simultaneously attack intestines and lungs.  I believe it is different from the form of blastomycosis 
claimed by medicine

TON TON TONSIL TONING RVF Brain is slowed by remnants of mumps, chicken pox and a few funguses
TONIT TONIGHT MV Combination of brain, adrenal, prostate and nervous system releases for some men with erectile difficulties.
TOO BLD TOOTH BUILD MVB Aimed at helping a tooth fill back in after an infection is gone.

TOR BAS TOURETTE'S BASE MVB The inherited foundation with common bacteria that allows Tourette's.  Add the animal bacteria or toxin that constitutes the form of 
the jerking and mental reaction

TORO TORO 3-7 RV The most common residues that cause T esticles OR O varies to swell.  Also check MDC.

TOXO TOXOPLASMOSIS 1-5 P A more direct approach to the parasite when it is in other organs than the pancreas (kidneys, adrenals). Uplift/Sassafras oil still good 
for pancreas-location

TRD ARK THYROID SPARK MVB  A lump in the median preoptic nucleus of the hypothalamus that prevents the release of Thyroid Simulating Hormones (TSH) and 
Gonadotropic Hormones from pituitary.  Reduces the production of vital T3 & T4 hormones in the thyroid needed for metabolization.

TRD BLD THYROID BUILDER MVB A pituitary/pineal/bone/seminovale remedy to bring many elements together to build the thyroid.

TRD BLZ THYROID BLAZE MVF Aimed at helping free the raw ingredient in the bone for T-3 (Thyroid hormone) development. T-3 is missing in most thyroid 
medication.

TRD BSC THYROID BASIC MV Releases Thyroxine-binding globulins (TBG) which, among other functions, are needed for the absorption of iodine (main food of 
thyroid) and the thyroid hormone T4.

TRD CAL THYROID CALCIUM RVB Thyroid affecting parathyroid in a way that does not allow the calcium to be converted to usable form. Related to KID CAL and AST 
CYT.

TRD CLG THYROID CLOG MVB Causes phlegm in throat and some foods to "catch" in throat. Affects heart (sometimes causing myxoma and lumps). Can cause 
lumps in kidney which cause edemic weight.

TRD CLR THYROID CLEAR VC Antidote to a little-known virus and the aluminum, flouride and chlorine that it traps in the thyroid. Hypofunctioning thyroid lead to 
tiredness and weight.

TRD EAR THYROID EAR VBF Adeno/Diphtheria/SAD a combination of thyroid pathogens. Involves ears plus depression, especially in absence of sun.       .
TRD FLK THYROID FLUKES 2-6 P Deterioration of Thyroid.
TRD HIT THYROID HEIGHTS MVF Altitude causes malfunction of all thyroid tasks.
TRD HOR THYROID HORMONES BF Fungi and candidi that depress the thyroid hormones and drain the adrenal hormones

TRD MET THYROID METABOLISM 
DISEASE MVB The condition prevents the thyroid from metabolizing oxygen and performing one of its major roles in metabolization. See also 

Lungthyroid Toxicosis.

TRD MM
THYROID 
METABOLIZING 
MACHINE 

MVB This formula helps the thyroid use iodine to prepare sodium for the transportation of metabolites (responsible for metabolization) 
throughout the body. Take with LIV MET; sometimes with HYP MET.

TRD NRV THYROID NERVES MRB Infections in the teeth nerves and and bacteria from bone infections can interfere with the nerves to the thyroid and stop stimulation 
that helps it work. Often good for appx 20% improvement in thyroid function.

TRD OPN THYROID OPEN 3-12 VF Fever/fungus (actinomycosis) of thyroid removal (and this subsequently feeds thyroid).  Dulse needed when rebuilding thyroid.

TRD OX THYROID OXYGEN 
CONVERSION MVB Pathogenic combination blocking thyroid from using oxygen for metabolizing. Involves carbon blockages.

TRD OXY THYROID OXYGEN MRB A hypothalamus-based remedy that unbocks the thyroid function in the absorption of oxygen.

TRD PLS THYROID PARALYSIS VB Nerve bacteria (a form of clostridium) surppressing thyroid.  Possible adjunct to cellulitis issues. Also long-term, thyroid-related 
depression.

TRD REL THYROID RELEASE VF Unleashes thyroid hormones and activities that were blocked by pathogens from carbohydrates.

TRD SHE THYROID SHEATH 
INFECTION MVB The usual cause of iodine non-absorption in the thyroid and the starting factor for goiters. Iodine is considered the chief food of the 

thyroid. Take with a little dulse 1 tab/morn or 7drops/morn).
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TRD SPC THYROID SPICE MVB Common thyroid disease as evidenced by double chins. Remedy spices up your digestion,spices up libido, spices up 
hormones,regulates kidney cause of low blood pressure, spices up blood strength.

TRD SQA THYROID SQUASH B A little known bacteroid can cause a long-term, unnamed disease of the thyroid. Typical cold hands, cold feet, never-warm-enough 
symptoms.

TRD SRG THYROID STRONG 2-6 V A high potency thyroid triple virus.  Appx 50% of the population tests for it.
TRD SRK THYROID SHRUNK VB As implied, the organ literally shrinks and doesn't work well.  Area of skin around thyroid appears wrinkled.
TRD STN THYROID STONES 3-7 Formed from a strange mixture of blood and thyroid substances. 
TRD TRD THYROID TIRED MVB A form of inherited thyroid insufficiency based on family teeth problems
TRD TUM THYROID TUMOR VB Non-inherited infection of thyroid from mycobacteria and virus
TRD VIR THYROID VIRUS 3-5 V Weakened Thyroids have this like a cold.  Check before going to Low Thyroid.
TRDOMA THYROIDOMA MVB A lump/bump on the thyroid decreasing its ability to function.  See also TRD TUM and GOITER.

TRIR THYROID RADIOACTIVE 
IODINE REVERSE CB Iodine 131 is used to kill diseased thyroids.  The remainder of iodine continues problems and needs to be REVERSED.

TRKM TRICHIMONIS 1-4 P A parasite most known for vaginal discomfort that often accompanies Chlamydia and Gardnerella.
TRN TRD TRENCH THYROID 10-12 MB A miasm involving both Trench Fever and Malaria

TRN VLV TRUNCUS VALVE 
DEFECT MVB Blood flow to lungs is shunted from right ventricle of heart to aorta before entering pulmonary arteries. Causes shortness of breath, 

pain on side of legs and enlarged nose
TROXEM THYROXEMIA MVB Bone-based approach for freeing all elements in the bones that make thyroid hormones ready for thyroid distribution. 

TRTOMA TERATOMA MVF A lump composed of different kinds of tissue, none of which normally occur together or at the site of the lump.  Most commonly seen 
in the ovaries or the testes.

TTM THE THREE MIASMS 10-12 M Triple splice of Tuberculosis, Syphilis, Gonorrhea.  Few have this - usually splices are of 2 miasms.
TUB CAR TUBERCARCINOMA MVB A carcinoma based on the bacteria, tuberculosis.  Included in CDC.

TUB CLM TUBERCULINUM/ 
CHLAMYDINUM 10-12 M Spliced miasms most affecting eyes and giving vision problems

TUB FLU TUBERCULINUM FLU 10-12 M A double miasm that causes or is involved in kidney-related water weight (edema).
TUB MED TUBERMEDORRHINUM 10-12 M Spliced Miasm of Tuberculosis and Gonorrhea.  Behind most cases of gnarly hands, lots of alopecia cases, etc.

TUB POL TUBERCULINUM POLIO 
MIASM M A missing link, as an alternative to Polio Miasm, for the eye muscles to let the eyes regain their shape (and vision)

TUB RIK TUBERSCULINUM 
RICKETS MR Miasm base of skin rashes and "pimples" that break out with exposure to the sun.  See TUB SCR for sun-generated skin cancer

TUB SCL TUBEROUS SCLEROSIS MVF A neurocutaneous disease with adenoma sebaceum, nodules and sclerotic patches in the cerebral cortex, retinal tumors, 
depigmented leaf-shaped macules on the skin, tumors of the heart and kidneys, pitting or deterioration of teeth enamel. 

TUB SCR TUBERCULINUM         
SCURVY 10-12 MR Miasmic weakness of skin to sun that may turn into skin cancer.  Redheads, most Irish and others are likely candidates

TUB SYF TUBERSYPHILINUM 7-10 M Spliced Miasm of Tuberculosis and Syphilis.  Behind Sprue, Lupus, Cystic Fibrosis etc. etc.
TUBNUM TUBERCULINUM 12-18 M One of the classic, early miasms concerning mostly bones, skin and eyes and involved in kidneys, blood
TWO POL TWO POLES 3-7 MFB Tuberculosis miasm in brain attracts pituitary funguses and CLM GRN for bipolar depression. LMF GRN also needed sometimes. 

TXOLS TOXIC OIL 
SCLERADERMA MVB An inherited gall bladder condition that causes contraction of tendons usually by displacing fingers and toes in a contorted manner

TYFD TYPHOID 2-5 B Typhoid may play a role as a disease, part of lymes, bone spurs and as a residue.
TYFD M TYPHOID MIASM 10-12 M Settles in Peyer's patches and decreases HCL for digestion. Causes dark 1/3 circles under eyes when in G.B..
TYFS TYPHUS 2-5 B Rickettsial fever of bleeding poxes, vascular constriction, kidney stoppage & spinal encephalitis.  Residue may be similar..
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UP & GO UP & GO F A flesh-deteriorating slime of a fungus that gets into all parts of the body, especially the brain.  May clog many an organ in a mucous 
++ way.

URC HRP URIC HERPES 5-7 MVB A typhoid-based impairment of the gall bladder's ability to break down uric crystals. They deposit in kidneys causing gout, etc

URT STN URETHRAL TRACT 
STENOSIS MVB A narrowing of the urethral tract from the bladder that may allow scant voiding despite strong urge.  The backed-up urine may cause 

bladder and urinary tract infections.
UVITIS UVEITIS MVB Causes swelling/redness of whole eye, often to the point of near blindness.

UYL FEV URBAN YELLOW FEVER 6-9 R Residue variation of familiar Yellow Fever.  Used with some Diabetics.  Chief symptom is craving (presently or formerly) for sodas 
(soft drinks)

VAC BRN VACCINATION BRAIN 
PARALYSIS VBC Media of the vaccination plus bacteria gained in the process infects the brain.  With autism, add REGRET; with flailing of arms & 

body, add DISTEMPER; with hyperventillation-like cough, add Bordetella Pertussis.
VAC FNG VACCINATION FUNGUS 2-5 FC The infamous maduramycosis together with elements used to clean monkey kidneys and make vaccinations

VAC NW VACCINATION NERVES 
& WEIGHT MVF Aimed at Histidinemia, an inherited disease often activated by vaccinations that deteriorates nerves, causes a "pudgy" weight and 

can impair mentality.
VAR ULC VARICOSE ULCER 7-10 VB Often in leg ulcers and can also be in eyes, heart, pancreas, etc.
VAR VEN VARICOSE VEIN MVB Vein Weak has worked well for most cases of Varicose Veins, but a wider version works better for other cases

VAR VEN2 VARICOSE VEIN2 MVB An improvement on a previous remedy for varicose veins.

VEG FNG VEGETABLE FUNGUS F On red, yellow or orange vegetables.  Blocks carotenes, lycopenes and xanthophylls. Robs vitamin A and contracts mucous 
muscles.

VEN TEN VEIN TENSION MVF Anterior pituitary emits hormone which pushes lymph out of veins so that it deposits toxic weight in body. Also check BON LMF
VEN VLV VEIN VALVES MVB Hardening of the valves in the veins that prevents strong return of blood to heart. Low pulse, low blood pressure, impotence.

VEN VOL VEIN VOLUME MVB Aimed at Arterioembolic Kidney Disease. Slowly contracting veins cut down lymph drainage causing low blood pressure, decrease 
blood volume to heart/lungs for oxygenation. Subjects are winded easily, sweat little, have decreased thirst (dehydrate easily).

VEN WEK VEIN WEAK 7-10 RF Diphtheria with fungus.  Test on spider veins, varicose veins, bursting veins in eyes and head.

VEN WEP VEIN WEEP MVB Corrects an inherited issue which makes the veins strength too weak to hold blood contents at high altitudes . A leakage of plasma, 
platelets, salts and hormones causes ascites and joint toxicity.

VEN WRM VEIN WORM 3-5 P An ignored round worm in science gets into the veins especially around varicose veins and some brain issues

VES DGN VESSEL 
DEGENERATION MVB Highly associated with Wegener's Granulomatosis.  May appear simultaneously with nasal, lung and kidney conditions in a 

deteriorating fashion.

VIB PAR VIBRIO 
PARAHAEMOLITICUS B Bacteria that is major part of hair loss. Now included in other hair formulas. Can be taken alone.

VIBE UP VIBE UP An ambitious attempt to attune the body automatically as the earth changes its Hertx vibratory rate

VIPOMA VIPOMA MBF Tumor of non Beta pancreatic islet cells causing watery diarrhea, insufficient calcium in blood and insufficient hydrochloric acid for 
digestion. Often with parathyroid problems and insufficient iron in blood.

VITIL VITILIGO MVB A depigmentation of the skin based on inherited factors and triggered by other factors related to red blood cells

VLV STG VALVE STRENGTH MBF For organ valve tissue and nerves of ileocecal valve, bladder valves, gall bladder valves, heart valves (see also HVD) and lymphatic 
valves.

VN BDMA VEIN BODYOMA MVF Vein body tumor. Slows drain of deoxygenated blood which causes oxygen deprivation of whole body. Slowness invites infection 
when blood gathers/stagnates.

VOC REL VOICE RELEASE MVB The strained or crackly or husky voice that often comes with miasms/age.

VPV VISCERAL POLYPS 
VIRUS 3-5 V Ubiquitous virus that binds with other viruses, bacteria, fungi, residues, miasms.

VRL ENC VIRAL ENCEPHALITIS 3-9 VB A spinal issue that strongly resembles Polio.
VRL MEN VIRAL MENINGITIS V Virus attacking the covering of the nerves mostly in the central nervous system.
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VRL PNM VIRAL PNEUMONIA V Deep respiratory virus that feels like a combination of a cold and a flu. Coughing, sometimes fever and spinal achiness (which are 
also symptoms for other kinds of pneumonia) See CLM PNM, KLB PNM, PNM RES.

VSD VENTRICAL SEPTAL 
DEFECT MVB Unclosed hole in lower mid wall of heart which doesn't allow blood from lungs to bring enough oxygen.  Shortness of breath, easy 

sweating.
VTNUM A VITAMININUM A M Miasmic Deficiency of Vitamin A causes dry eyes, liver dysfunction and nerve withering
VYN COG VINYL CONGESTION C Some people are allergic to plastic or vinyl, even to sit on (while clothed).

WARTS WARTS VF Skin lesion virus that often is rough in appearance. Sometimes they appear as flesh-colored and smooth in clusters on the face, 
neck, wrists, hands and knees. Sometimes they are flat, almost not raised in varying shades of flesh.

WAT COL WATER COLLECT MVB An inherited kidney condition that causes water to leak from the kidneys into the body.

WBC FNG WHITE BLOOD CELL 
FUNGUS F When the white blood cells have gorged themselves with partially dead red blood cells, a fungus emerges in liver (w/liver) 

WELD WF WELDERS WHIFFS C Designed for the arsenic based fumes that welders are primarily exposed to.  See also IG

WHOOP M WHOOPING COUGH 
MIASM M May partially explain brain damage from shots including Pertussis (the most dangerous part of a DPT shot)

WHOP FD WHOOPING FEDS VB Heavy, hacking cough especially when lying down. Phlegm, fever/chills, weakness, stiffness, different aches for different people. 
Sometimes needs Fusoform Nasopharnyx for lingering phlegm. Courtesy of government contrails.

WHT BRN WEIGHT BORN MBF For those who were born as heavy children and remained so into adulthood.  May be linked with Weight Miasm
WHT BST WEIGHT BUSTER VB Parathyroid based viruses cause water retention

WHT LOS WEIGHT LOSE MVB Adrenal-based, hormone suppression that helps prevent metabolism and adds to weight holding. For lipedema add SLP WEL, LIP 
LOS CRB BLK & FOD BLK

WHT M WEIGHT MIASM M Combination of miasms that may be a family issue of weight for some
WHT REL WEIGHT RELEASE MVF The weight held by adrenal clogging and hormonal thwarting may yield to this formula
WHT VIR WEIGHT VIRUS 10-12 MVB Inherited weight (only) that runs in the family.  Candida program and LMF WHT/CLM TRA for current weight issues.
WILL M WILL MIASM 10-12 M People report gain of solid sense of self and mission.  Permanent removal of implants and basis of mistaken ET contract.

WILSON WILSON'S DISEASE MF Copper Surplus inherited condition marked by mild drooling, headaches, tremors, inability to speak, gold-greenish rings in the 
cornea.

WK LVBL WEAK LIVER/BLOOD MB Blood disease (PCDUS) associated with Inherited hypercholesterolemia, liver diseases, biliary tree, liver spots, hemorrhages, 
neurological

WLDWLM WILD WILMA'S 10-16 MVB Marie Strummel's Disease is a form of arthritis that curls the hands outward and contracts them.

WOW CEL WOW CELLS MBF Condition of brain (Thalamus) that causes adrenals to produce a prostaglandin that creates histamine receptors/binders with 
calcium which makes carbohydrates less assimilatable. the condition converts stress to weight. We're open to a better name.

WOZ ADN WOOZIE ADRENALS 6-10 MF Inherited slowness of adrenal causing perpetual tiredness and drained thyroid, increasing to weight problems and depression.

WRINKL WRINKLES MVB Gall Bladder-based, miasmic remedy to rectify weakness in absorbing oils and producing collagen which are so necessary for 
preventing wrinkles

WTC AFT WTC AFTERMATH BC Chemtrail. Symptoms are queasy after eating, headaches (sometimes), exhaustion, coughing (sometimes). Worse with dairy 
products. Sounds like the western world way of life these days.

XOTROP EXOTROPIA VB Nicknamed "Wall Eye" because at least one of the eyes aims outwards towards the wall.
YEL FEV YELLOW FEVER 7-9 R A residue (or actual case) Missing link in diabetes.  With diabetes, also check CPCD, SWT VIR, Can Pan,. PANFLK.

YEL HRP YELLOW FEVER       
HERPES 3-6 RVB Especially prevalent in Liver/Pancreas connection with symptom of complete intolerance to alcohol.

YES SIR YES SIR MV Combination of brain, adrenal, prostate and nervous system releases for some men with erectile difficulties.
YF D C YF D C 3-5 RVB Yellow Fever/Diptheria/Coxsackie - Liver/Pancreas problems.  See also BD Flukes, YEL HRP.
ZNC CLD ZINC CHLORIDE C Imbalances electrolytes for digestive and adrenal distress and locks in respiratory distress.  Part of contrail spraying in 99
ZNCNUM ZINCINUM M Zinc Deficiency Miasm affects prostates, eyes, livers and shows up in stretch marks in the skin.
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HEALERS WHO SHARE TESTINGS 
B=Bacteria; C=Chemical; D=Disease; E=Emotional; ENZ=Enzymes; F=Fungus; M=Miasm; P=Parasite; T=Toxins; V= Virus

Miasmic-based remedies generally take from 10-16 bottles

JUNE 30, 2002

ZNG ZNG ZING ZING MVF A scientifically unidentified parathyroid disease. Unblocking it allows the transformation of calcium in adrenals/kidneys, multiple 
hormones, bones, lymph and weight channels.

ZZZ ZZZ 1 Sleep aid
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